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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this dissertation is the discovery of basic principles that govern the design 

of electronic markets. The advances in communication technology have given us the 

ability to create fully automated markets that can function twenty-four hours a day and 

that can accommodate the participation of software agents as proxies to decrease 

transactions costs and increase efficiency. While computers cannot fully replace humans, 

it is already the case that humans face competition from software agents in their daily 

market activities on the Internet. 

This dissertation examines an experimentally created, real-time electronic market 

for multiple units of a homogenous good that 1) accommodates the participation of 

software agents as both buyers and sellers, 2) offers its users a variety of institutions 

(rules) of exchange, and 3) is specifically designed to analyze the way different 

institutions, time costs, and software agent participation affects human behavior. 

The experiments show that it is possible to construct software agents using 

common patterns of human behavior in previously investigated similar market situations. 

These agents can then successfully become an integral part of a new electronic market 

environment. We notice that human market participants initially underestimate the 

software agents' ability to compete - a phenomenon that can lead to lower efficiency 

levels. Two factors are important in the choice of institution: the level of market 

information that the institution provides and its relative success in the initial phase of the 

trading period. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

"They [Humans] made us so smart, 
so quick, so many... They needed us 
in order to survive..."' 

Throughout human history, voluntary exchanges of goods and services among 

people have been governed by a collection of rules of exchange. We call this collection of 

rules a market institution. Market institutions are developed to serve different purposes. 

In some cases institutions serve the seller by maximizing revenue, in other cases they are 

simply used to facilitate exchanges to obtain efficient allocations. We can look at the 

market institutions as an important component of the exchange process as shown on 

FIGURE 1 . Every exchange process is set in a certain economic environment, which is 

characterized by the endowments, preferences, and information possessed by the different 

participants in the process. The behavior of the human participants is driven by the 

participants' own characteristics and the strategic character of the institution used. 

Therefore the outcome of the exchange process depends on both the characteristics of the 

individuals and the strategic features of the institution. 

Adopting this institutional design approach, we can analyze the performance of 

different institutions. Let us first look at two of the most widely used institutions: the 

English Auction and the Continuous Double Auction, (see Engelbrecht-Wiggans et. al, 

1983, Coppinger et. al., 1980 ). The earliest traces of the English auction (known also as 

' Words taken from the mouth of one of the intelligent robot characters in the movie "A.I.;ArtificiaI 

Intelligence" (Steven Spielberg, 2001) 
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ascending, oral, or open auction) have been found in the Roman and Babylonian Empires 

(Engelbrecht-Wiggans et. al., 1983). In this auction the price is successively raised until 

only one bidder remains. This remaining bidder wins the object offered for sale at the 

final price. The auction can be run by having the seller announce prices, or by having the 

bidders call out prices themselves, or by 

having bids submitted electronically with the best current bid posted (Klemperer, 1999). 

A similar procedure could be used to also sell multiple units at the same time. 

It has been shown that the efficiency of the English auction depends on some of 

the characteristics of the economic environment in which it is used. When buyers have 

independently distributed private values for a single unit of the commodity for sale, it is 

easy to demonstrate that for every buyer, it is a dominant strategy to stay in the auction 

until the price reaches his/lier own valuation. The units offered for sale are therefore won 

by the people who possess the highest value for them. In theory, this auction should be 

FIGURE 1: 
The Place of the Institution in the Process of Voluntary Exchange 

Economic 
Environment Instituton 

Outcome Behavior 
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maximally efficient. (Boulding, 1948; Vickrey, 1961; Cassady, 1967) The English 

auction does not work as well when values are not private and independently distributed 

or when buyers have values for more than one unit of the commodity for sale and 

multiple units are available. For example, in common value English auctions, winners' 

curse is often observed. Allocations are efficient but the winner eventually ends up 

paying a price which is higher than the value of the purchased commodity.(Levin and 

Kagel, 1991) And in multiple-unit demand environments the English auction is 

characterized by demand reduction - i. e. participants strategically start dropping out of 

the auction earlier to decrease the price that they pay. Efficiency levels in this case drop 

significantly. (Noussair, 1998; Porter and Vragov, 1999). 

There are a few characteristics of the multi-unit English auction that have been noticed 

in field data or experimental work, which are not present in the theoretical models and are 

responsible for a slight deviation from the 100% efficiency level and optimal prices 

predicted by theory. The first is the presence of jump - bidding, and the second is the 

formation of collusive agreements among buyers to manipulate prices. (McCabe et. al., 

1991) Experimental evidence in multi unit versions of the English auction generally 

support the theory of demand reduction.(Porter and Vragov, 1999) 

Versions of the Continuous Double Auction have been used in the US for more 

than 140 years (Friedman, 1991). In this auction, every buyer and seller has the right to 

submit or accept a market offer at any time during the auction. Transactions are executed 

at the price of the standing offer. 
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Extant theory is lacking in satisfactory models of this auction type. Some attempts 

at modeling complex behaviors in this specific market environment are made in Easley 

and Ledyard (1993), Satterthwaite and Williams (1993), and Gjerstad and 

Dickhaut(1998). 

Experimental data shows that this auction type achieves very high efficiency 

levels under a variety of value and cost structures.(Smith, 1982; Holt, 1986; Plott, 1989; 

Friedman and Ostroy, 1995; Cox and Oaxaca, 1992) There are two "negative" aspects of 

this institution: transactions for the same good happen at different prices within a certain 

range - there is a degree of price volatility, which might not be desirable in certain 

circumstances (Rassenti and Smith, 1998), and problems arise in avoidable cost 

environments as shown in Van Boening and Wilcox (1996) 

Every exchange mechanism, that has been used or studied, tries to attain a balance 

of interests among all participants in the exchange process. In most situations, this 

balance is hard to achieve. It becomes difficult from a designer's point of view to decide 

which institution will better serve the public or private interest. The search for new 

institutions of exchange has been confined so far to theoretical exercises and experiments 

in which every mechanism is modeled and tested separately. Comparisons are then made 

according to a list of criteria like efficiency, complexity, price volatility, length, etc. Not 

enough attention has been dedicated to the dynamics of choice among institutions 

available to buyers and sellers simultaneously. Choice among mechanisms of exchange 

has always been looked upon as an exogenous process. Consider the diagram shown in 

FIGURE 2. Now, we have a variety of economic environments (sectors) with different 
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characteristics and also a variety of institutions of exchange, which could be chosen for a 

certain transaction. Presently, we live in a complex society where the second figure is 

much more pertinent. If we want to design markets to address the current needs of an 

unprecedented variety of economic environment characteristics and participants, we have 

to look at the dynamics of choice. It is true that in the past markets have been dominated 

by the two basic formats described above. There has been no theoretical justification of 

that fact. 

Complications to the Process of Exchange in the Presence of Various Economic 
Environments and Institutions of Exchange 

Economic Environment 

Several reasons have been posted for the prevalence of only a few forms of 

exchange institutions. 

FIGURE 2: 

Institution 1 

Sector 2 Behavior Institution 2 

Sector 3 Institution 3 

Outcome 
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1. Essentially, every market has its own physical microstructure. It has a 

location, supporting equipment, staff, etc. In order to continue to exist as a 

market, this institution has to generate enough volume to cover the expenses 

related to the support of this microstructure. These maintenance expenses are 

a type of fixed cost and can be called more specifically operational costs. The 

existence of only a few institutions could be explained by large operational 

costs. 

2. The existence of many market institutions increases transaction cost for its 

participants. They have to show up at the right time and place with the 

necessary documentation, permits, money, and tradable goods. They have to 

arrange for transportation to and from the different locations. These 

transactions costs result in fewer institutions because participation at many 

different institutions becomes costly. 

3. One of the most important functions of the market is the dissemination of 

price information. In the process of determining all quantities and prices the 

market aggregates the private information of all market participants, thus 

providing a diagnostic snapshot of the economy. This snapshot information 

can be used to guide future investment or restructuring decisions. It is too 

difficult to disperse price and other market information when there are too 

many different markets. Obviously there are information costs (or barriers) 

connected with the existence of many different market institutions. 
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4. Once a market institution is created and used, people become increasingly 

familiar with its rules. They spend some time and effort in browsing the 

available strategy space looking for the most successful strategies. Since this 

has to be done for every institution in which people are planning to 

participate, there are certain costs associated with participation in a new 

institution. It becomes cognitively too costly for people to keep track of too 

many rules of exchange (too many institutions) and then search for good 

possible strategies for each of these institutions. These costs can be termed as 

cognitive costs. 

Because of these reasons, the coexistence of many institutions of exchange in the past 

was not possible. This also translated into lack of models dealing with the dynamics of 

choice among institutions. However, the importance of the four factors mentioned above 

has dramatically decreased with the latest technological developments because: 

1. Automated markets deployed on a widely accessible computer network do not 

need specific location. Now market software can run on a network server, with a 

minimum of support staff. 

2. Operational details can be supplied electronically. Goods and money do not have 

to be exchanged or transported until all transactions are finalized. 

3. Prices and quantities from many different institutions can be aggregated quickly 

and displayed in a meaningful way with modem information processing 

techniques. 
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4. It is possible to create "intelligent" software agents that can keep track of the rules 

and participate in different market institutions as proxies of the people who use 

them. 

Electronic markets face different challenges. There is clearly a need of means to 

guarantee delivery of goods and funds.Ways for buyers to inspect the quality of the goods 

offered for sale is also particularly necessary. In spite of these technical difficulties the 

changes mentioned above have been establishing themselves gradually since in the early 

1970s when existing market institutions began an enormous transformation. Engineers 

and computer scientists recommended the automation of the markets for the most 

important sectors of the economy. Initially this idea was met with skepticism; computers 

were thought to not be suitable for handling the liquidity required in stock and futures 

exchanges. This is a remark made by Steven Greenberg, Chairman of the Board of 

Managers of the New York Cotton Exchange in 1977: 

We do feel that there is an area under discussion which is not only a clear and 
present threat to the efficient working of our markets, but also adverse to the 
public interest and one which carries with it tremendous adverse economic 
consequences. This is the area of computerized floor trading. 

However, during the last decade computers started handling the bulk of 

transactions on all major stock exchanges in the world. Over 28 automated trading 

systems came on line between 1988 and 1993. (Domowitz, 1991) According to the words 

of David Ruder, the Chairman of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, 

market automation has "improved the informational efficiency of our markets, increased 

the speed with which customer orders are executed, and expanded market 
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capability."(Domowitz, 1991) This trend has not only affected the financial industiy but 

has begun to affect many other major industries.(Lyle, 2000; Avery, 2000; Bacheldore, 

2000) 

For the purpose of this dissertation the above mentioned automated markets are 

called electronic markets. The electronic market (or an automated trade execution 

system) is a mathematical algorithm enabling trade matching and price formation, 

combined with information display and transmission mechanisms. Trades are 

accomplished according to certain rules, which are enforced automatically by a computer 

program - sofhvare. 

In the past decade it did not seem so costly to open a new computerized market 

with different rules. With the spread of the Intemet and the appearance of portable and 

easy-to-use supercomputers, it is now possible to create electronic markets that can 

operate without interruption, perform long and cumbersome calculations, allow real-time 

access from all over the world, thus decreasing transactions cost and enhancing 

competition and efficiency. 

For example, this year the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is 

planning to conduct its first fully automated combinatorial market for spectrum licenses. 

Initially, the auction mechanism was a simultaneous, ascending, multi-round auction that 

did not allow participants to bid on combinations of licenses . Technological advances 

have now allowed the auction to be able to accommodate combinatorial bidding, as well 

as to be accessible in real-time over the Intemet from the office of every participant in the 

auction.(FCC, 2000) 
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Because of decreased transactions costs, electronic markets deployed on the 

Internet are quickly capturing a large volume of important Business-to-Business 

transactions in different industries including petroleum, electricity, stock-exchanges, 

multi-dimensional procurement, tourism, etc. People are often using Internet auctions to 

buy and sell goods and services. Governments have chosen this method to liquidate 

failing businesses or privatize government property. In present times, FIGURE 2 is a 

much more relevant description of the state of electronic commerce because of the great 

varieties in our current economic environment. All the goods offered for sale have 

different characteristics; people who trade in those goods have different preferences, and 

information is unevenly dispersed among different markets. 

The latest development in the area of real-time electronic markets is the 

introduction of one more layer of complexity between the market as an institution and the 

participants in the market. This layer is represented by automated proxies, usually 

referred to as software agents, which can successfully represent their human owners in 

the daily market activities. A software agent (robot) is a computer program that assists or 

completely replaces its human owner in a certain activity. In this dissertation attention is 

devoted to market robots, i.e. software agents that act as proxies in a certain type of an 

electronic market. This 1-atest development decreases the cognitive costs that earlier 

prevented the existence of many different institutions. Now people do not even have to 

leam the rules if they choose not to. They can simply buy or hire a software agent to do 

that work for them. 

i 

i 



Costs are decreasing also in the areas of communications and spread of market 

information. There are now websites that can search through many other commercial 

web-sites and gather pricing, volume, and other information and then present it to the 

customer. 

Apparently there are still many questions to be answered both technically and 

theoretically in terms of how the three types of costs mentioned above could be decreased 

further. Currently a great deal of research and development is done to look at different 

possible standards for software agent communication protocols. KQML, KJF, XML" are 

so far the still widely unaccepted results of this effort. 

Introducing a New Layer of Software Agents between Humans and Institutions 
FIGURE 3: 

Humans Agents Institutions 

o o o 

o 
o o 

o 

" Knowledge Query Modeling Language, Knowledge Interchange Format, eXtended Markup Language are 

all intended to facilitate communication between software agents. 
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Now it becomes obvious that the reasons for the existence of only a few markets 

in the past have disappeared. All four types of costs mentioned above have decreased 

dramatically. It is now easy to imagine a future in which there is a wide variety of 

markets functioning constantly and being able to accommodate the participation of both 

human and software agents. Of course humans can devote their time to more productive 

activities if the software agent is well designed. This dissertation is a small step towards 

this future. 

The first issue that needs to be tackled is the question of what is the best 

combination of institutional arrangements that can perform the function of a global 

electronic market. It became apparent earlier that each institution has its desirable and 

undesirable properties. It is also true that different institutions come with a different 

structure and amount of indirect expenses that are imposed on the participants in one way 

or another. If we do not know how to pick or create the perfect institution, we can try to 

select a number of different institutions with different characteristics and then let the 

users of this exchange system decide which institution is most suitable in their specific 

case. A system like that can evolve by itself - some institutions will disappear quickly, 

others will remain for longer periods of time. 

The second issue is the design of a software agent that will participate in this 

"global" market. In order to come up with a good design for the software agent, we first 

need to investigate human behavior in an environment, which will imitate some of the 

characteristic features of electronic markets with different market institutions. Given a 

wide variety of ways to buy or sell products, humans will be faced with the difficult 

' i f 
j 
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problem of choosing the institution of exchange. They will ako have to determine the 

extent to which they can "confide" in the software agent that they are using. 

The following approach is adopted in this dissertation: a prototype of an electronic 

market using some of the most popular to date market institutions is created and then this 

enviromnent is used to investigate human interaction with these institutions. The 

information gathered is used to create a computerized agent, who can successfully 

represent a human in a similar environment. This software agent is then introduced as a 

part of the market environment and this new feature's influence on human behavior and 

market outcomes is probed. 
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2. THEORETICAL MODEL OF CHOICE BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS 

We will adopt two different theoretical approaches to the problem presented in 

chapter 1. The first approach has a classical macroeconomic flavor. It is used to describe 

the underlying economic environment in simple terms. The second approach borrows 

many of its ideas and concepts from modem game theory. Its purpose is to throw light on 

the individual incentives and behavior. 

In the strictly classical economic sense, a market is characterized by its 

underlying supply and demand structure. Suppose that buyers have values for N units of a 

certain product, which are drawn from a uniform distribution with bounds 0 and a. Sellers 

have cost for each of the N products also drawn from a uniform distribution with bounds 

0 and a. Given this information, we can calculate the resulting expected demand and 

supply curves. For example, the cumulative density of the cost of the cheapest unit to 

produce is given by F(c) = ̂  
c 

\ a j  \ a 
. This will also correspond to the 

cumulative density of the lowest value because values and costs are drawn from the same 

distribution. Using simple order statistics, it is possible to calculate the expected value 

and cost of each unit on the market. Once the demand and supply are clear, it is easy to 

find the expected equilibrium price. It is simply the expected value/cost of the N/2 th unit 

" s 
o r  EV{ p ' ) = \ pY , -

J n 

f 

0 y=—^ W A ̂  / 
1 - ^  

V. 

. pN^ 
J - —  

a 
d p  =  —  . E x  ante, this is the price 

that can support a Pareto efficient allocation and will allow the market participants to 

extract the maximum available surplus. Introducing time costs into this model is also 



easy. The presence of time costs (if they are symmetric for buyers and sellers) would shift 

the supply curve up and the demand curve down, keeping the equilibrium price the same 

but decreasing the total surplus. For example, let us suppose that both buyers and sellers 

incur a time cost of co during the course of market transactions. This time cost does not 

affect the equilibrium price as shown in FIGURE 4. However, it does affect the 

equilibrium quantity and efficiency. This is all we can say about the environment if we 

adopt the classical economic approach. Classical economists were not concerned about 

the mechanism by which the trading would happen. As long as the supply and demand 

conditions are known, the institution through which exchanges happen does not matter. 

We know that once the draws are made, the equilibrium price could be different from ^. 

It is the task of the institution used to "discover" the actual equilibrium price. Modelling 

the human behavior that leads to a specific price formation process is only possible with 

the use of modem game theory, which explores in detail the individual incentives of all 

interested parties. 

Towards the second half of the 20"^ century economists started to study different 

institutions. Starting with Vickrey (1962) both theoretical and empirical work suggested 

that institutions do matter. The way transactions are concluded, or the rules that govern 

the exchange of goods and services can limit to different degrees the ability of the market 

participants to extract the maximum surplus available. Attention has to be dedicated to 

the strategic implication of the rules, i.e. the strategic incentives of the different market 

participants should be explored and evaluated. A closer look at individual behavior is 
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FIGURE 4: 
Symmetric Shift in Demand and Supply after the Introduction of Time Costs 

price 

Tinre costs 

Quantity 

The model presented below provides a contribution to auction theory in three 

different aspects. Firstly it provides an analysis of a market with multiple buyers and 

sellers, who have multiple unit demands and supplies. Secondly, it endogenizes the 

choice beuveen institutions of exchange with different characteristics. Thirdly, it makes 

one category of transaction costs - time costs - an inalienable and important part of the 

economic processes under study. 

To model the behavior of buyers and sellers we will introduce S ={l,2,...z} 

different institutions of exchange and allow buyers and sellers to freely choose from the 
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available alternatives. Specific expressions of time cost are also included later on in the 

analysis. 

2.1 Individual Characteristics of the Buyers and Sellers 

As mentioned earlier each buyer i is characterized by a set of kj units with values 

Vki. To simplify the analysis, we will assume that all buyers have identical highest values, 

i. e. vi is the same for all buyers. Then, the value of each subsequent unit can be 

represented as 

Vi„ = V, -(/i-l)f/,. (I), 

where di is the difference between the values of the different units and is 

individual for each buyer. It is distributed uniformly in the interval [0, dh]. 

Each seller] is characterized by a set of kj homogeneous units of the same product 

with cost Ckj. Again for simplicity here we will assume that all sellers have the same 

lowest cost ci. Then the cost of every subsequent unit could be represented as 

=c,+("-!¥;  (I') -

The dj's for all sellers are distributed in the same fashion as the ones for the 

buyers. Limits are set on dh so that all values/costs fall in the interval [0, a]. If any of 

these differences is equal to 0, this means that the buyer or seller in question has the same 

value/cost for all of his/her units. Cleary, this will alter the overall distribution of costs 

and values, and we will not be able to use the order statistics approach mentioned earlier. 

Equations (1) and (!') set the problem in a more easily tractable framework from a 

mathematical point of view. We will see later that this change will be crucial during the 
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process of calculating the equilibrium reservation price and bid functions. From a purely 

game theoretic point of view, the first moves in the game are done by Nature. Nature 

decides on the dj, dj, ki, and kj values for all buyer and sellers. 

2.2 Seller's Maximization Problem 

The set of available strategies for the seller is infinite. The reduced game tree that 

a seller faces is shown on FIGURE 5. To simplify the analysis we can look at the 

different choices that the seller has to make in stages. In the first stage each seller has to 

choose an institution for all of his kj units. .'\ll sellers make their decisions simultaneously 

in the beginning of the game. The individual seller is not allowed to initiate more 

auctions than the number of units that he has available for sale. This is done with the 

purpose of eliminating a need of introducing a separate element of the model that 

contains a punishment for sellers who succeed in selling more items than they can 

produce. 

Let G(f, (5) indicate all possible ways of choosing an institution from S available 

institutions for g available units (^ > 0, J > 0). We can calculate by iteration the value of 

G{c,S)  by not ing that  G(0,5)  =  1  for  a l l  S,  G{g, \ )= 1 for  a l l  ^ ,  and G{g,5)  = 

^  G{n,S  -1). For e.xample, if we have two units for sale at two institutions, we can 
rt=0 

assign the units to the institutions in three different ways. We can have both units at one 

institution, both units at the other institution, and one unit per each institution. 
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FIGURE 5: 
The Reduced Model Game Tree from Seller J's View Point.^ 

Nature 

Nature 

SelSer j 

G(u.io) possibleassignnients 

choice of reservation prices** 

& 

' [n this game Nature moves first to determine the value difference (dj) for every seller, and the number of 
units (kj) that a seller will have available for sale. Choices * and ** are shown in detail on FIGURE 6 and 

FIGURE 7. 
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The calculation is performed in the following way using the iteration rule 

mentioned above. 

G{2 ,2 )  = £G(«,1) = G(0,1) + G(l,l) + G(2,l) = 1 + 1 + 1 = 3. 
/|sO 

FIGURE 6: 
The Process of Assigning Units to Institutions for Seller J 

k. units 

Seller j assigns units to institutions 

t> institutions 

During the second stage the seller has to choose a reservation price for all of the 

units available for sale. If we let Pg(x) be the equilibrium probability density function of 

the prices in the institution of type 0 and if we assume that all sellers are risk neutral, 

then the expected profit of seller] can be expressed as 

=  n . < k j  ( 2 ) ,  
J. m=l 
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where ) is the probability that exactly n out of //y units will be sold 

given a vector of reservation prices and a vector of assignments of reservation prices to 

institutions. Notice that the above expression corresponds only to a specific assignment 

of institutions to units for sale represented by the vector where all 

(j) € {1,2,.../j}. The composition of vector ^^is determined by the seller in the first stage. 

(/Uj is the number of auctions that seller j initiates, or the length of the rj and vectors). 

It is also assumed that the transaction price is not a function of the reservation price in 

any of the available institutions. 

FIGURE 7: 
The Process of Choosing Reservation Prices for Seller J. 

Seller j chooses r/s 

The first expression within the sum is the expected price in each of the auctions 

that the seller started, conditional on the fact the transaction was successful, i.e. the price 

in the auction was greater than or equal to the reservation price submitted by the seller. 

The second expression within the sum is the total expected cost of selling /iy 

units. We have to keep in mind that the expected cost does not depend on wliich units 
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were sold, but on how many units were sold. Therefore Ci is incurred if one or more than 

one units are sold, and ci + C2 is incurred if two or more than two units are sold. The total 

cost is then 

( r j J . ) + + ) + ... + 4^;; iFj, l)]c,  

+ [ 1^3 

-f 

+ [ (3) 

Grouping the sum of these terms together according to the T,"' {rj,(f)j) instead of 

the cost terms leads us to the second expression in (2). Let us derive the expressions of 

expected revenue and cost for a seller, who has two units for sale with costs ci and c:. Let 

us also assume that this seller] has decided to start two auctions of two different types (1 

and 2). Since the two auctions are independent of each other, seller j's expected revenue 

P P 

from them will be j.vp,(.v)(ir + |.vp2(.r)civ, where ri and r: are seller j's reservation 

n '•i 

prices. Seller j's expected cost will be 'P,'[(/-,,r,),(l,2)]c, +T,"[(r,,/2),(l,2)](c, +c,) or, 

using the equilibrium cumulative density of the prices in the respective institutions. 
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2.3 Buyer's Maximization Problem 

Buyers move second in the game after they have observed the institutional 

choices made by the sellers. All buyers simultaneously choose the number of bids to 

submit in each auction type. As you can see from the reduced game tree shown on 

FIGURE 8, buyers also possess an infinite number of strategies. 

The buyer determines not only the values of each element of the vector of all bids 

b- = and the vector, which shows the assignments of bids to auction types 

{1,2,...,//), but also these vectors' length 5,. The expected 

profit of buyer i can be expressed as 

where (6, ,^,) is the probability that exactly x units will be bought when 5, 

bids are submitted . We have to note that there are some additional restrictions for the 

buyers, mainly ^ v„ = 0 when i9,. > A', and i9,. <^^j< (buyers cannot bid in 

more auctions than available). 

The first term in the sum is the expected value of the items bought. Its 

construction is very similar to the one of the sellers' expected cost. We should keep in 

mind that the expected value of the items bought does not depend on which items were 

bought but on how many items were bought. Thus buyer i gets a value vi if he buys one 

or more items, V2 if he buys 2 or more items, etc. 

3, 

3. 
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FIGURE 8: 
The Reduced Model Game Tree from Buyer i's View Point/ 

* Is Shown in Detail on FIGURE 9 

Nature 

Nature 

ki 8uy<?r i 

Buyer i 

choice of institutions 

Buyer i 

choice of bicis' 

•* Nature chooses first the differences in the values of subsequent units (dj) and the number of units for 
which buyer i has values (kj) 
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FIGURE 9: 
The Process of Choosing Number and Assignment of Bids to Institutions. 

Buyer i chooses b.'s 

E^(p) is the expected price in an auction of type 9  conditional on the fact that 

the buyer in question has won the item. The form of this term depends on the price 

determination rule of each institution. Let us derive the expressions for expected revenue 

and cost for buyer i assuming that she has value for one unit V| and she decides to 

participate in two auctions of type 1 and 2 with bids bi and b:. The expected revenue is 

then Q^[(/!;p6,),(I,2)]i', + Q;[(ftpif?,),(1,2)]v, and the expected cost is £,(/?) +E2(/7) 

2.4 Equilibrium Conditions 

Nash equilibrium can be calculated by maximizing separately the expected payoff 

for all buyers and sellers subject to the specific constraints mentioned above and the 

relationships betNveen the functions Pg(.r),//(,(.r),E(,(.v) which depend on the specific 

rules of the institutions used.( (.v) is the equilibrium distribution of the winning bid in 

an auction of type G). For example, in a first price auction s Hg{,x) and 

E(.v) = bHg(b), where b is the winner's bid. 
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The seller has to consider the expected payoff of all possible G( j Uj , S )  

assignments of reservation prices to institutions and pick the one that has the highest 

expected payoff. Obviously, this would mean to sell all units in the auction type, which 

has the highest expected price. Lemma 2 provides an easy rule that could be used by 

sellers in some cases to choose the best institution. 

Lemma 2: 

If the equilibrium c.d.f's of the prices in the available institutions can be ranked as 

(.v) < P,(.v) < P^{x) <... < P.(.r) V.v \ {0, p} (BIO), then the expected payoffs of 

choosing these institutions for all of seller j's units are ranked in reverse order or 

EP(choosing institution I for all units) > EP(choosing institution 2 for all units)... 

The proof can be found in APPENDIX B. 

Buyers need to decide on the optimal number and distribution of bids over all 

available auctions. We will initially ignore time costs, but we will come back to them 

towards the end of the following section. 

Let us suppose that seller] chooses the same institution for all of his units that he 

wants to sell. Taking the derivative with respect to the vector of reservation prices /v will 

lead us to a system of symmetric equations, implying that if one institution is chosen, 

the reservation price in each single auction should be the same. We can then collapse the 

system of equations to only one equation, which is shown below; 

-Pl 'VAr)- =0 W 
dr 
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We can note here that in our specific case (r) is the binomial distribution with 

probability of success equal to 1 - Pg{r),  where Pgir)  is the equilibrium cumulative 

density function of the prices in the institution of type 0. Let us first look at the case 

when all seller j's costs are equal to ci. Equation (4) becomes 

''I 

I ' . .  \  

- fijrpg{r) ^ ^ = 0, which is equivalent to 
dr 

diun~Po{r)]c,  
-MirpA'-)- ' / ' =0 or /i,p,(r)(c, -r) = 0 (5) 

ar 

Since iijPtj(r) > 0, we can see that when all costs are equal and only one institution is 

chosen, optimization requires that the seller should choose the same reservation price for 

all of her units, which is equal to the per unit cost C|. For example, if a seller has three 

units for sale, and each of them costs S3.00, then the seller should initiate three auctions 

with the same reservation rpice of S3.00. 

Now let us look at the case when cost are different and they follow equation (I'). 

Using (4) we get: 

[^-wnwr "c, 

d 
-W.W-tII [l-P.Wl'KMr'-IJtJc, +("-iV,l =0 (6) 

d r  t t y n  )  2  

The mean and the variance of (/•) are respectively //^ [l - Pg (/•)] and 

l^j[Po('•)][^ ~ ^t) ('")]' so the above equation could be transformed to 

-^jrPeir)-
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— {Mj [1 -  Pe ( '")]c,  — d J + -^ d J} = 0,  

which leads us to 

-  Mi'To ( '•)  + MjC^ Po ( '•)  + pij  -y Po (/•)  + Mj "Y Po ('•)[1 - ('")" 2//; + 2//yPg (/•)] = 0 

We can divide both sides of the equation by iUjp^{r) > 0. Rearranging the terms gives us 

P(̂ r) = 2 = L_ + 2. (7) 

We take the derivative with respect to r from equation (7) to find its equilibrium p.d.f., 

which is p. (r) = . Remembering that dj's are distributed uniformly on the 

interval [04*^] and assuming that there exists a unique strictly increasing function r(dj), 

which maps all dj's into reserve prices and is used by all sellers, we can say that 

1 I 

d '  d j { M j - \ )  
r\dj). By integration of both sides with respect to dj we find the 

d] 
function in question to be r{dj)  = -  \) +const.  We can find the constant of 

d 

integration using the result from (5). The final result is: 

/•(./.) = + (8) 

This tells us that the optimal reservation price for a seller, who has 2 units for sale 

0.95" 
with costs S0.05 and S1.00, will be 0.05 + —^. 
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We can see that the optimal resen'e price does not depend on the institutional 

choice. It is only a function of the cost difference dj. Once the seller finds out the 

equilibrium reservation price, he or she can choose to start auctions of the type that has 

the highest expected price. Lemma 1 provides a guide to the seller as to how many 

auctions to start. 

Lemma I. 
P 

If < |.vp(,(.r)c/.r, then the optimal fUj* > kj 
0 

Proof: 

Lemma one states that when the highest cost of seller] if he had one more unit for 

sale is less than the expected value of the price in an auction of type 9, then the optimal 

number of auctions to initiate should be greater than or equal to the number of units for 

which seller] has costs. The lemma is easy to prove in the case when seller] has the same 

cost for all of his units. Suppose that the seller starts kj +1 auctions. The difference in 

expected pay-off bet\veen starting ^^and starting kj +1 auctions is 

].xpAx)dx-c,^ [1 - P,(r)\ + [1 - P,(r)l''"Avc,^ (9). 
r 

Notice that the third term is positive or 0 for every value of r. We have to focus 

our attention on the first two terms. Taking the derivative with respect to r tells us that the 

difference of the first two terms has one maximum in the interval [0, p] when r = Cj and 

an inflection point at 0. To find the minimum of the expression, we have to check the two 
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p 

end points. At 0, we have j.vpg(.r)fl[r - q >0 by our assumption because . At 
0 

p, the difference is exactly equal to 0. This means that the expression in (9) is always 

greater than or equal to zero for every possible value of r  in the interval [0,  p\.  

Formula (8) suggests that optimal r's will be different depending on the number 

of auctions that seller] wants to start. Let us call these two different optimal reservation 

prices ri* and r^*. The maximum of seller j's expected profit when he starts kj auctions is 

achieved at ri* , and the maximum of seller j's expected profit when he starts kj+1 

auctions is achieved at ri*. We already proved that EP(ri*,kj)< EP(ri*,kj+I), and we 

know that EP(ri*,kj+l)< EP(r2*,kj+l) because r:* is the maximum. We can conclude 

then that EP(ri*,kj)< EP(r2*,kj+l). This tells us that it is always weakly better to start 

kj +1 auctions than kj auctions. Therefore the optimal number of auctions /jj* > kj • 

The proof for the more general case is done in the same manner. It requires more 

calculations and it is shown in APPENDIX B. 

Supposing that each buyer will choose the same institution of exchange, we can 

express the first order conditions for maximizing profit as 

W,('',> = 0 ifthe 

buyer pays a price equal to the second highest bid in an auction or 
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"bZ + Ti. moi.bd + V'«(^.)] = 0 
do, flO; 

if the buyer pays his own bid. We can see that the form of the buyers' optimality 

conditions is dependent in a crucial way on the specific type of institutions available. 

Similarly to the case of the sellers, choosing one institution for the buyers means 

choosing the same bid for all units in that institution. The expressions above are valid 

only when buyers submit 3- > bids. Note that buyers are not limited as to the number 

of bids that they can submit. It can be shown that if a buyer chooses one mstitution to 

submit bids, all of his values are the same, and the number of submitted bids is equal to 

the number of units for which the buyer has values, then in an auction, in which the price 

is the second highest bid, the buyer should submit bids equal to her value. Optimal bids 

could also be calculated in various other settings as long as every buyer is constrained to 

submit only 5, bids. In the following section we will derive the buyers' equilibrium bid 

function in a second price auction, when buyers are allowed to submit only &. < bids 

and when it is known that this specific auction has the lowest expected price compared to 

all other available auctions. 

Simplifying the first order optimality conditions, we can find an expression for the c.d.f 

V — b-
of all bids in a symmetric equilibrium H{b)  = ^. This is the probability that 

buyer i will have the highest bid in equilibrium. Buyers with lower di's will have higher 

bids. Therefore, the probability that buyer i will have the highest bid in a second price 
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auction with n  participants is also equal to (1 - . Setting the two probability 
dh 

expressions equal to each other leads us to the bid function 

= + (8') 
dh 

Notice that when dj = 0, buyers' optimal strategy is to reveal the value of all of their 

units. 

Modeling buyers' behavior is significantly more difficult than that of the sellers. 

While the assumption that sellers start their auctions simultaneously, at the beginning of 

the game, is well satisfied for the most part by the experiments to follow, the same 

statement is not true for the buyers. Buyers are free to bid throughout the course of the 

game. Modeling that behavior successfully requires a learning component, which is 

presently absent. 

2.3 Time Considerations 

Time costs are determined in the following way. For each seller] the total time 

max {r„} 
cost is cr,(0,) = A, - , where t. represents the expected length of the longest 

'  '  '  lis(f>J 

auction of the respective type. This means that time costs are essentially determined only 

by the longest auction type chosen by the seller. For example, let us suppose that seller] 

has started one auction of type 1 and one auction of type 2. The expected length of the 

longest auction of type 1 is 0.25 hours and of type 2,0.33 hours. This means that seller j's 



expected time cost C7^[(l,2)] will be 0.33. The total expected profit of seller] in 

general terms is: 

Time costs for buyers are similar to these of the sellers oxm iip.)  = cr 
n 6 (p^ 

Time costs are essentially determined by the longest auction type chosen by the buyer. 

Therefore we can now write the total expected profit for buyer i, which is equal to: 

The time necessary to complete an auction depends on the auction procedures, the 

interest toward the specific auction type, the total number of auction types and of 

auctions of each type. Let be the total number of auctions of type 6 initiated by the 

sellers and rj^ be the number of auctions of type 9 in which buyer i decided to submit 

bids. (i9, = ̂  and ) We assume that time is distributed uniformly on the 

auction type). Using the properties of the order statistics, we can find out the expected 

length of the longest auction of type 6 for buyer i. It is simply: 

max{/„} 

TEP.(6,.,cp.,3^) = EP. {_b. ,(p. , 5;) - cr,.) 

y^5 
interval [0, t l  ], where t l  = p" ^ ^ (p is a coefficient characteristic of the specific 

and in the same marmer for seller j 
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' rU) <  4 + 1  S ' / f  
i 

Timing costs will depend exclusively on buyers and sellers expectations. For 

example, if sellers expect that buyers will choose to participate more actively in 

institution 1, then they will start more auctions of type 1. In equilibrium buyers and 

sellers expectations will match, and buyers will participate more actively in institution 1. 

In this model it is also the case that buyers' expectations are more important because, 

while sellers are limited as to the number of auctions that they can start, buyers can 

participate in as many auctions as they want. We should notice that if for one institution 

^7," -> 0, then -> oo for all buyers and sellers in this institution. 
I 

Now let us suppose that all sellers choose the auction type that has the highest 

expected price. When no time costs are present, this is an equilibrium strategy. 

Obviously, this choice is not stable when time costs are present because every seller will 

have an incentive to deviate from it. For example, given that all other sellers will choose 

the auction with the highest expected price, seller j can choose an auction with a lower 

expected price in order to allure the buyers to his auctions. Time cost will increase 

dramatically for the other sellers (to infinity if no buyer visits the auction), and time costs 

will be minimal (close to 0) for the seller] who deviated. The only stable symmetric 

equilibrium will be if all sellers choose the auction that has the lowest e.xpected price and 

generates the highest buyer activity. 
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The discussion in this chapter shows that multi-unit demand and supply 

environments are difficult to model. There is a variety of assumptions necessary to 

achieve mathematically tractable results. The equation for the sellers' optimal reservation 

price and Lemmas 1 and 2 are especially useful for the experimental analysis to follow in 

chapter three. 

i 
I. 
i 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN, PREDICTIONS, AND RESULTS. 

3.1 Experimental Design. 

In this experimental design four institutions of exchange are offered to the 

participants. These institutions are described in detail below. 

First Price and Second Price Sealed Bid Auctions: (SP & FP) 

The procedure for these two auction types is the same. The price rule is the only 

difference. In the first price auction the winner pays his own bid, in the second price 

auction the winner pays a price equal to the first rejected bid. When starting an auction of 

these two types, the seller specifies a reservation price for the item to be sold. Every 

buyer, who wants to participate in an auction, is required to submit a sealed bid. The 

auction is completed when five bids are entered. In order to win an auction, a subject has 

to have the highest bid, and the price that he pays for the item should be greater than or 

equal to the seller's reservation price. 

Seller's decision Buyer's decision 

Determine the reservation price Determine the bid 

English Clock Auction: (EC) 

This is a version of the English auction that attempts to eliminate some of the 

problems that were noticed in the experimental studies mentioned in chapter 1. In this 

type of auction, the seller has to specify a reserve price and a minimum required number 
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of participants. The auction starts when the number of subject bidders willing to 

participate is equal to the minimum required. The price starts going up by an increment of 

S0.25 every 10 seconds. At every increment bidders indicate whether they are willing to 

buy the item at the clock price. If a bidder drops out of the auction once, he is not allowed 

to come back. The auction stops when there is only one active bidder. The winner pays a 

price equal to the current clock price. 

Seller's decision Buyer's decision 

Determine the reservation price Determine when to drop out of the auction 

eBay Auction: (EB) 

In this type of auction the seller has to specify a reservation price, and a length for 

the auction. There are only four possible lengths that are predetermined - so the seller has 

to choose one of these four options. The auction is open immediately to everyone who 

wishes to participate. Bidders can start submitting bids, with the only requirement that 

every new bid has to satisfy a minimum increment rule. Subjects are not told the 

reservation price, but they are informed if they are below or above it. When the end is 

reached, the seller should send the item to the person who has the highest current bid, if it 

is greater than or equal to the reservation price. 

Seller's decision Buyer's decision 

Determine the reservation price Determine bid 

Determine length Determine when to bid 



The First price sealed bid auction, the clock version of the English auction, and 

the Second price sealed bid auction are among the institutions chosen because of their 

popularity in the field of Experimental Economics and in practice. These institutions have 

been extensively tested mostly in single-unit demand and supply environments. Ebay was 

chosen because of its present dominance in the scope of consumer-to-consumer E-

commerce. 

There are twenty-six subjects in each experiment; half of them are buyers and the 

remaining half-sellers. It has been shown in previous experiments that 4-5 buyers and the 

same amount of sellers are usually enough to guarantee a competitive market. In this case 

we wanted to guarantee not only a competitive but also a thicker market that can generate 

more volume. Using more subjects also diminishes the importance of strong individual 

effects in the data. Each of the subjects owns or has a value for ten items. Again the 

intention here was to create thickness. This means that if all sellers start auctions for all 

of their items, the buyers can participate in as many as 130 auctions. Sellers' costs are 

independently drawn from a uniform distribution with support (SO.OO, S4.00); buyers' 

values are drawn independently from a uniform distribution with support (S4.00, S8.00). 

This guarantees that almost all units present on the market can be exchanged without 

loss. We use the word almost, because time cost might make some of these exchanges 

unprofitable. We will come back to this later on. 

Buyers can buy up to ten items without punishment. If they buy more than ten 

items they do not receive additional values for them. Sellers can sell only up to ten items. 

A subject's profit fi-om buying an item is Vj -p (value minus price) and firom selling an 
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item, p - c, (price minus cost). Every minute during the experiment subjects incur two 

types of charges: 

1. mi - Monitoring charge (depends on how much time they 

spend in the experiment). 

Every buyer is randomly assigned a monitoring charge from the following set {0.00, 

0.01,0.02, 0.03,0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08,0.09, 0.1, 0.11, 0.12}. The same procedure 

is performed for the sellers. 

2. Zj - Inventory charge per unsold item from the initial 

allocation, (for the sellers only) 

For every seller a number is randomly chosen from {0.00, 0,01,0.02, 0.03} to represent 

his/her inventory charge. 

Time costs were introduced in the experiment because we believe that in the 

present electronic market place the timing of a transaction is too important to be ignored. 

During the course of the experiment a buyer could incur time costs somewhere between 

SO.OO and S2.40 , which is approximately between 0% and 13% of the possible attainable 

surplus. For the sellers the corresponding figures are much larger. Their monitoring cost 

is in the same range as the buyers, but inventory costs can pile up quickly. They can be 

between SO.OO and S6.00, or approximately between 0% and 33% of the possible 

attainable surplus per market participant. We think that sellers should be much more 

concerned about timing than buyers. This is because goods cannot be produced instantly. 

They need to be stored and/or maintained until they are sold. That is why the time cost 

parameters were set up in this way. 
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Each session in the experiment is terminated at a specified time (20 minutes after 

start). Buyers and sellers can freely choose the institution of exchange. Sellers can choose 

to sell an item at any time during the 20 minutes, and buyers can choose to participate in 

any of the active auctions. Presently, four institutions are available: sealed bid first price 

auction (FP), sealed bid second price auction (SP), English clock auction (EC), and Ebay 

auction (EB). Some of the parameters of these institutions are set by default, others are 

chosen by the seller. The Ebay auction lengths are 5, 8,11, and 14 minutes. These lengths 

were chosen to imitate the four different options that sellers face on the eBay.com 

website. They are equally spaced and the largest possible length is made shorter than the 

timing of each session, which is 20 minutes. Each auction requires the seller to submit a 

reservation price. 

The experiment consists of three treatments with three sessions in each treatment. 

In the first treatment subjects cannot choose the institution of exchange. Only eBay is 

allowed as a valid choice. The main purpose of this treatment is to confirm some findings 

about this auction type, to establish an efficiency guideline for the two other treatments, 

and to give us some hints as to the design of the computerized agents. In the second 

treatment, subjects can freely choose the market institution. The purpose of this treatment 

is to test some of the predictions of the model in chapter two, and to see how subjects will 

react in a more complicated environment. Again some of the pattems in subject behavior 
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TABLE 1: 
Values and Monitoring Costs of the Buyers in the Experiment^. 

Units 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Mon. 
cost 

Buyer 1 8.00 7.41 6.22 6.15 5.74 5.69 5.58 5.05 4.40 4.02 0.11 

Buyer 2 8.00 7.00 6.80 6.54 6.34 5.80 5.50 4.80 4.70 4.00 0.12 

Buyer 3 7.25 7.24 7.20 7.00 6.97 5.74 5.22 4.17 4.11 4.00 0.08 

Buyer 4 7.87 7.58 7.04 7.00 6.12 5.00 4.77 4.33 4.22 4.20 0.02 

Buyer 5 8.00 7.30 7.20 7.00 5.67 5.30 5.00 4.84 4.08 4.00 0.10 

Buyer 6 8.00 8.00 7.13 7.00 5.97 5.32 5.03 4.33 4.16 4.00 0.09 

Buyer 7 8.00 7.83 5.70 5.68 5.66 5.49 5.27 5.08 5.00 4.83 0.02 

Buyer 8 8.00 7.23 7.00 6.79 6.54 5.50 5.13 4.01 4.00 4.00 0.03 

Buyer 9 7.50 6.90 6.63 6.35 6.27 6.02 5.14 4.94 4.63 4.35 0.05 

Buyer 10 8.00 6.78 6.51 6.47 6.25 5.97 4.77 4.60 4.50 4.41 0.06 

Buyer 11 7.78 7.60 6.90 6.80 6.00 5.00 5.00 4.47 4.45 4.00 0.06 

Buyer 12 8.00 7.50 7.49 6.70 6.65 5.20 5.17 4.89 4.09 4.00 0.07 

Buyer 13 8.00 8.00 8.00 7.71 7.00 4.84 4.79 4.21 4.03 4.00 0.11 

^ Ail values are shown in dollars. Values are used in the following way: if Buyer 1 buys 
one unit for S4.00, his profit would be 8.00 - 4.00 = 4.00. If Buyer 1 buys three units for 
S4.00 each, then his profit is 8.00 + 7.41 + 6.22 - 3x4.00 = 9.63. Monitoring costs are 
subtracted every minute from the total profit. 
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TABLE 2. 
Unit Costs, Monitoring and Inventory Costs of the Sellers in the Experiment®. 

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Mon. 
Cost 

Inv. 
Cost 

Seller I 1.58 1.59 1.95 1.96 1.99 2.01 2.02 2.03 2.86 4.00 O.Ol 0.00 

Seller 2 0.20 1.25 1.28 1.38 2.00 2.40 2.62 3.23 3.59 3.80 0.00 0.01 

Seller 3 0.13 1.34 1.96 1.98 2.64 2.65 2.66 2.72 2.77 3.91 0.04 0.03 

Seller 4 0.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.71 1.93 2.16 2.31 3.10 3.86 0.07 0.01 

Seller 5 0.33 0.34 1.00 1.00 l.Ol 1.56 3.00 3.00 3.35 3.61 0.08 0.03 

Seller 6 0.03 0.27 0.99 1.20 2.37 2.59 2.77 2.88 3.00 4.00 0.05 0.03 

Seller 7 0.14 0.43 1.04 1.13 2.00 2.44 2.76 2.89 2.93 3.01 0.00 0.02 

Seller 8 0.65 0.72 1.00 1.05 2.14 2.70 2.90 3.07 3.60 3.90 0.03 0.00 

Seller 9 0.34 0.54 0.74 1.94 2.00 2.88 2.93 3.34 3.63 3.61 0.09 0.00 

Seller 10 0.10 1.20 1.36 1.50 2.08 2.46 2.74 2.75 2.76 3.90 0.10 0.02 

Seller 11 0.48 0.96 1.25 1.54 1.71 1.96 2.01 3.20 3.40 3.48 0.01 0.04 

Seller 12 0.01 0.05 0.23 1.02 2.32 3.00 3.20 3.38 4.00 4.00 0.01 0.00 

Seller 13 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 2.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.12 0.02 

® All costs are shown in dollars. Costs are used in the following way: if Seller 1 sells one 
unit at S4.00, his profit would be 4.00 - 1.58 = 2.42. If Seller I sells three units at S5.00, 
his profit would be 3x5.00 - 1.58 - 1.59 - 1.95 = II.88. Monitoring costs are subtracted 
every minute from the total profit. Inventory costs are multiplied by the units unsold 
every minute and are also subtracted from the total profit. 

i 
I 

i 
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will help us in the design of the agents. In the third treatment subjects can also freely 

choose the market institution or choose to use a software agent for all of their 

transactions. The cost and value parameters are the same for all sessions and treatments. 

All subjects go through a training session that explains the rules of all institutions and 

gives the subjects the chance to participate in all institutions. 

3.2 Hypotheses and Results 

This part of chapter three is divided into several separate sections. In the first section we 

present common hypotheses and results related to all three treatments regarding the 

optimal number of active auctions. The second and third section focuses the reader's 

attention on the eBay and No Agent treatments separately. The fourth section compares 

the price distributions and efficiency in the two treatments mentioned above. The fifth 

section discusses the agent design implemented in the third treatment, which we label as 

the Agent treatment. The last section presents the results of the Agent treatment and the 

comparative hypotheses and results across all treatments. 

3.2.1 Common hypothesis and resuUs 

The probability to sell an item increases with the number of auctions started. For 

all sellers the maximum cost is less than or equal to S4.00. Since sellers are constrained 

by the rules of the experiment to start only as many auctions as units for sale they have, 

their optimal choice regarding the number of auctions started should be ten. This 

prediction is based on lemma one in chapter two. Although the value set-up is a little 

different, its applicability in this case is self-evident. 
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For example, suppose that seller j starts only nine auctions anti his highest cost is 

S4.00. Seller] knows that buyers' values are distributed uniformly between SO.OO and 

$8.00. Thus seller] can conclude that there is a positive probability that the price in an 

auction could be greater than $4.00, which means that there is a positive probability that 

an item with a cost of $4.00 could be sold profitably. Therefore seller j's profit in 

expected terms could be increased, if he starts ten instead of nine auctions. Assigning a 

reservation price of $4.00 will always guarantee that the item will not be sold under its 

cost. We can apply a similar argument to show that the expected profit of seller j always 

increases with the number of auctions started as long as seller] is sure that there is a 

positive probability that the auction price could be greater than $4.00. This leads to the 

following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis la: In all three treatments all sellers will start ten auctions. Hence, using the 

notation provided in chapter 2: //y = kj =10 Vy 

Most sellers started 10 of auctions as seen on FIGURE 10. In all sessions of the 

eBay treatment, only two sellers did not start 10 auctions. In all sessions of the NA 

treatment, only 5 sellers did not open ten auctions. In the eBay treatment only one seller 

failed to start ten auctions. In the third treatment, agents were programmed to start ten 

auctions. Out of the human participants, all sellers started ten auctions. The results 

suggest that sellers have mostly fulfilled the theory's prediction about the optimal number 

of auctions to start. 
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FIGURE 10: 
The Total Number of Auctions Started by the Sellers. ^ 

eBay 1 eBay 2 eBay 3 NA 1 NA 2 NA 3 Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3 

The next hypothesis is loosely based on similar reasoning as above, which can 

help us pinpoint the optimal number of bids for the buyers. Similarly to the argument 

above, we can state that if buyer i believes that there is a positive probability that an 

auction's price could be less than S4.00, he could always submit an additional bid of 

S4.00 to increase his payoff in expected terms. A buyer's belief of such nature is 

reasonable since every buyer knows that sellers' costs are distributed uniformly between 

SO.OO and S8.00. 

Hypothesis lb: In all three treatments all buyers will participate in more than 10 auctions 

or 5,. >10,Vz. 

' NA stands for No - Agent treatment. The y-axis shows the number of auctions - 130 auctions is the 
optimal number per session (Ten auctions for every one of the thirteen sellers). The different sessions are 

displayed on the x-axis. 
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In only 16 out of 117 times a buyer did not participate in more than ten auctions. This is 

only a small percentage of cases (14%). You can see the average number of bids per 

bidder on FIGURE 11 . If a buyer has submitted more than one bid in the same eBay or 

English clock auction, these additional bids are not counted in the figure. Buyers' 

behavior is mostly consistent with the hypothesis. 

FIGURE 11: 
Average Number of Bids per Bidder in the Three Sessions of Every Treatment.^ 

eBay 1 eBay 2 eBay 3 NA1 NA 2 NA 3 Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3 j 

^ Optimality requires every bidder to submit more than ten bids in different auctions. 
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3.2.2 Hypotheses and results pertaining to the eBay treatment (EB) 

The Internet site eBay.com has lately been a popular subject for research. There 

are sources of both empirical work based on field data and theoretical modeling. The 

question of whether auction length matters in an eBay auction has been a source of 

disagreement among economists. While some theoretical models argue that price should 

not be influenced by auction length (Houser & Wooders, 2000), field data suggests the 

opposite correlation (Lucking-Reiley et. al, 2000). Here we consider the following 

hypothesis 

Hypothesis 2: In the eBay treatment, the price in an auction is independent of its length, 

however the price distribution becomes tighter as length increases. 

To test this hypothesis we run the following regression 

Pi = a,/; + where p,,/; are the price and the reservation 

price in auction i, and Li through L4 are dummy variables representing the different 

auction lengths. The resulting relationship is shown below with standard errors in 

parenthesis. 

p, = 0.35/;. + 2.67 L, + 2.S4L + 2.96L, + 2.95L, (10) 

(0.05) (0.16) (0.16) (0.20) (0.16) 

TABLE 3 shows the p-values for the F-tests of difference between any two dummy 

coefficients. 
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TABLE 3: 
P-values for Pair - wise F-tests for Difference between the Coefficients of the Auction 

Length Dummies in the eBay Treatment. 

Dummy LI L2 L3 L4 

LI - 0.19 0.08 0.03 

L2 - 0.52 0.47 

L3 - 0.95 

L4 -

Length matters when price is determined. This is confirmed by the low p-value of 

the model with the dummies (0.00003). This p-value comes out of the test that all dummy 

coefficients are simultaneously equal to 0. As you can see, however, statistically 

significant at the 5% confidence level is only the difference in prices between the 5-

minute and the 14-minute auctions. The mean difference of S0.25, however, is only 

enough to cover the time cost of the sellers with very low inventory and monitoring costs. 

The price distribution seems to get tighter with the increase in length. TABLE 4 

shows the standard deviations of the prices in the auctions with four different lengths. A 

conservative F-test (assuming normal distribution of prices) fails to reject the null 

hypothesis of no difference in variance at the 5% confidence level between the lowest 

and highest values in the table. (F=0.70, df numerator = 62, df denominator = 29). 

The evidence presented rejects the first part of our second hypothesis. Length 

seems to be an important determinant of price. There is no enough support for the second 

part of the hypothesis because the price distribution does not get significantly tighter with 

the increase in length. The evidence presented suggests that for almost all sellers in the 

experiment it would have been better to start auctions with shorter lengths. Longer 



auctions tend to bring higher revenue but the time and inventory costs incurred are higher 

compared to the revenue gain. 

TABLE 4: 
Standard Deviation of Prices in Auctions with Different Lengths. 

{Length (min) {Standard Deviation of the price I 

5 1 0.865 1 

8 0.830 

11 0.710 J 

14 0.774 

The next important question that we have to ask is how time costs affect sellers' 

and buyers' choices of auction lengths. We can look at two different types of costs related 

to time: 

1. Monitoring cost - the cost of time and effort necessary to stay active in an 

auction. 

2. Inventory cost - the storage cost of the items that are not sold yet and the 

opportunity cost of being able to use the money locked into your inventory for 

other purposes. 

In this experiment, an institution where trade is expedient will be used most often. 

Following the discussion about our second hypothesis, we test 

Hypothesis 3: In the eBay treatment, sellers with higher inventory and monitoring costs 

will choose auctions with shorter lengths. 
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We can test the hypothesis with a multinomial logit model, in which the 

probability that a seller will choose an auction of a certain length is assumed to depend on 

the seller's monitoring and inventory costs. The results are shown in TABLE 5. 

Although the predictive power of this model is not very strong, the important 

tendencies stand out very well. Sellers with high inventory costs are highly likely to 

choose 5 minutes as the length of their auction. The results are in the opposite direction 

as far as monitoring costs are concerned. Sellers with high monitoring costs prefer the 14 

minute auctions. Evidently, sellers are ignoring the monitoring cost but are paying 

enough attention to their inventory costs. 

The following few hypotheses are concerned with 'sniping' - i.e. bidding within 

the last seconds of an auction. This phenomenon is typical of allocation mechanisms that 

have a designated closing time or deadline. It has been often observed on eBay and in 

many other real and experimental environments. A1 Roth (2000) mentions three potential 

causes for this observation. 

He also provides a model in which sniping is part of a rational equilibrium 

strategy. He e,xplains that sniping might be optimal because there is a non-zero 

probability that some of the last bids might not reach the system - thus buyers avoid 

ruinous price wars. Other explanations include common values, irrational behavior, etc. 

This makes us test the following hypothesis: 



TABLE 5: 
Output of the Multinomial Logit Model for the Influence of Monitoring and Inventory 

Costs on the Probability of Choosing Auction with Different Lengths. 

Dependent Variable L 
Weighting Variable ONE 

Number of Observations 381 

Iterations Completed 5 

Log likelihood function -504.2050 

Restricted log likelyhood -505.4699 

Chi-squared 2.529721 

Degrees of freedom 3 

Significance level 0.4699438 

Marginal 
effects on 

Variable Coefficient Standard 
Error 

B/St. 
Er. 

P[lZl>z] Mean of 
X 

Prob [Y = 01 MON 0.5577937227 0.52069855 1.071 0.2841 0.48E-01 
INV 4.351671821 1.5665419 2.778 0.0055 0.16E-01 

Prob fY=ll MON -1.195057245 0.43821992 -2.727 0,0064 0.48E-0I 

INV 0.7583988499 1.2875952 0.589 0.5559 0.16E-01 
Prob rY = 21 MON -1.067808642 0.39977825 -2.671 0.0076 0.48E-0I 

INV -1.411585093 1.1778080 -1.198 0.2307 0.16E-01 
Prob [Y = 31 MON 1.705072164 0.49894512 3.417 0.0006 0.48E-0I 

INV -3.698485578 .5274543 -2.421 0.0155 0.16E-01 

Predicted 

Actual 0 1 2 3 Total 

0 

O
O

 

0 0 67 150 

1 42 0 0 48 80 

2 34 0 0 25 59 

3 42 0 0 50 92 

Total 201 0 0 180 381 

Hypothesis 4: In the eBay treatment, the number of bids submitted in the last 20% of the 

time of the auction is larger than the number of bids submitted during any other fifth. 
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FIGURE 12: 
Number of Bids per Time Category in the eBay Treatment.' 

• First 5th 

0 Second 5th 

• Third 5th 

• Fourth 5th 

• Fifth 5th 

154 

There is plenty of evidence for 'sniping'. To confirm hypothesis 4 we can first 

take as Ho that there is equal probability for every bid to be in any of the 5 possible parts 

of the time interval. Then, it is easy to show that under the null hypothesis the probability 

of having 88 bids in the first and 186 in the fifth interval is small (less than 0.8 x 10"''). 

Similar results pertain for the pair-wise comparison between 85 and 186, 79 and 186, 

and 154 and 186 bids from the other three parts of the time interval. This statistical 

procedure confirms that the probability that a bid will be submitted in the last fifth of the 

time interval is considerably greater than 0.20. 

Hypothesis 5:In the eBay treatment, the winning bid in each auction in half of the cases 

is submitted in less than 10 seconds before the end. 

^ Every auction is divided in five intervals of equal length and then bids are counted in 

each interval. 
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FIGURE 13: 
The Probability and Cumulative Densities of the Timing of Last (Winning) Bids in the 

eBay Treatment. 

Seconds before end 

Hypothesis 5 can be affirmed by a non-parametric test for the median of the 

resulting experimental time distribution of the bids. To test the hypothesis, we assume 

that the distribution median is less than 10 seconds, then we calculate the probability that 

the experimental observations was generated by a distribution that has 10 seconds or less 

as its median. The p-value is 0.54, so our hypothesis holds at the 5% confidence level. 

(The probability that the median is exactly 10 seconds is fairly high - 0.055 - the highest 

of all other possible integer median values from the distribution). Hypothesis 6 also 

follows fi-om the discussion in Roth. If'sniping' is a part of an equilibrium strategy, then 

we might expect to see more 'sniping' as the participants gain experience. 

Hypothesis 6: In the eBay treatment, the number of last minute bids will increase from 

session 1 to session3. 
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Hypothesis 6 can be tested by a t-test of the difference in mean number of bids 

submitted in the last 5* inter\'al between the first, second, and third session. The t-

statistics of the pairwise testing between the three sessions is shown in TABLE 6. The 

tendency of increasing number of bids with experience is there, but differences are 

insignificant. 

TABLE 6: 
T-statistics of the Comparisons between Mean Number of Last Minute Bids'®. 

Mean (St. Dev) -^1 -^2 -^3 

.v,= L77(1.93) - 0.73 (df=116) 1.36(133) 

.v, = 2.03 (1.81) - 0.71 (157) 

.V3= 2.24 (1.90) -

These results suggest that sniping is common and it is not a consequence of the 

common value nature of the products sold in auctions like eBay. All subjects in the 

experiment had strictly private values distributed on the interval [S4.00, S8.00]. We see 

that sniping is an important phenomenon in markets like eBay and we should take this 

into consideration when designing the robot. 

We do not observe scale independence in the time distribution of the bids. This 

might be due to the relatively short span of the auctions, or to lack of enough 

observations. 

Last minute bids are bids submitted svithin the last fifth of the auction length 

i 
I 
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The following hypotheses are direct consequences of the model presented in the 

previous chapter. Assuming no substabtial differences in the equilibrium cumulative 

density functions of the prices in eBay auctions of diffeent lengths, we can claim that: 

Hypothesis 7: The reservation prices of all sellers should be the same for all auctions. 

For the eBay treatment, this means that every seller should have the same 

reservation price for all of her units. Looking at TABLE 7, we can say that only one 

subject might be playing according to the equilibrium strategy (Seller 4). There are two 

other subjects that have low standard deviations (Seller 3, Seller 5). The reservation 

prices of the rest vary substantially. There is, however, a tendency to decrease the 

variance in the reservation price towards the third session. We can start looking for some 

other possible strategies that subjects could be using. This is the intent behind hypothesis 

7a. 

Hypothesis 7a: On average, sellers are playing a 'revealing' strategy. 

The statistical test that we we will perform below suggests that subjects do not 

seem to be playing a "revealing strategy" either. A revealing strategy is one in which the 

subject starts an auction with each of his reservation prices. Although theoretically, the 

strategy does not maximize seller's expected payoff, it is the strategy that involves the 

least risk. It always guarantees a positive payoff in expected terms. If subjects are playing 

according to this revealing strategy, then reservation prices should have the same 

distribution as the subjects' cost draws. Costs are distributed uniformly between SO.OO 

and S4.00. The sampling distribution of their mean will have a mean of S2.00 and a 
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standard deviation equal to J— . The actual subject cost draws have a slight bias 

upwards. Their mean is S2.05, which is not statistically different from the distribution 

mean. (ti3o = 0.42, p-value = 0.662). The average reservation price, however, is 

significantly different from the distribution mean in all three sessions. The p-values 

generated separately for all three sessions are approximately equal to 0. 

TABLE 7: 
Average Reservation Prices and Their Standard Deviations in the eBay Treatment 

Login Session I Session 2 Session 3 Login 

Average 
reservation 
price 

Standard 
deviation 

Average 
reservation 
price 

Standard 
deviation 

Average 
reservation 
price 

Standard 
deviation 

Seller 1 7.25 4.42 4.50 1.43 3.43 0.41 

Seller 2 6.85 3.99 2.46 0.64 2.75 0.92 

sellers 4.70 0.63 3.93 0.17 3.43 0.41 

Seller 4 3.00 0 3.00 0 3.00 0 

Seller 5 3.60 0.21 4.00 0.41 3.45 0.11 

Seller 6 3.05 1.64 5.06 1.60 4.07 0.75 

Seller 7 3.70 2.72 2.32 0.48 2.64 0.62 

Seller 8 2.60 0.96 2.83 0.80 2.63 0.54 

Seller 9 1.43 0.87 2.27 0.96 2.25 0.50 

Seller 10 0.55 0.46 2.59 1.14 2.16 0.86 

Seller 11 3.78 2.36 3.62 2.14 3.54 1.93 

Seller 12 2.99 2.99 1.65 1.34 2.28 1.42 

Seller 13 4.82 4.82 3.78 1.25 4.59 0.83 

Since cost draws in the experiment are not generated from equation (1') in the 

theoretical model, we cannot predict exactly what the equilibrium reservation price 

should be. However, we can fit an ordinary least squares line through the costs of each 

seller and then maintain that: 
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Hypothesis 8: If the costs of seller j are closer to the specifications in the model than 

those of seller k, then seller j's reservation prices will be closer to their equilibrium 

prediction than seller k's reservation prices. 

In order to test this hypothesis we have to find a measure of closeness of the 

sellers' costs to equation (T) in the previous chapter. We can set ci to zero, and then find 

10 
dj to minimize the value of ^ [{n - \)dj - ]" (U), which is the sum of squared 

n ~ 2  

deviations of the actual costs from the costs in equation (I'). The minimum is at 

10 

d .  = . Since all sellers have costs for ten items, fij = 10. We can find that 

Z ( n - I ) =  
n^l 

4 
d'' = — = 0.667 by noting that all costs in the experiment have to be below S4.00. Now 

9 

we know the values of all necessary parameters to find the optimal bid for seller] using 

equation (8). We can assign two ranks to every seller - one according to his closeness to 

equation (!') and the other - according to the closeness of his average bid in the third 

session to the optimal bid found fi-om (8). If our hypothesis is correct, then the two ranks 

should be the same. The result is shown in TABLE 8. For nine of the sellers the ̂ vo 

ranks differ with less than two places, for the rest four of the sellers, the difference is 

substantial. In general, sellers do not play according to their equilibrium strategy. As seen 

from the results presented for the above two hypothesis, there is a tendency towards 

decreasing the variance in reservation prices towards the third session. 
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FIGURE 14: 
P.d.f. of the Reservation Prices in the eBay Treatment 
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TABLE 8: 
Ranks of the Sellers Based on the Deviation of Their Costs from the Costs Described in 
Equation (!') in CHAPTER 2 and on the Deviation of Their Bids from the Optimal Bid. 

Rank Rank 
according according to 

Subject to costs res. prices 

Seller 1 13 11 

Seller 2 3 1 

Seller 3 12 6 

Seller 4 8 7 

Seller 5 7 9 

Seller 6 2 12 

Seller 7 5 4 

Seller 8 1 2 

Seller 9 6 5 

Seller 10 10 3 

Seller 11 4 10 

Seller 12 9 8 

Seller 13 11 13 

0.25 

"8 0.15 

£ 
0.1 

0.05 
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Hypothesis 9: In the eBay treatment the reservation prices for seller j should not depend 

on the length of the auction. 

We run the regression: + a,!, + > where the L's are dummy 

variables identifying auctions with different lengths. The result is: 

r. = 2.6 U, + 1A5L + 2.91L, + 2.56L, 

(0.13) (0.14) (0.19) (0.13) 

TABLE 9 provides the p-values for the pairwise test for difference between the dummy 

coefficients. 

TABLE 9: 
P-values for the Pair Wise Test for Significant Differences in the Coefficients of the 

Length Dummy Variables in the eBay Treatment. 

Dummy LI L2 L3 L4 

LI - 0.40 0.18 0.78 

L2 - 0.047 0.57 

L3 - 0.12 

L4 -

This test is not only good in its own right but also helps identify potential 

significance problems with the regression model (10) for dependence of the price on the 

length of the auction shown above. We see here that none of the differences are 

significant except between the 8- and the 11-minute long auctions. This provides more 

support to the statement that price increases together with auction length. 

The next hypothesis is related to a result obtained from field data. In their paper 

Lucking-Reiley et. al. report that prices are related to the minimum bids given by the 
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sellers. Since in this design the minimum bid is SO.Ol and the reservation price is a secret 

until reached, we consider the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 10: In the eBay treatment the price in an auction should be closely related to 

the auction's reservation price. 

FIGURE 15: 
Scatter Diagram of the Relationship between Price (y axis) and Reservation Price (x-

axis). 
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Hypothesis 10 is tested using one of the regressions mentioned above. We can see 

that the reserve price is an important determinant of the price. On average, the price is 

equal to 1.36 x reservation price. It has often been noticed in the experiment that subjects 

do not continue bidding after the reserve price was reached even if they had values larger 

than the present high bid. This could be attributed to the demand reduction phenomenon 

observed in open multiple unit auctions. 
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Since eBay is an open bid auction, we expect that buyers will have a strategic 

advantage over sellers. Hence we have 

Hypothesis 11: In the eBay treatment, buyers' surplus is greater than sellers' 

surplus.(without considering time costs) 

The t-test for difference in mean profits of the buyers and sellers in each auction 

not including time costs generates a p-value of 0.017. This means that in general buyers 

pocket a larger part of the pie. The difference is statistically significant and it comes to 

confirm strongly hypothesis 11. 

3.2.3 Hypotheses and results related to the No-Agent treatment (NA) 

In this treatment attention is focused on the fact that both buyers and sellers can choose 

the institution of exchange for all of their items separately. The main purpose of this 

section is to identify factors that influence this choice. At first, we will investigate the 

importance of time costs. In general, the length of an auction is uncertain for three of the 

auction types (FP, SP, EC). The length of an E-bay auction varies according to the choice 

of the seller. Sealed offers stand until the number of buyers participating is equal to five. 

Sellers with higher inventory and monitoring costs and buyers with high monitoring cost 

will choose the auction types with the lowest expected length. 

Hypothesis 12: Both buyers and sellers would choose the most expedient auction type. 
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TABLE 10: 
Average Auction Length of Successful Non - eBay Auction Types. 

Treatment 
Auction 

Type 

Average 
length in 
minutes 

Number of 
auctions 

NA EC 7.12 6 

FP N/A 0 

SP 10.67 11 

We do not have enough information to make a valid conclusion about this 

hypothesis. There was no successful first price sealed bid auctions throughout the three 

sessions of the experiment - so we have no data available on this type. This is surprising 

because this auction format is often used in practice. The multi-unit character of the 

demand and supply in the experiment might be partially responsible for this phenomenon. 

Further experimental work in this direction is necessary to determine the exact causes. 

The mean length of the successful English clock and second-price sealed bid 

auctions is below 11 minutes. Nevertheless, buyers seem to be neglecting these types, and 

still prefer to participate in longer eBay auctions. One reason could be that for buyers 

pricing information is more important than the timing costs, or that participation in 

institutions other than eBay requires more effort. Another explanation could be that the 

success rates of the non-eBay auction types is too low to secure enough time cost savings. 

Therefore lower time costs do not compensate for the lost profit of not selling several 

units. 

There is much experimental evidence that, when buyers with multiple unit 

demands participate in multiple unit auctions, they should care about the way in which 

market information is provided. The optimal bidding strategy in such situations usually 



involves demand reduction. In sealed bid environments, however, it is more difficult for 

buyers to discover their optimal strategy. Generally, buyers with multiple unit demands 

should prefer to participate in the English Clock and E-bay institutions. This is due to the 

fact that in these two institutions, discovering exactly when to get out of the auction is 

more obvious. Relying on these observations we can formulate the following two 

hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 13: Buyer's activity in the English Clock and eBay institutions should be 

greater than in the Sealed bid first price and second price auctions. 

Equilibrium requires that sellers will start only as many open book auctions as buyers 

would like to be active in. 

Hypothesis 13a: In equilibrium, buyers' activity in eBay and English clock will be equal 

to the sellers' activity in these auctions. 

The above two hypotheses are similar, and evidence for them is presented 

together. In this test we check to see if all buyers on average have a preference towards 

open auctions. This preference is expressed by the coefficient a, in the following linear 

probability model (using the notation from chapter two): 

I-;' 1/ 
0.0^B.EC) _ ^ f, in which Si and S? are dummy variables 

e 0 

I n f  

representing the different sessions of the experiment. represents the probability 
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S /  
that sellers will start auctions of types EB and EC and represents the 

2^1 
e 

probability that buyers will participate in auctions of types EB and EC. 

If or, > I is significant, then this would mean that buyers have a significant 

preference over open book auctions compared to the sellers. If a, =1, then buyers' and 

sellers activity is in equilibrium. Here are the results of the regression. TABLE 11 

provides the p-value of the hypothesis tested. 

1/ 
= 1.36 O.O^B.eo _ _Q 525^ 

Lni Lx 
0 g 

(0.08) (0.14) (0.15) 

TABLE 11: 
P-values for tests related to hypothesis 12a. 

Ho Ha P-value 

a,=l a, > 1 0.0001 

or, +0!, = 1 a, + or, <1 0.025 

a, + ̂ 3 = 1 a, + a3 < 1 0.08 

a, =a^ <2r, 0.69 

The results are intriguing. It seems that in the first session buyers favored eBay 

and English Clock auctions over the sealed bid alternatives in comparison with the 

sellers. Buyers' activity in these auctions exceeds the ratio of available auctions of these 

types. In the second session, buyers favored open book auctions less than the sellers 

(sellers overshot themselves in starting EB and EC auctions). The proportional 
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preference for open auctions is equal to the proportion of available open book auctions in 

the third session - which means that there is a tendency for the subjects to move to 

equilibrium in terms of activity. 

Following the discussion in the previous chapter, sellers generally prefer sealed 

bid auctions because strategic interaction between buyers is almost impossible. In this 

setting, however, equilibrium requires that trades are executed as quickly as possible. So 

sellers who choose institutions that buyers prefer are much more likely to succeed in 

selling their product. Therefore sellers with high monitoring and inventory costs should 

prefer auctions that are more palatable to buyers, and sellers with low monitoring and 

inventory cost should prefer sealed bid auctions. This reasoning is captured in hypothesis 

14. 

Hypothesis 1: Sellers with high opportunity cost will choose the eBay or English clock 

markets. Sellers with low opportunity cost will choose sealed-bid auctions. 

We can test this hypothesis using the Multinomial logit model for discrete 

choices. The model provides estimates of the effects that different regressors have on the 

probability of choosing a certain type of auction. The output is shown in TABLE 12. 

We see that monitoring cost has no effect on the probabilities. Inventory cost 

seems to be very important. It is clear that the probability of choosing eBay is related to 

the inventory cost in a significant way. It is also a fact that higher reservation prices are 

associated with a higher probability of choosing eBay. Our hypothesis is basically 

confirmed for eBay, but not for the English Clock auction. 
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TABLE 12; 
The Output from the Multinomial Logit Model Run in Relation to Hypothesis 14. " 

Dependent variable ATYPE 

Weighting variable ONE 
Number of observations 379 

Iterations com pleted 6 

Log likelihooc function -388.4 038 

Marginal 
effects on 

Variable Coeff Standard 
Error 

B/St.Er. P[|Z|>z] Mean of 
X 

Prob fY = 01 RESPRICE -0.22E-01 0.67E-02 -3.250 0.0012 3.411504 

MONCOST -0.20515 0.4414 -0.465 0.6421 0.46E-01 
INVCOST -2.69021 1.1479 -2.343 0.0191 0.16E-0I 

Prob [Y= 1] RESPRICE 0.496E-01 O.lOE-01 4.778 0.0000 3.411504 

MONCOST 0.12444 0.6544 0.190 0.8492 0.46E-01 
INVCOST 12.20479 1.78835 6.825 0.0000 0.16E-01 

Prob [Y = 21 RESPRICE -0.I7E-01 0.786E-02 -2.099 0.0358 3.411504 
MONCOST 0.645476 0.48623 1.327 0.1834 0.46E-01 

INVCOST -5.95679 1.37685 -4.326 0.0000 0.I6E-0I 
Prob [Y = 31 RESPRICE -O.llE-01 0.55E-02 -2.039 0.0415 3.411504 

MONCOST -0.564766 0.38253 -1.476 0.1398 0.46E-01 

INVCOST -3.557795 1.0319 -3.448 0.0006 0.16E-01 

Predicted 

Actual 0 1 2 3 Total 

0 0 46 0 0 46 

1 0 246 1 0 247 

2 0 52 0 0 52 

3 0 34 0 0 34 

Total 0 378 1 0 379 

Institutional choice should be, to some extent, path dependent. If a participant has 

succeeded previously in a certain institution, it is highly likely that he/she is going to 

continue using it. Choices in this complicated environment are clearly guided by 

expectations. This means that expectations about the second and third sessions of the 

"Auction types are labeled in the following way (EC = 0, EB = 1, SP = 2, FP = 3) 
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experiment are formed during the course of the first session. We can test this statement 

by looking at the difference between choices in sessions I through 3. 

Hypothesis 15: The choice of an institution depends on its success history. 

TABLE 13: 
Output of the Probit Model Run in Relation to Hypothesis 14.'" 

Dependent variable PROBIT 

Weighting variable ONE 
Number of observations 255 

Iterations completed 5 

Log likelihood function -86.95152 

Index 
function 
for 
probability 

Variable Coefficient Stand 
Error 

ard B/St.Er. P[|Z|>z] Mean of X 

SUCC 2.536728 0.229769 11.040 0.0000 0.484745 

Efron McFadc en Ben./Lerman 

0.39405 0.37502 0.79349 

Cramer Veall/Zim Rsqrd ML 

0.28121 0.5565 0.33583 

Information 
criteria 

Akaike C. Schwartz 

0.68982 179.44 W31 

Predicted 

Actual 0 1 Total 
0 12 48 60 

1 0 195 195 

Total 12 243 255 

Because of the overwhelming number of eBay auctions the effect of the success 

ratio on the probability of choosing an auction type is difficult to pinpoint. An alternative 

way to test the hypothesis is to group all auction types into two categories eBay and non-

Auctions are labeled in the following way: EB = 0, EC,FP,SP = 1. 
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eBay auctions, and then use a binary choice (probit) model to estimate the effect of past 

successes on the probability of choosing a certain type of auction. The output of the 

model, shown in TABLE 13, confirms our hypothesis. The result suggests that the 

dominance of eBay in this experiment might only be due to the fact that it was the most 

successful auction type in the first session of the experiment. More experiments will shed 

light on this important implication. 

TABLE 14: 
Sellers' Individual Choices over Institutions in Each of the Sessions. 

Subject EBj ECj FP SP EB ECi FP SP EBj ECj FP SP 

Seller 1 6 ! 4 10 10 1 

Seller 2 2 1 1 6 6 1 3 5 2 ! 1 2 

Seller 3 2 2 1 1 8 2 
1 

7 3 

Seller 4 3 3 2 2 4 2 2 2 8 2 

Seller 5 2 3 1 3 2 10 ! 
1 

9 

Seller 6 5 i 5 10 10 1 

Seller 7 8 i 1 1 6 2 
^ ! 

1 10 ! 
1 i 

1 
1 

Seller 8 5 2 3 6 3 1 10 1 
1 i 

Seller 9 3 2 2 3 7 3 7 i 1 1 1 
1 

Seller 10 8 1 9 1 10 1 
j 

Seller 11 8 1 8 1 1 10 1 
1 

Seller 12 5 4 1 7 3 4 3 3 

Seller 13 9 5 1 1 2 3 1 1 2 

Session 1 2 3 1 

Additional support for the discussion in the previous paragraph is provided by 

TABLE 15 and TABLE 14, which display the average success rates of the different 
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auction types and sellers' individual choices during the three sessions. Success rate is 

defined as the number of auctions of a certain type, which ended with a successful sale, 

over the total number of auctions of this type. 

TABLE 15: 
Success Ratio of the Different Auction Types. 

Session I Session 2 Session 3 

EB 0.58 0.58 0.61 

EC 0.05 0.40 0.27 

FP 0 0 0 

SP 0.03 0.50 0.30 

Hypothesis 16: Sellers should choose the same reservation price for auctions of the same 

type-

Since the vast majority of auctions started are fi^om the eBay type, we can use the same 

approach as in hypotheses 7 and 8 to analyze the sellers' choice of a reservation price. 

We can see on TABLE 16 that only a few of the sellers' reservation prices have really 

small standard deviations. Just as in the eBay case, it becomes clear that sellers do not act 

according to their equilibrium strategy. Revelation is also not supported by t-test of 

whether the mean of the reservation prices is S2.00. Generally, sellers tend to set 

reservation prices whose mean is significantly greater than S2.00. 
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TABLE 16: 
Mean and Standard Deviation of Reservation Prices in the NA Treatment 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 

Average 
reservation 
price 

Standard 
deviation 

Average 
reservation 
price 

Standard 
deviation 

Average 
reservation 
price 

Standard 
deviation 

Seller 1 2.90 0.78 3.56 0.91 3.40 0.70 

Seller 2 5.56 1.81 4.44 2.15 7.03 2.98 

Seller 3 0.95 0.12 2.27 0.79 2.81 1.27 
Seller 4 5.55 1.52 2.74 0.46 3.18 0.53 

Seller 5 2.80 0.51 3.13 0.25 3.23 0.24 

Seller 6 5.75 0.83 3.00 0 3.28 0.22 

Seller 7 3.65 1.23 3.70 1.16 3.05 1.01 

Seller 8 4.26 1.47 2.76 1.30 2.51 0.49 

Seller 9 4.15 1.20 3.50 1.72 3.50 1.27 

Seller 10 3.70 1.49 3.16 0.75 2.88 0.91 

Seller 11 3.00 0 2.00 0 1.00 0 

Seller 12 3.20 1.75 1.00 0 2.00 0 

Seller 13 4.67 1.92 4.69 1.10 4.71 0.76 

3.2.4 Price distributions and efficiency in the eBay and No-Agent treatments 

The equilibrium model presented in chapter two does not provide us with guidance as to 

the equilibrium distribution of the prices or their convergent paths (if they do actually 

converge). The real demand and supply curves intersect in the beginning of the 

experiment at S4.00. Since buyers' and sellers' time costs are not symmetric, the supply 

will be shifting up a little faster than the demand shifting down. This would imply that 

the equilibrium price should rise. It is highly unlikely that market participants will have 

enough time to adjust to this movement. This reasoning also does not take into 

consideration the presence of the four different institutions and their strategic 
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implications. The question of price movement, however, is important and interesting to 

look at. Obviously, the Internet is an unstructured and non-centralized market that is open 

or functioning constantly. Does it seem that in such a market, prices tend to converge to 

an equilibrium with the flow of time? Looking at FIGURE 16, we can clearly say that 

this is not the case. Time is by no means related to the prices in any way. It is easy to 

notice that the price variance in the eBay treatment is consistently smaller than in the NA 

treatment. This can be attributed to the more complicated environment that subjects face 

in NA. FIGURE 17 tells us also that the price distribution in eBay is slightly shifted to 

the left in comparison with the price distribution in NA. One explanation of this shift is 

the presence of institutional choices that are more favorable to sellers. Sellers with lower 

inventory cost sometimes choose sealed-bid auctions, in which buyers do not have a 

strategic advantage to easily reduce their demand. This raises prices and splits the surplus 

more equally between buyers and sellers. 
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FIGURE 16: 
Price fluctuations in the eBay and NA treatments. 
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The information shown in FIGURE 16 impUes that there is no best time for a 

deal. In the real world, however, it will be useful for the agent to try to discern visible 

patterns in the movement of prices due to holidays, seasons, state of the economy, etc. 

FIGURE 17: 
The Experimental Probability Density Functions of the Prices in the eBay and NA 

Treatments 

The efficiency indicators for all treatments are shown in TABLE 17. On eBay, for 

example, efficiency is initially low, then starts increasing steadily to get around 75% in 

the third session. Learning is observed, and improvement looks steady. Obviously the 

multiple-choice environment of the NA treatment proves to be a challenge to the subjects. 

The first two sessions have low efficiencies, and efficiency gets to about 64% in the last 

session. Learning is observed in this treatment also, but at a slower pace. EBay 

efficiencies are consistently higher in all three sessions. 
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3.2.5 Agent design 

Considering the results presented in this and the three previous sections of this 

chapter, we can begin the construction of a strategy for the robot bidder participating in 

en eBay-type environment. The robot should bid in the last possible second of the auction 

and it should bid the lowest limit price provided by the buyer. In a real-world setting (as 

mentioned in Lucking-Reiley et. al.) auction length might make a difference in price. 

Therefore the robot should initially start auctions by choosing auction lengths randomly. 

Later on the robot could use some of the information from the market to form probability 

distributions of the prices in the auctions with the different lengths, and update his prior 

distribution with the new one. In real world settings price might be sensitive to other 

parameters, therefore the agent should have the ability to analyze the dependence of these 

probabilities from other factors and use it to update or modify its behavior accordingly. It 

was also noted that reserve prices are correlated with the prices resulting from the 

auctions and that in multiple unit environments buyers often stop bidding when the 

reserve price is reached. This means that the price distribution should be a better guide to 

the seller-robot as to how to set the reservation price, rather than the limit price given by 

the seller unless the limit price is greater than the expected auction price. The same 

observation pertains to the robot buyer. 

The basic question to be answered is how people interact with computerized 

agents and we will come back to this question in section 3.2.6. The agent or robot works 

according to the following algorithm: 

Seller agent: 
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The seller agent starts an auction with every limit price provided by the seller as 

the reservation price. Auction types are chosen randomly with equal probability, and if 

eBay is chosen, auction lengths are chosen randomly with equal probability. 

Buyer agent: 

The buyer agent receives and processes information about all available auctions. 

Initially, it randomly chooses to participate in ten auctions of a Second price sealed bid, a 

first price sealed bid and an English clock auction. It also stores information about the 

closing times of all eBay auctions. If an eBay auction reaches its end, the buyer-robot 

participates in it initially with the lowest limit price provided by the buyer. In case of 

success, the buyer-agent drops out of an EC auction. If there is no English clock auction 

available, the buyer agent waits for a result from the other auctions before proceeding. In 

case of failure, the buyer agent tries another eBay auction as soon as one is available. 

After a certain number of failures, the lowest limit price is raised to the second-lowest 

limit price. The buyer agent makes sure that a certain ratio of active bids to units for 

which limit values are provided is kept constant throughout the experiment. Subjects 

were not informed about these specifics. They were given a chance to experiment with 

the agent in a 20-minute test-run before the actual experiment started. Here is the part of 

the instructions that pertains to the usage of the agents. 

For sellers: 

"... In this experiment you will be provided with robot assistants. You can choose to 
participate in the round yourself or to let a robot participate instead of you. The robot will 
automatically search all auction sites, trying to find the best deal for you, given the 
information available. Some of the robot actions are random, so different results might 
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occur at different times. The only thing that you know for sure is that the robot will never 
sell below your limit prices... " 

For buyers: 

"... In this experiment you will be provided with robot assistants. You can choose to 
participate in the round yourself or to let a robot participate instead of you. The robot will 

automatically search all auction sites, trying to find the best deal for you, given the 
information available. Some of the robot actions are random, so different results might 
occur at different times. The only thing that you know for sure is that the robot will never 
buy above your limit prices... " 

3.2.6 Comparative results 

The achieved efficiencies in the three treatments of the experiment tell an 

interesting story. As it was mentioned earlier, efficiency in the eBay treatment is initially 

low, then starts increasing steadily to get around 75% in the third session. The multiple 

choice environment proves to be a challenge to the subjects. The first two sessions have 

low efficiencies, and efficiency gets to about 64% in the last session. In the development 

of the agent treatment another tendency stands out. The first session has the highest 

efficiency level among the other first sessions of the other treatments. It is about 63%. 

This shows that the presence of the agents helps decrease the initial learning time that 

causes low efficiency levels. In the second session though, efficiency drops. The cause is 

that subjects were too optimistic about agent usage and on average, they entered many 

out-of-equilibrium limit prices. In the third session, everything comes to its place again to 

reach an efficiency level of 84%. 

I 



FIGURE 18: 
Surplus Distribution in All Treatments by Session 
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TABLE 17; 
Efficiency Indicators 

Session g^^plus by Subject 
pvpe 

eBay No Agent Agent 

1 {Buyers 150.56 76.56 145.08 

ISellers 62.37 76.02 157.14 

rTotal 212.93 152.58 302.22 

2 buyers 178.2 174.33 111.18 

ISeilers 135.99 145.47 160.05 

potal 314.19 319.8 271.23 

3 buyers 187.44 175.29 205.92 

ISellers 174.72 132.15 198.42 

^otal 362.16 307.44 404.34 

All iHiflhest possible 481.22 481.22 481.22 

(Treatment Averages 296.43 259.94 325.93 

FIGURE 19: 
Surplus Distribution by Treatment. 
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Another noticeable tendency is that sellers' surplus is consistently highest in the 

agent treatment. This means that the seller agent does better than a human seller, even 

compared to the treatment when only one institution is available. We cannot say the same 

for the buyer agent. More experiments are necessary to determine the better player. We 

have to keep in mind that agents are not entirely autonomous. They still act according to 

the limit prices provided by their human owners. 

FIGURE 20: 
E.xperimental Probability Density Functions of the Price in All Treatments 
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Prices in the agent treatment exhibit more volatility than eBay but less volatility than 

the NA treatment. Clearly, agents provide a stabilizing effect in a complex environment. 

They are still dependent on a more truthful revelation of preferences by their owners. If 

this is not the case, high efficiency is difficult to achieve as during the second session of 

the Agent treatment. 



FIGURE 21: 
Price Fluctuations in the Agent Treatment 
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We expect that subjects who find the environment too difficult to handle and 

subjects that could use their experimental time for other purposes would use agents. 

Subjects are not allowed to leave their computer terminals, however, they can browse the 

Internet, do homework, or rest if they choose to use an agent. On the other hand, subjects 

for whom the cognitive effort is not that expensive, will choose not to use agents. We 

should not forget that agents have a purely technical advantage over human beings - they 

can query multiple auctions very quickly and accumulate and process price information 

faster. Since agents also come with some ready-made set of strategies (even if 

suboptimal), an agent may have a small advantage over a human being in the very first 

session of the experiment. This is because most subjects do need experience with the 

specific economic environment and rules. At this point agents are not programmed to 

collude, therefore, if agents are used, total surplus should be divided more equally 

between buyers and sellers. As a whole, the use of agents should increase efficiency. 

Therefore efficiency figures for all three sessions should be greater than in the other two 

treatments. This is clearly shown in FIGURE 19. 

Agents were accepted by approximately half of the subjects during the 

experiment. In the first round fifteen (seven buyers and eight sellers) subjects were 

represented by their robots. The corresponding figures for the second and third session 

are respectively twelve (five and seven) and thirteen (five and eight). 

Human subjects in the Agent treatment did not have a clearly different preference 

for auction types. The majority of auctions started were of the eBay type. No human 

sellers started English Clock auctions in the second and third session of the agent 
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treatment. However, there is one important shift in length preference, which can partially 

explain the efficiency superiority of the Agent treatment over the NA treatment. When 

humans ioiow that they might be participating in a market with robots, their tendency to 

choose longer eBay auctions disappears. TABLE 18 displays the percentage of 5 and 14 

minute auctions for the NA and Agent treatment. 

TABLE 18: 
Percentage of 5 and 14 minute Long eBay Auctions Started by the Sellers in the 

NA and Agent Treatments 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 

NA 5 minute 29% 18% 11% 

Agent 5 minute 36% 31% 29% 

NA 14 minute 50% 44% 60% 

Agent 14 minute 16% 23% 29% 

We can clearly see that while in the NA treatment sellers start predominantly 

longer eBay auctions, in the Agent treatment there is no clear preference for length, 

especially in the last session. Obviously, this means much less time costs in an 

environment where the timing of a transaction is increasingly important. 

Next we can compare the other characteristic feature of seller behavior - the 

reservation prices. TABLE 19 shows the means and standard deviations of the 

reservation prices in the NA treatment and the human sellers in the Agent treatment. 
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TABLE 19: 
Means and Standard Deviations of Reservation Prices in the NA and Agent 

Treatments 

Reservation Prices Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 
(St. Dev) 

NA 2.19 2.63 2.79 
(1.22) (1.01) (0.82) 

Agent/Human 3.43 3.22 2.78 
Sellers (1.88) (1.48) (1.08) 

Agent/Agent 2.05 2.45 2.28 
Sellers (1.44) (1.36) (1.46) 

TABLE 20: 
Means and Standard Deviations of Bids in the NA and Agent Treatments 

Bids (St. Dev) Session I Session 2 Session 3 

NA 3.17 2.52 2.27 
(1.76) (1.96) (1.88) 

Agent/Human 2.72 2.29 2.45 
Buyers (1.51) (2.03) (1.88) 

Agent/Agent L96 1.08 2.01 
Buyers (1.87) (1.79) (1.91) 

We can see a tendency of decreasing standard deviations, which might be a sign 

for learning in both treatments. The path of convergence differs. While in the NA 

treatment sellers increase their reservation price through the sessions, in the Agent 

treatment, they do the opposite. The reservation prices in the first and second session in 

the NA treatment are significantly smaller than the corresponding figures for the 

"human" reservation prices in the Agent treatment at the 5% confidence level. This 

means that presence of agents initially makes the human sellers more optimistic, and they 

start the experiment with higher expectations about the prices. 
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Lastly, we can measure the degree of "confidence" that participants in the 

experiment place in their agents. For the seller, the measure is simply the difference 

between the seller's real costs and the limit prices that the seller provides to his or her 

robot. For the buyer, the measure is the difference between the buyer's real values and his 

or her limit prices. Since sellers' costs are distributed uniformly between 0 and $4.00 and 

agents are programmed to reveal their owner's limit prices, we should expect the mean of 

the limit prices to be around S2.00 if sellers are truthful. TABLE 19 shows us that the 

reservation prices submitted by the agents are only a little higher than S2.00. The 

difference is statistically insignificant. This comes to confirm the fact that sellers are very 

open to their agents and confide in them for the most part. 

The case with the buyers is a little different. The efficiency slump in the second 

session of the Agent treatment was caused by the buyers' increased optimism. Buyers, 

who were using agents, significantly decreased their bid prices. Because of that, the bid 

prices in the second session are significantly below the bid prices in the first and third 

session as shown in TABLE 20. Consequently, many auctions were concluded, in which 

the reservation price of the seller was not reached. It seems that the buyers, however, 

realized their mistake fairly quickly and corrected their bid prices a little upward in the 

last session of the experiment. In general, we can conclude that the use of agents has a 

significant impact on the human participants. Both buyers and sellers (especially buyers) 

became too optimistic in the second session of the Agent treatment and either started 

auctions with reservation prices that were too high, or reduced their bid prices. 



Profit comparisons between the agent and non-agent participants is difficult to 

make because of the large amount of variance in the data. It is expected that if sellers are 

playing according to their dominant strategy, they should be more successful than their 

agents. There is no strong supporting evidence for this statement. For the buyers, the 

agents should be more successful if they are given the buyer's corresponding values as 

limit prices. This is simply because of the technical and informational superiority of the 

agent design. Since buyers were not completely "trusting" their agents, we cannot 

support the claim. There is no statistical evidence of the matter either. The most 

successflil seller used a robot the first session of the treatment and then did not use one 

during the next two sessions. The most successful buyer used his robot throughout the 

three sessions of the experiment. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The advent of electronic markets has challenged market designers to invent new 

market institutions. These institutions have to satisfy a new set of requirements to ensure 

efficient exchange of goods and services. The new electronic markets need to allow 

buyers and sellers a variety of options. They need to be able to process market 

information fast, they need to be functioning without breaks, and they need to be able to 

accommodate the participation of software agents as proxies. 

The first treatment in our experiment provides precious insight into human 

behavior and strategies employed in multi-unit demand and supply environments 

governed by institutions of exchange similar to eBay. We confirm that the theoretical 

analysis in chapter 2 can be useful in predicting some of the subjects' behavioral patterns. 

The majority of sellers choose to start the optimal number of auctions, and the majority of 

buyers participate in more than ten auctions. Auction length is an important determinant 

of price, however, the difference in mean price bet\veen the longest and shortest auctions 

is not enough to cover the time costs incurred. We also confirm the presence of the so 

called 'sniping' phenomenon. Subjects do tend to wait until the end of an auction to 

submit their bids. Sellers do not reveal their true costs when setting the reservation prices 

of their auctions. Reservation prices in the experiment are much closer to the predictions 

of the theoretical model developed in the second chapter in spite of the fact that unit costs 

in the model and unit costs in the experiment have different distributions. Buyers seem to 

have a tactical advantage. They make significantly higher profits than the sellers in this 

treatment. 



The second treatment in the experiment traces the factors that determine the 

dynamics of choice behveen different institutions of exchange. We discover that buyers 

prefer open book auctions. These are the institutions that provide real time information 

about all the submitted bids. Sellers discover this preference in the process of the 

experiment and react by starting more open book auctions. eBay is the preferred 

institution of exchange. This choice is anticipated by the model in the second chapter. 

The equilibrium analysis there suggests that sellers will choose the auction with the 

lowest expected price in order to minimize their time costs and maximize the probability 

to sell as many units as possible. Nevertheless, more experiments are necessary to 

determine whether this choice is prompted by eBay's characteristic features or by its 

initial success compared to the other institutions in the experiment. In this treatment, 

there is no statistically significant difference between buyers' and sellers' profits. Surplus 

is therefore distributed more equally. 

The first two treatments in the experiment are useful in testing the validity of the 

theoretical model presented here and other related theoretical models. They are also 

useful in discovering some basic principles that should guide us in building software 

agents that can assist the subjects in the experiment. Having analysed the data from these 

two treatments, we are ready to build an electronic market that satisfies the requirements 

set fourth in chapter one. 

The market environment and institutions in the third treatment of the experiment 

are the result of our effort to imitate what we think will be the E-commerce situation on 

the Internet in the very near future. We see that around half of the subjects choose to be 



represented by agents. We discover that it is important to take into consideration changes 

in individual behavior prompted by the introduction of new markets. Introducing choice 

between different institutions proves to make the market landscape too complicated for 

the market participants to handle. Introducing software agents simplifies the environment 

and allows market participants to realize a bigger part of the available surplus. The 

measurable increase in efficiency is due to large savings in time costs as well as to the 

fact that agents provide users, who have less experience, information, or knowledge 

about markets, with a ready set of usable strategies that might not be optimal but always 

guarantee a positive payoff. There are also some immeasurable gains in efficiency reaped 

by the subjects in the experiment, who decided to be represented by agents, and used the 

time of the experiment to write letters, finish up a homework or two, or read a magazine. 

Surplus in the Agent treatment is also more equally distributed among the different 

participants compared to the eBay treatment. The experiments have shown one fact about 

which we should be careful. Subjects, who participate in an electronic market together 

with agents, seem to be underestimating the software's ability to compete. They think 

that it will be easy for them to manipulate the market environment and redistribute the 

surplus in a way more favorable for them. Subjects, who decide to use agents, become 

overly optimistic of the agents ability, and provide much lower limit prices. These 

behavioral patterns might cause some initial drop in market efficiency. The tendency 

appears a little after the beginning of trading but disappears soon enough. 

We have demonstrated in this dissertation a new way to create markets on the 

Intemet. The first step in the process is finding a good combination of mechanisms of 
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exchange that can accommodate a wide variety of consumer preferences. The second step 

is the creation of software agents that can interface with these institutions and participate 

in them as valid representatives of their human owners. This is a formidable task, and 

there is much work ahead. The quest for new market institutions or combinations of them 

is not over. FIGURE 19 suggests that in all tested cases there is big room for 

improvement. Introducing choice between different institutions of exchange will be a 

challenging enterprise. With the introduction of a new layer in the e-commerce landscape 

- that of a collection of computerized agents that help consumers in their daily 

transactions - we can increase market efficiency and promote growth. The experiment 

results shown here demonstrate that we are on the right track. 
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APPENDIX A: ELECTRONIC MARKET TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

The Experimental market is an automated exchange system, which is accessible in 

real time over the Internet. The market environment is created using HTML, Java, and 

Java Script. It consists of approximately 30 objects, which govern all market activities. 

Each user has a user profile stored in the system that contains personal information. Users 

access the electronic market using Microsoft Internet Explorer and applet technology. 

They have to enter their login name and password to be allowed to participate. Once 

inside the electronic market, participants can start their market activities. If they are 

sellers, they are allowed to start an auction. Presently, four different types of auctions are 

allowed, (details about the different auctions are provided in the next chapter) Sellers can 

monitor their auctions in real time using their browser window. If the participants are 

buyers, they can see all presently active auctions, in which they can participate in real 

time. They can submit bids to buy again in real time using their browser window. Lastly, 

all participants in this electronic market are provided with software agents, which are 

"familiar" with the strategic implications of the different auction types. They act 

autonomously and try to maximize the earnings of their user. The only thing that they 

require is a list of limit prices. Participants are not required to use the software agent 

service. All market activities are recorded in a relational database and are accessible to 

the users. 
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Object paradigms 

Server side: 

The server part of the electronic market comprises of sixteen different objects 

(classes) that handle all the interaction within the system. Here are short descriptions of 

the most important. 

Marketlnst - this is the abstract class that generalizes the common characteristic 

of any market institution. For example it possesses attributes like number of participants, 

number of bids, beginning time and date, ending time and date, etc and methods that 

determine the final allocation of goods or services and the price, at which these goods 

and services are going to be exchanged. This abstract class makes the server-side very 

flexible because new institutions can be added easily. They simply inherit most of their 

properties and methods from this class. It is possible to implement this abstract class as 

an interface also. 

AuctionMan - this is another abstract class that generalizes the common 

characteristic of the objects, which are generally called auction managers. Every market 

has an auction manager that is responsible for intialization and cleaning routines. It also 

handles all the communication between the market institution and the other objects on the 

server side. 

GlobalManager is the object responsible for managing all managers for the 

different markets. 
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FIGURE 22: 
Server Class Diagram 
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AuctionProtocol is the class that handles the communications between the client 

and server. It has routines that parse the messages sent from the client and pass them to 

their correct destination. 

MultiAuctionThread handles the individual connections between the client and 

server. 

DataManager is the class that is responsible for keeping track of all transaction 

data. This class establishes a JDBC connection to a database and saves all important 

information. 

Every specific auction or market is represented by a class that inherits from 

Marketlnst and by its own market manager. So adding a new market institution requires 

the addition of two classes, and then some changes in the AuctionProtocol and 

GlobalManager classes. 

The remaining classes represent the objects that participate in every exchange. 

They simply facilitate the handling of the data and make the code better organized and 

easier to debug. These are Bid, Bidder, and Item. The other important role of these 

objects is to make their information available real-time. The Bidder object in this design 

can represent a buyer or a seller. 

Client side: 

There is a different client for every market institution because the interface of 

every market institution is very specific and depends entirely on its rules. Every client 

consists of three classes: an applet class, a frame class, and a tcp client class. 
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FIGURE 23: 
Transactions Database Design for the Experiment 
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The tcp client class establishes the connection between the client and the server, the 

applet class is the main client graphical interface written using Swing components, it also 

handles all messages that arrive from the server, the frame class is also a Swing applet 

and it is responsible for the interaction between the user and the specific auction, in 

which he or she participates. 

There is one utility class MoneyUSD that is used to simplify the handling of all 

monetary operations. 

The agent client is different from the ordinary client. It is comprised of five 

different classes. Again, there is a tcp client class that establishes the communication 

between the agent and the server. There is a Swing applet, that represents the graphical 



interface beUveen the user and the agent and handles all messages that arrive from the 

server. There are two classes BuyerAgent and SellerAgent, which implement the different 

strategies for participation in the different auctions. There is also an AuctionB class that 

stores all important information about a single auction on the client side. 
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APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL MATHEMATICAL PROOFS 

Lemma 1: 

I f  C i <  J . r / j f l ( . r ) i i v , t h e n  M j *  >  k - .  
0 

Proof: 

The expected profit of seller] if he starts A- +1 auctions is 

-t, K 
r-i _ . / . 1^ 7 1 N' 

n=l 
(A-, +(n-iy/,]-T.*;::-;i[2c, +(t, -l)rfj = 

5 

n=I *" n=! n^\ 

Since 4^ is the binomial distribution with probability of success 1 - Pg{ r )  

+ 0 
4^*'"' = 

V " y 
(B2), 

i . f l  

X'fy'" =(fc,+m - PAf-)} (B3) and 
n=l 

=(^'y+l)[l-^«('-)][/'«(r)] + (/:; + l)^[l-P,(r)]- (B4) 
/l=l 

Using (B2) and substituting (B3) and (B4) into (31) we get 

( k .  + l)].vp,(.r)dr - c,(k^ + l)[l - P^(r)]-^k/k. + 1)[I - P,(r)]^ + [1 - P,(r)f* ' ( c ,  + k ^ J , )  
r 

(B5) 
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The expected profit of seller j if he starts kj auctions is 

-l)[l-P,(r)f (B6) 
r ^ 

The difference between (B5) and (86) at the same r is 

]xp,(x)dx-c,H-P,(r)\-diki[\-PM)f +M,) (B7) 
r 

Since 0 < 1 - P^{r) < 1, Vr, we have 

c , [ l - P o i r ) ]  +  d j k , [ \ - P , { r ) f  < i c , + k ^ d . ) [ \ - P , i r ) ]  Vr (88) 

We can therefore take the right side of the inequality (88) and substitute it in (87) in the 

place of the left side. The altered difference then becomes 

|-vPd {x)dx - (c, + kjdj )[1 - (r)] + [\-Pa (r)]*'" (c, + kjdj) (89) 
r 

Now we can use the same logic as in the proof in chapter two to prove that (89) 

> 0  V r . *  

Lemma 2: 

If the equilibrium c.d.f.'s of the available institutions can be ranked as 

P^ (.v) < P, (.r) < P3 (.r) <... < Pjj(.v) V.r \ {0, p] (810), then the expected payoffs of 

choosing these institutions for all of seller j's units are ranked in reverse order or 

EP(choosing institution I for all units) > EP(choosing institution 2 for all units)... 
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Proof: 

Let us pick two equilibrium c.d.fs P^ix),P^{x) for which 

/'„(.r)<P„(.r),V.r\{0.^} (BIO') 

Remembering from (8) that the optimal reservation price r* is the same for all units, 

when a single institution of exchange is chosen, we can write two inequalities that 

directly follow from (BIO'): 

(B12) and 
r* 

r * [ P A r * ) - P „ i r * ) ] > O i B n )  

After combining (B12) and (B13) and some algebraic manipulation we get to 

jxp„ix)dx> jxp„ix)dx (B14) 
r* r* 

The difference in expected profit at the equilibrium reservation price for institutions n 

and m is: 

r* r* 

which is positive because of (B14) and (BIO'). This means that the expected profit at 

institution n is greater than the expected profit at institution m for seller j. • 
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APPENDIX C: EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTIONS 

This is an experiment in market decision making, and you will be paid for your 

participation in cash, at the end of the experiment. Different participants may earn 
different amounts. What you earn depends partly on your decisions and partly on the 
decisions of others. 

The experiment will take place through the computer terminals at which you are 
seated, and interaction among participants will take place primarily through these 
computers. It is important that you not talk or in any way try to communicate with other 
participants during the experiment. If you disobey the rules, we will have to ask you to 
leave the experiment. 

We will start with a detailed instruction period. During the instruction period, you 
will be given a complete description of the experiment and will be shown how to interact 
with the computers. 

If you have any questions during the instruction period, raise your hand and your 
question will be answered so everyone can hear. If any difficulties arise after the 
experiment has begun, raise your hand, and a monitor will come and assist you. 

I. Buyers: 

In this experiment you will participate in several Internet auctions as a buyer. 

Buyers are given values for a fictitious good. As a buyer, your profit per unit is equal to 
your value for that unit minus the price paid. 

Your profit/unit = Value for that unit - Price for that unit 

Thus if you are a buyer, your total profit will be : 

Total profit = sum of the values of the items that you bought - sum of the prices of items 

that you bought 

Remember that all values and costs in this experiment are between SO.OO and S8.00 per 
unit. 

In this experiment, you will also have a monitoring cost. Every minute in the experiment 
up to 1 hour after the start will cost you a certain amount of cents. This amount is shown 
to you in your balance sheet under the label Monitoring cost. 

Thus, your total experimental profit will be: 

Total profit = sum of the values of the items that you bought - sum of the prices of items 
that you bought - Monitoring cost 
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In this experiment there is also an Exchange rate. Every experimental dollar is equal to 
0.33 US dollars. 

Below you see an example of a buyer's balance sheet. 

Unit Value : Price Profit iAuction 
1 8.00 lo.oo O.OO 
2 7.41 :0.00 0.00 

3 6.22 0.00 0.00 

4 6.15 '0.00 0.00 

5 5.74 0.00 O.OO 
6 5.69 0.00 0.00 

7 5.58 0.00 0.00 

8 5.05 0.00 0.00 

9 4.04 0.00 0.00 

10 4.02 0.00 0.00 

Trans Total 0.00 

MonCost 0.11 0.00 

InvCost 0.00 0.00 

Over cost 0.00 Total 0.00 

Exch Rate 
Exp Total 

0.33 
'o'.oo 

Comifict ; ' rimer 

In this case, S8.00 is the value to you of the first purchased unit and S7.41 is the value to 
you of the second purchased unit. 

Your monitoring cost is SO.l 1 per minute of the experiment. 

Your login name "asen" is shown at the bottom of the screen. 

If you buy an item, you will see the ID of the auction in which you bought the item in the 
column labeled "Auction" to the right. 

If you happen to buy an 11th, I2th, etc. items, you will NOT get value form them. 
However, you have to pay the price. This price will be called "Over cost" and it is also 
shown on your balance sheet. This cost will be subtracted from your Transactions Total. 

Remember that this is just an example. You will be given your values at the beginning of 

the experiment. 

You can choose to participate in auctions at 4 different web-sites. All 4 web-sites have 

different rules. 

This is the ECAuctions.com web site. 
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Active Auctions 

EC00001 asparuh 

&ifef yotir ioym name 

Reservation Price 

Dollars 

i Loij-lli 

Cents 

Join Start Send 

To login, enter your password in the box and press the "Log - in" button. 

You will see a list of active auctions to the left. If you want to bid in an auction, you have 
to select one of the auctions on the list with your mouse and press the "Join" button. 

You will see the following screen: 



I l l  

^Applet Firtme 

Min number of bidders required: 5 

Owner asparuh 

UViniier N/A 

Price N/A 

Current Price 0 Time left (s): 

Would you like (o (larticipate in this auction? 

|Jav4 Applet Window 

Every auction requires five participants. 

On the left side you see the owner of the item for sale. 

On the right side you see a list of all buyers who are participating in the auction. 

To bid in the auction: 

1. Press Yes. You have to wait until five people press the Yes button. During that time 
you should not close this window. Closing the window means that you are no longer 

participating! 

2. Every 20 seconds the price will rise with S0.25 starting from S2.00. You will be 
required to press the Yes button after every price increment to indicate that you still want 
the item at the current price. If you press No or if you miss to press Yes, your name will 
be removed fi-om the list of active bidders and you will not be allowed to enter the 

auction again. 

The auction is over when there is only one bidder lefl in the auction. You do not have to 
wait for the auction result. You will be informed if you are the winner. The winner is the 
person who stayed in the auction until the end.. 

If you win the auction, in which you participate, you have to pay the current price. 
shown on the screen. Your profit firom the auction is equal to: 

your value for the item - The price of the item, which is equal to the current price. 

BSD 

Active 8idd„. 

Close 

Waiting... 
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This is the BEAuctions.com web site. 

Active Aiiclions • 
None 

Lu(i-in I 

Start 

Reservation Price 

Dollars I I 

Cents I I 

Lenotfi(in minutes): 

OSmin 

OBmh 

O llmbi 

GMmin 

SMid 

To login, enter your password in the box and press the "Log - in" button. 

You will see a list of active auctions to the left. If you want to bid in an auction, you have 
to select one of the auctions on the list with your mouse and press the "Join" button. 

You will see the following screen; 



^App le l  F fdme 

Time left 09:28 

Owner asparuh 

Current Winner null 

Current Price 0.0 

Minimum Bid M 

Close 
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Active Bidders 

Waiting... 

|Java Applet Window 

Every auction has a certain length chosen by the seller. You can see the time left in each 
auction in the top left comer of the screen. 

On the left side you see the owner of the item for sale. 

On the right side you see a list of all buyers who have submitted a bid in the auction 
together with their bids. 

To enter a bid in the auction: 

1. Press Bid. Two boxes will appear for you to enter the dollars and cents (your bid 
price). Your bid has to be greater than or equal to the Minimum Bid shown on the screen. 

2. Press Send and then Yes to confirm your bid. Your bid is visible to the other 
participants. You can submit manv bids per auction as long as they are greater than the 
Minimum bid and there is still time left. 

3. If the seller's Reserve price is reached during the auction a green upper case R will 
show up in the middle of the screen. 

The auction is over when there is no time left. You do not have to wait for the auction 
result. You will be informed if you are the winner. The winner is the person who 
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submitted the highest bid. The highest bid has to be above the seller's reserve price in 
order for the item to sell. 

If you win the auction, in which you participate, you have to pay vour bid. Your profit 
from the auction is equal to: 

Your value for the item - The price of the item, which is equal to your hid 

This is the SPAuctions.com web site. 

Actto Auctions j Iniim 

FPQOQOO asparuh 

Ftcserve Price 

Dollars | | 

Cents I I 

Join Stan Send I Cijufifirt 

To login, enter your password in the box and press the "Log - in" button. 

You will see a list of active auction to the left. If you want to bid in an auction, you have 
to select one of the auctions on the list with your mouse and press the "Join" button. 

You will see the following screen: 
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^Applet Ficjme 3 

Bidders Required 5 Active Bidders 

Waiting... 

Owner asMaruh 

Winner N/A Close 

Price N/A 

Bid 

jJavaApplet Window 

Every auction requires five participants. 

On the left side you see the owner of the item for sale. 

On the right side you see a list of all buyers who have submitted a bid in the auction. 

To enter a bid in the auction: 

1. Press Bid. Two boxes will appear for you to enter the dollars and cents (your bid 

price). 
2. Press Send and then Yes to confirm your bid. Your bid is invisible to the other 
participants. You can submit only one bid per auction. 

Once enough bids are gathered, the auction is over, (the number of bids should be equal 
to the number of required bidders) You do not have to wait for the auction result. You 
will be informed if you are the winner. The winner is the person who submitted the 
highest bid. The item will be sold only if the highest bid is greater than or equal to the 

Reserve price of the seller, which is not known to you. 

If you win the auction, in which you participate, you have to pay the second highest bid. 
Your profit from the auction is equal to: 

Your value for the item - The price of the item, which is equal to the second highest bid 

This is the FPAuctioos.com web site. 
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ActKA Auctions I Loy in i 

FPOOQOO asparuh 

Reserve Price 

Dollars |_ 

Cents 12 

Send 'JcnOrrM 

To login, enter your password in the box and press the "Log - in" button. 

You will see a list of active auction to the left. If you want to bid in an auction, you have 
to select one of the auctions on the list with your mouse and press the "Join" button. 

You will see the following screen: 
^Applet [ lame 

BiiWers Required 5 Active Binders 

Waiting... 

Owner aspanih 

Winner Oosa 

Price N;A 

Bid 

iJavaApclet Window ^ 

Every auction requires five participants. 
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On the left side you see the owner of the item for sale. 

On the right side you see a list of all buyers who have submitted a bid in the auction. 

To enter a bid in the auction: 

1. Press Bid. Two boxes will appear for you to enter the dollars and cents (your bid 
price). 
2. Press Send and then Yes to confirm your bid. Your bid is invisible to the other 
participants. You can submit only one bid per auction. 

Once enough bids are gathered, the auction is over, (the number of bids should be equal 
to the number of required bidders) You do not have to wait for the auction result. You 
will be informed if you are the winner. The winner is the person who submitted the 
highest bid. The item will be sold only if the highest bid is greater than or equal to the 
Reserve price of the seller, which is not known to you. 

If you win the auction, in which you participate, you have to pay your own bid. Your 
profit from the auction is equal to: 

Your value for the item - The price of the item, which is equal to your bid 

Summary 

1. Your total profit is equal to: 

the sum of the values of the items that you bought - the sum of the prices of the items that 
you bought - monitoring cost 

2. You can participate in auctions at 4 different web-sites that have different rules. 

3. Make sure that you are monitoring your balance sheet. If you buy more than 10 items, 
you do not get a value but you have to pay for them. 

4. The experiment will be three rounds with 20 minutes in each round. 

5. If your screens do not act properly, close all open windows and try to login again. 

6. In this experiment you will be provided with robot assistants. You can choose to 
participate in the round yourself or to let a robot participate instead of you. The robot will 
automatically search all auction sites, trying to find the best deal for you, given the 
information available. Some of the robot actions are random, so different results might 
occur at different times. The only thing that you know for sure is that the robot will never 
buy above your limit prices. If you like to participate yourself press No when the round 
starts, otherwise press Yes and follow the instructions. 

Here is an example of a buyer's balance sheet filled with limit prices. Only 6 limit prices 
are given. This means that the buyer wants to buy only 6 items. If you want to buy 10 
items, you have to enter 10 limit prices. 
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Unit iVaiue !Limit Price 1 Price ! Profit iAuctionid 
1 8 .00 18.00 io.oo lO.OG !  

2  iS.OG i7 .00 io.oo io.oo ! I 
3 17.00 i7 .00 Io.oo Io.oo 1 i  

4  i6 .15 16.00 io.oo (0 .00 i !  

5  15.74 16.00 Io.oo Io.oo i 
6 ,5.69 i5 .90 Io.oo 10.00 1 

7  15.05 io.oo io.oo io.oo i i 
8 15.05 io.oo iG.OQ '0 .00 1 

g 5.05 iG.OO '0 .00 io.oo i 
10 :5.05 io .oo iO.OO iO.OO j i 

1 ITrans Total :o.oo ! 
Mon Cost io .ii j 0.00 i 

Invcost 0.00 1 io.oo : 
Total 0.00 

; Exch Rate 0.33 i 

1 Exp Total io.oo 

Cotiiiflci I h • Timer 

II. Sellers 

In this experiment you will participate in several Internet auctions as a seller. 

Sellers have costs for selling a fictitious good. As a seller, your profit per unit is equal to 
the price received for that unit minus its cost. 

Your profit/unit = Price of that unit - Cost for that unit 

Your total profit will be: 

Total profit = The sum of the prices of the items that you sold - The sum of the costs of 

the items that you sold 

Remember that all costs and values in this experiment are between SO.OO and S8.00 per 
unit. 

In this experiment you are also going to have two other types of cost. 

You will incur a Monitoring cost for each minute in the experiment. Your Monitoring 
cost is shown on your balance sheet. 

You will also incur an Inventory cost for each minute per every unsold item. Your 
Inventory cost per minute per unsold item is also shown on your balance sheet. 
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Your total experiment profit will be: 

Total profit = The sum of the prices of the items that you sold - The sum of the costs of 

the items that you sold - Monitoring cost - Inventory cost 

In this experiments there is also an Exchange rate. Every experimental dollar is equal to 
0.33 US dollars. 

Below you see an ex,ample of a sellers's balance sheet. 

Unit jPrice Cost 1 Profit Auction 
1 io.oo 0.13 10.00 
2 lo.oo ^1.34 io.oo 
3 io.oo ;1,96 io.oo 
4 lO.OO '1.98 io.oo 
5 Io.oo •2.64 iO.OO 
6 Io.oo 2.65 10.00 
7 Io.oo 2.66 10.00 
8 io.oo 217 lO.OO 
9 10.00 2.77 10,00 
10 'o.oo 3.91 io.oo 

1 Trans Total jo.oo 
Mon Cost !0.04 io.oo 
invcost !0.03 Io.oo 

i Total 10,00 

i Exch Rate 10,33 

1 Exp Total io,oo 

{ : - I -  ... 

j  Caiwect I  | : }o-1 Timer 

In this case, SO. 13 is the cost to you of the first unit sold and SI.34 is the cost to you of 
the second unit sold. 

Your Monitoring cost is S0.04 per minute. 

Your Inventory cost is S0.03 per minute per unsold item. 

Your login name "borii" is shown at the bottom of the screen. 

If you sell an item, you will see the ID of the auction in which you sold the item in the 
column labeled "Auction" to the right. 

Remember that this is just an example. Your costs will be given to you at the begiiming 

of the experiment. 

You can sell items at any of the 4 available auction web-sites. If you have values for 10 
items, you can start only 10 auctions. 

This is the ECAuctioQs.com web site. 
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Eiitcr yoiif iocjdi titjuie 

Lotjin I  - . J -  I  

Reseivation Price 

Dollars I 

Cents I  

Join Start Send Coiilirrn 

To login, enter your password in the box and press the "Log - in" button. 

You will see a list of active auction to the left. 

If you want to start an auction, press the "Start" button. Enter the minimum price at which 
you are willing to sell your item under the label "Reserve Price". Note that you have to 
enter the dollars and cents separately. Press "Send" and then "Yes" to start your auction. 
You will see an auction ID with your login name after it appear in the list of Active 

Auctions. 

You will see the following screen: 
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^Applet Fiame 

Mil) number of bidders required: 5 
Active Bidd. 

Waiting... 
Owner asparuh 

Winner N/A 

Price N/A jCtose 

Current Price o Time left (s): 

Would you like to participate in this auction? 

Yes No 

jJavaAppietWindow 

Every auction requires five participants. 

On the left side you will see your login name as the owner of the item for sale 

On the right side you see a list of all buyers who are active in the auction. 

The current price in the beginning ofthe auction will be S2.00. Every 20 seconds the price 
will rise with S0.25. All five buyers have to indicate if they want to stay in the auction at 
every new price. If a buyer does not press Yes for a price, he is out of the auction and can 
not participate in it again. The auction ends when there is only one person left. 

The winner of the auction will be that last person. The current price at the end of the 
auction will be the amount of money that you will receive for your item. The current 
price has to be higher than your Reserve Price. If the item sold successfully, you will be 
informed about the winner and the price that he paid. 

Your profit form the auction is equal to: 

The price of the item sold, equal to the current price - The cost of the item to you 

This is the BEAuctions.com web site. 
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I in in 

RaseivaUon Piles 

DoSars I I 

Cents I I 

length (in mliiiites): 

OSmin 

OSniin 

O llinin 

O 1411*1 

Sand 

To login, enter your password in the box and press the "Log - in" button. 

You will see a list of active auction to the left. 

If you want to start an auction, press the "Start" button. Enter the minimum price at which 
you are willing to sell your item under the label "Reserve Price". Note that you have to 
enter the dollars and cents separately. 

You have to choose the length of your auction. The are 4 options available: 5, 8,11, and 

14 minutes. 

Press "Send" and then "Yes" to start your auction. You will see an auction ID with your 

login name after it appear in the list of Active Auctions. 

You will see the following screen: 

ActtVB Auctions 
None 

; /mil J I 
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^Applet Fume 

Time left 09:28 

Owner asparuh 

CiirrentWinner mill 

Current Price 0.0 

Minimum Bid M 

j SiilKmi j 

|Java Applet Window 

You will see the time left in the auction in the upper left comer of the screen. 

On the left side you will see your login name as the owner of the item for sale 

On the right side you see a list of all buyers who have submitted a bid in the auction, and 

their bids. 

The winner of the auction will be the person who has submitted the highest bid by the 
end of the auction. The highest bid has to be greater than or equal to your Reserve Price. 
The highest bid will be the amount of money that you will receive for your item. If the 
item sold successfully, you will be informed about the winner and the price that he paid. 

Your profit form the auction is equal to: 

The price of the item sold, which is the highest bid - The cost of the item to you 

This is the SPAuctions.com web site. This is how the web-site looks like: 

HBE3 

Active Bidders 

Close 

Waiting... 

Bid 
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Active Auctions 

FPOOQOa asparuh 

1 Loq-in j 

Reserve Piice 

Dollars I I 

Cettts I I 

Join Stait; Sand 

To login, enter your password in the box and press the "Log - in" button. 

You will see a list of active auction to the left. 

If you want to start an auction, press the "Start" button. Enter the minimum price at which 
you are willing to sell your item under the label "Reserve Price". Note that you have to 
enter the dollars and cents separately. Press "Send" and then "Yes" to start your auction. 
You will see an auction ID with your login name after it appear in the list of Active 

Auctions. 

If you want to see the bidders participating in your auction, select your auction with the 
mouse button and press "Join". 

You will see the following screen: 
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dme 

Bidders Required s Active Bidders 

Waiting... 

Owner aspanih 

Winner N/A CIOS0 

Price N/A 

jJava Applet Whdow 

Every auction requires five participants. 

On the left side you will see your login name as the owner of the item for sale. 

On the right side you see a list of all buyers who have submitted a bid in the auction. 

The winner of the auction will be the person who has submitted the highest bid by the 
end of the auction. The second highest bid is the price that he will pay. The second 
highest bid has to be greater than or equal to your Reserve Price. The second highest bid 
will be the amount of money that you will receive for your item. If the item sold 
successfully, you will be informed about the winner and the price that he paid. 

Your profit form the auction is equal to: 

The price of the item sold, which is the second highest bid - The cost of the item to you 

This is the FPAuctions.com web site. 
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Active Auctions I.uy »i 

FPOOOOQ asparuh 

Dollars { 

Ceiils 

Reserve Price 

Sand 

To login, enter your password in the box and press the "Log - in" button. 

You will see a list of active auction to the left. 

If you want to start an auction, press the "Start" button. Enter the minimum price at which 
you are willing to sell your item under the label "Reserve Price". Note that you have to 
enter the dollars and cents separately. Press "Send" and then "Yes" to start your auction. 
You will see an auction ID with your login name after it appear in the list of Active 

Auctions. 

If you want to see the bidders participating in your auction, select your auction with the 
mouse button and press "Join". 

You will see the following screen: 
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^5 Applet F tdme 3 

Bidders Ftequired s Active Bidders 

Waiting... 

Owner asparutt 

Winner N/A Close 

Price 

Bid 

|Java Applet Window 

Every auction requires five participants. 

On the left side you will see your login name as the owner of the item for sale 

On the right side you see a list of all buyers who have submitted a bid in the auction. 

The winner of the auction will be the person who submitted the highest bid. The highest 
bid has to be greater than or equal to your Reserve Price. The highest bid will be the 
amount of money that you will receive for your item. If the item sold successfully, you 
will be informed about the winner and the price that he paid. 

Your profit form the auction is equal to; 

The price of the item sold - The cost of the item to you 

1. Your experiment profit is equal to: 

the sum of the prices of items sold - the sum of costs of items sold - Monitoring cost -

Inventory cost 

2. You can start auctions on any of the 4 web-sites. 

3. You can start only as many auctions as the number of the items that you have values 
for. (10 in each round). 

4. The experiments will have 3 rounds. Every round will last 20 minutes. 

5. If your screens do not act properly, close all open windows and try to login again. 
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6. In this experiment you will be provided with robot assistants. You can choose to 
participate in the round yourself or to let a robot participate instead of you. The robot will 
automatically search all auction sites, trying to find the best deal for you, given the 
information available. Some of the robot actions are random, so different results might 
occur at different times. The only thing that you know for sure is that the robot will never 
sell below your limit prices. If you like to participate yourself press No when the round 
starts, otherwise press Yes and follow the instructions. 

Here is an example of a seller's balance sheet with some limit prices. You have to enter 

limit prices for all of your units. 

Unit i Price Limit Price Cost Profit :Auction Id 

1 iO.GG 1.00 0.33 :0.00 

2 ;0.00 1.00 0.34 -0.00 

3 :0.0Q 1.00 1.00 0.00 

4 0.00 2.00 1.00 •0.00 

5 ;o.oo 1.20 1.01 0.00 

6 iO.OO 0.00 1.56 ,0.00 

7 ;o.oo 0.00 3.00 0.00 
8 :o.oo 0.00 3,00 .0.00 
g io.oo 0.00 3.35 0.00 

10 10.00 0.00 3.61 0.00 

i i iTrans Total ;0.00 

Mon Cost 10.08 Io.oo 1 
inv cost 10.03 0.00 

Total 0.00 
i Exch Rate ;0.33 
j Exp Total io.oo ; 

Cotmect ! Timer Start 
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APPENDIX D: ELECTRONIC MARKET CLIENT AND SERVER CODE'^ 

Class AuctionMan 

import java.util.Vector; 

public class AuctionMan implements Runnable{ 

int NumOfAuctions; 
int Bidld=0; 

Vector auctions=null; 

public void run(){} 

} 

Class AuctionProtocol 

import j ava.net.*; 

import j ava.io.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import java.util.Hashtable; 

import java.lang.String; 

public class AuctionProtocol { 
private AuctionServer aS = null; 

Hashtable lookup; 

Hashtable askCount; 
public AuctionProtocol(AuctionServer aS) { 

this.aS = aS; 

this.lookup = new Hashtable{1000,0.50F); 

this.askCount = new Hashtable(40,0.50F); 

System.out.println("AuctionProtocol is created"); 

} 

public void processlnput (String thelnput, MultiAuctionThread m) { 

int i; 
//parse the input 

if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("SEND")){ 
this.lookup.put(m,thelnput.substring(5,thelnput.length 0-1)); 

int ij 
= ((Integer) (this.aS.GM.dM.param.subj ectIndex.get(thelnput.subs tring(5,t 

helnput.length 0-1)))).intValueO; 

int j ; 
if (this.as.GM.dM.param.subjectType[ij] == 'b'){ 

for {j=l; j<=10; j++)( 

m.SendMsgClient("PARB|" + this.aS.GM.dM.param.value[ij][j] + 

"  I " )  ;  
} 

This appendix contains only the code of some of the most important components of the experimental 

electronic market. 
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m.SendMsgClient("PARE 1" + this.aS.GM.dH.param.monCharge [ij] + 
„ i " )  .  

} else { 
for (j=l;j<=10;j++){ 

m.SendMsgClient("PARS I" + this.aS.GM.dM.param.value [ij] [j] + "|"); 

} 
m.SendMsgClient("PARS I" + this.aS.GM.dM.param.monCharge[ij] + 

m.SendMsgClient("PARS 1" + this.aS.GM.dM.param.invCharge [ij] + "|"); 

} 
this.aS.GM.newBidder(thelnput.substring(5, thelnput.length()-1)); 

} 

else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("LIST")){ 

try { 
if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("EC")) { 

for (Enumeration e = 

this.as.GM.ec.auctions.elements(); e.hasMoreElements ();){ 

EnglishClock auction = 

(EnglishClock)(e.nextElement()); 
if (auction.state == 0 || auction.state == 1 ){ 

m.SendMsgClient("MAID|" + auction.MarketID 

+ "1" + auction.item.owner + "|");} 

) 
} 

else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("FP")) { 

for (Enumeration e = 

this.aS.GM.fp.auctions.elements();e.hasMoreElements();){ 
SealedFP auction = (SealedFP)(e.nextElement()); 

if (auction.state == 0 [1 auction.state == 1 ){ 

m.SendMsgClient("MAID I" + auction.MarketID 

+ "I" + auction.item.owner + 
} 

} 

else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("SP")) { 

for (Enumeration e = 

this.aS.GM.sp.auctions.elements(); e.hasMoreElements ();){ 
SealedSP auction = (SealedSP)(e.nextElement()); 
if (auction.state == 0 [| auction.state == 1 ){ 

m.SendMsgClient("MAID I" + auction.MarketID 

+ "1" + auction.item.owner + "[") ;} 
} 

} 

else if (thelnput,s\ibstring(5,7) .equals ("EB")) { 

for (Enumeration e = this.aS.GM.eb.auctions.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();){ 
Ebay auction = (Ebay) (e.nextElement ()); 
if (auction.state == 0 [| auction.state == l ){ 

m.SendMsgClient("MAID I" + auction.MarketID 

+ "1" + auction.item.owner + "|");} 
} 

} 

} catch (NullPointerException e){ 

m.SendMsgClient("MAID I NONE |"); 
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} 

this.aS.GM.dM.checkOverflow(theInput.substring(8,thelnput.length{)-

D) ; 
try ( 

if (this.curAskCount(thelnput.substring(8,thelnput.length()-
1)) >= 10) { 

m.SendMsgClient("S0UT|" + 

thelnput.substring(8,thelnput.length 0-1) + "|"); 

} 

} 
catch (NullPointerException cac){} 

} 

else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("SIZE")){ 
//theOutput = 

this.GM.raarketSizeOf(thelnput.substring(5,12))/convert integer to 

string 

} 

else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("PRIC")){ 

//theOutput = 

this .GM.curPriceOf (thelnput. substring (5,12)) (-convert double to string 

} 

else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("BIDO"))( 

try { 
this.aS.GM.channel(thelnput.substring(5,12), 

Float.valueOf(thelnput.substring(13,19)),thelnput.substring(20, 
thelnput.length()-1)); 

} catch (NullPointerException npell){}//bid too late 

//record 

} 
else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("ASKO")){ 

int asks = 1; 

try { 
asks = 

this.curAskCount(thelnput.substring(19,thelnput.length()-1)) + 1; 

} catch ( NullPointerException nnn){} 

this.askCount.put(thelnput.substring(19,thelnput.length()-1), 

new Integer(asks)); 
//do later 
if (asks <= 10){ 

this.aS.GM.dM.recordAsk(new DateO, 

thelnput.substring(19,thelnput.lengthO-1) + " " + 

theInput.substring(5,7), thelnput.substring(8,14)); 
if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("EC")){ 

this.aS.GM.createEC(Integer.parselnt(thelnput.substring(15,18)),Float.v 

alueOf(thelnput.substring(8,13)),Float.valueOf("0.25"),thelnput.substri 

ng(19,thelnput.length()-1)); 
} else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("EB")){ 

this.aS.GM.createEB(thelnput.substring(19,thelnput.length()-

1),Float.valueOf(thelnput.substring(8,14)),Integer.parselnt(thelnput.su 

bstring(15,18))); 

} else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("FP")){ 
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this.aS.GM.createFP(Integer.parseint(thelnput.substring(15,18)),thelnpu 
t.substring(19,thelnput.length() -

1),Float.valueOf(thelnput.substring(8,14))); 
} else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("PB")){ 

this.aS.GM.createPl(thelnput.substring(15,thelnput.length()-

1),Float.valueOf(thelnput.substring(8,14))); 
} else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("PS")) { 

this.aS.GM.createPO(thelnput.substring(15,thelnput.length()-

1), Float.valueOf(thelnput.substring(8,14))); 
} else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("SP")){ 

this.aS.GM.createSP(Integer.parseint(thelnput.substring(15,18)),thelnpu 

t.substring(19,thelnput.length()-

1),Float.valueOf(thelnput.substring(8,14))); 

} 

} 

} 

else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("LOGI")){ 

System.out.printin(m.socket.getPort()); 

if (!thelnput.substring(5,11).equals("AGENTO")){ 

if 
(this.aS.GM.dM.loginCheck(thelnput.substring(8,thelnput.length()-1))){ 

//promyana na 04/06 
//nameri login-name 
String n = 

this.aS.GM.dM.getLogin(theInput.substring(8,thelnput.length()-1)); 

this.aS.GM.newBidder(n); 

this.lookup.put(m, n);//napalni tablitsata 

m.SendMsgClient("OKOOI" + n + "|"); 
this.aS.GM.dM.recordLogout(n,"login",new Date()); 

} else { 

m.SendMsgClient("NOKOI"); 

} 

} else { 
this.lookup.put(m, thelnput.substring(5,thelnput.length()-1)); 

System.out.printin(m.socket.getPort()); 

} 

} 
else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("CANO")){ 

if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("FP")){ 

this .aS .GM.fp.returnAuction(thelnput.substring (5,12)) .cancelClean () ,-

} 
else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("SP")){ 

this.aS.GM.sp.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).cancelClean(); 

} 

else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals ("PS") || 

thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("PB")){ 

this.aS.GM.po.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).cancelClean(); 
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} 

else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("EC")){ 

this .aS .GM.ec.returnAuction(thelnput. substring (5,12) ) .cancelClean () 

} 
else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("EB")){ 

this.aS.GM.eb.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).cancelClean(); 

} 

} 

else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("CANN")){ 

if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("FP")){ 

this.aS.GM.fp.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).cancelClean (); 

} 

} 
else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("LOGO")){ 

String n = new 

String(thelnput.substring(8,thelnput.length()-1)); 

this.lookup.remove(m); 
this.aS.GM.dM.recordLogout(n,thelnput.substring(0,7),new 

Date 0 ) ; 

if 
(!this.lookup.contains(n))this.aS.GM.destroyBidder(this.aS.GM.createBid 

der(n)); 

System.gc(); 

} 

else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("MINL")){ 
String n = new 

String(thelnput.substring(13,thelnput.length()-1)); 
System.out.println(this.aS.GM.createBidder(n).miniLogin); 

this.aS.GM.dM.recMinLout(n,this.aS.GM.createBidder(n).miniLogin,new 

Date(),thelnput.substring(5,12)); 

} 
else if (thelnput.substring(0,4).equals("OWNE")){ 

String n = new String(thelnput.substring(13,thelnput.lengthO-

D) ; 

this.aS.GM.createBidder(n) .miniLogin = new DateO; 

m.SendMsgClient("MINNl" + thelnput.substring(5,12) + "|" + 

this.aS.GM.getMinn(thelnput.substring(5,12)) + "|"); 

//all presently active bidders to the requester 
System.out.println(m.socket.getPort()); 

try { 

if (thelnput.svibstring(5,7) .equals ("EC")) { 

for(i=0;i<=this.aS.GM.ec.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).NumOfB 

ids-l;i++){ 
m.SendMsgClient ("ACTBI " -i-

thelnput.substring(5,12) + "|" + 
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this.as.GM.ec.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).bids[i].bLogin + 

" I " ) ;  
} 

} else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("FP")){ 

for(i=0;i<=this.aS.GM.fp.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).NumOfB 

ids-l;i++){ 
m.SendMsgClient("ACTB|" + 

thelnput.substring(5,12) + "1" + 
this.aS.GM.fp.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).bids[i].bLogin + 

"  I " )  ;  
} 

} else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("PO")){ 

for{i=0;i<=this.aS.GM.po.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).NumOfB 

ids;i++){ 

m.SendMsgClient("ACTBI" + 

thelnput.substring(5,12) + "|" + 

this.aS.GM.po.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).bids[i].bLogin + 

"  I " )  ;  
} 

} else if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("SP")){ 

for(i=0;i<=this.aS.GM.sp.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).NumOfB 

ids-1;i++){ 

m.SendMsgClient("ACTBI" + 

thelnput.substring(5,12) + "|" + 
this.aS.GM.sp.returnAuction(theInput.substring(5,12)).bids[i].bLogin + 

" 1 " )  ;  
} 

} 

} catch (NullPointerException ex){ 
m.SendMsgClient("ACTBI" + thelnput.substring(5,12) + 

"I NONE 1"); 
} 

if (thelnput.substring(5,7).equals("EE")){ 

try{ 

m.SendMsgClient("WINRI" + 

thelnput.substring(5,12) + "|" + 
this.aS.GM.eb.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).winner + "|"); 

} catch (NullPointerException exc){ 

m.SendMsgClient("WINR|" + 

thelnput.substring(5,12) + "|NONE|"); 

} 

m.SendMsgClient("INCR1" + thelnput.substring(5,12) + 

" 1" + 
this.aS.GM.eb.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).increment.toStrin 

g O  +  " I " )  ;  
m.SendMsgClient ("PRICI" +• thelnput.substring(5,12) + 

" I " + 
this.aS.GM.eb.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)) .curPrice.toString 

( ) + "  I " )  ;  
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if 
(this.aS.GM.eb.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).reserveReached){ 

m.SendMsgClient("RESR|" + 

thelnput.substring(5,12) + "|" ); 

} 

try{ 

for(i=0;i<=this.aS.CM.eb.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).NumOfB 

ids-l;i++){ 
m.SendMsgClient("ACTBI" + 

thelnput.substring(5,12) + + 

this.formatBid(this.aS.GM.eb.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).bi 

ds[i].bidPrice) + "|" + 

this.as.GM.eb.returnAuction(thelnput.substring(5,12)).bids[i].bLogin + 

" I " )  ;  
} 

} catch (NullPointerException excp){ 

m.SendMsgClient("ACTBI" + 

thelnput.substring(5,12) + "1noNE|"); 
} 

} 
//status? 

} 

} 

public void sendMsgAll(String msg){ 

for (Enumeration e = this.lookup.keys{); e.hasMoreElements();){ 

MultiAuctionThread t =(MultiAuctionThread)(e.nextElement()); 

t.SendMsgClient(msg); 
System.out.println(t.socket.getPort()); 

} 

} 

public int curAskCount(String login){ 

return ((Integer)(this.askCount.get(login))).intValueO; 

} 

pxiblic String formatBid (Float bidPrice) { 

String price = bidPrice.toString(); 

switch (price.length()){ 

case 3: price = "000" + price;break; 

case 4: price = "00" + price;break; 

case 5: price = "0" + price;break; 

} 
if (price.length0>6)price = price.substring(0,6); 

return price; 

} 

} 

Class AuctionServer 
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import java.net.*; 

import j ava.ic.*; 

public class AuctionServer { 

AuctionProtocol parser; 
GlobalManager GM; 

public AuctionServer0{ 

this.GM = new GlobalManager(this); 

this.parser = new AuctionProtocol(this); 

ServerSocket mainSocket = null; 

boolean listening = true; 
System.out.println("Server is created"); 

try { 
mainSocket = new ServerSocket(8 088); 

System.out.println("Socket is created"); 

while (listening){ 
System.out.println("Thread will be created"); 

MultiAuctionThread mat=new MultiAuctionThread(mainSocket.accept(), 

this); 

mat.start (); 

} 

mainSocket.close 0; 
} catch (lOException e){ 

System.err.println("Could not listen to the given port"); 

System.exit(-1); 

} 

} 

} 

Class Bid 

public class Bid { 

long Bidid; 

String BidMessage; 

Float bidPrice; 
boolean active = false; 

String bLogin; 

public Bid (){ 
this.BidId = 0; 

this.bidPrice = new Float(0.0); 

} 

public Bid (long BidId, Bidder bidder, Float bidprice, String message){ 

this.BidId = BidId; 
this-bidPrice = bidprice; 

this.BidMessage = message; 
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this.bLogin = bidder.login; 

} 
} 

Class Bidder 

import java.util.*; 

public class Bidder { 

String login; 
Date logIn=null; 

Date miniLogin = null; 

public Bidder(String login){ 

this.login = login; 

this.login = new DateO; 

} 
} 

Class DataManager 

import java.io.*; 

import j ava.sgl.*; 

import j ava.text.SimpleDateFormat; 

import java.util.Date; 

public class DataManager implements Runnable{ 

private Thread dataThread = null; 
int countlnv = 0; 

GlobalManager GM; 

String driverName = " 
String url = "jdbc:odbc:Auctiondata"; 

String sqlString = " "; 

Connection con; 

SimpleDateFormat formatter = new SimpleDateFormat("dd/MM hh:mm:ss"); 

public DataManager(GlobalManager gM){ 

this.GM = gM; 

dataThread = new Thread(this, "Data Manager"); 

dataThread.start 0; 

try { 
Class.forName("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver"); 

} catch (java.lang.ClassNotFoundException e) { 

System.err.print("ClassNotFoundBxception: "); 

} 

try { 
this.con = DriverManager.getConnection(this.url,"rvragov","1'etre"); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.err.print("not connected"); 

} 
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System.out.println("Data Manager is created"); 

} 

public boolean loginCheck(String login){ 
String query = new String("SELECT « FROM [Charges];"); 
boolean found = false; 

try { 

Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query); 

while (rs.next()){ 

if (rs.getString(1).equals(login)){ 

found = true; 

} 

} 
} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("Name not found"); 

} 
return found; 

public double findCharge(String login, Date logi, Date logo){ 

double chargePerSecond = 0; 

String query = new String("SELECT [Charges].[monitor] PROM [Charges] 
WHERE ([Charges].[bidder])= '" + login + "';") ; 

String charge = null; 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 
ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query) ; 

rs.next(); 

chargePerSecond = rs.getDouble(1); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("Select charges failed"); 

} 

chargePerSecond = ((logo.getTime()-

logi.getTime0)/60000)*chargePerSecond;//vsashtnost e per minute 

charge = Double.toString(chargePerSecond) ; 

while (charge.length0 < 6){ 
charge = "0" + charge; 

} 

this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll("LOGO I " + charge.substring(0,6) + + 

login + "1"); 

return chargePerSecond; 

} 

public void recMinLout(String login. Date logi, Date logo. String 

marketId){ 
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string insertQuery = new String ("INSERT INTO [Minisessions] VALUES 

('"+ login + "I,'" + this.formatter.format(logi) + + 

this.formatter.format(logo) + '" + marketid + "');"); 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

stmt.executeUpdate(insertQuery); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

} 

} 

public void updateSessionCharge(String login, double charge){ 

String updateQuery = new String("UPDATE [Balance] SET 

[Balance].[currentTSC] = [Balance]. [currentTSC] + " + charge + " WHERE 
( [Balance]. [bidder])= '" + login + "' ;") ; 

try { 

Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement0 ; 

stmt.executeUpdate(updateQuery); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("Update session charge failed"); 

} 

} 

public void recordLogout(String login, Date logi, Date logo){ 

double charge = this.findCharge(login,logi,logo); 

String insertQuery = new String ("INSERT INTO [Sessions] VALUES ('" + 

login + + this.formatter.format(logi) + + 

this.formatter.format(logo) + + charge + 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

stmt.executeUpdate(insertQuery); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 
System.out.println("Insert into sessions failed"); 

} 

this.updateSessionCharge(login,charge); 

} 

public void recordBid(Date in, long id. String login, double price){ 

String insertQuery = new String ("INSERT INTO [Bids] VALUES ('" + 

this.formatter.format(in) + + id + + login + "', " + price + 
" )  ; " )  ;  

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

stmt.executeUpdate(insertQuery); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("record bid failed"); 
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} 

} 

public void recordBail(String login, double bail){ 

String updateQuery = new String("UPDATE [Balance] SET 

([Balance].[currentTBAC]) = ([Balance]. [currentTBAC]) + " + bail + " 

W H E R E  ( [ B a l a n c e ] . [ b i d d e r ] ) =  ' "  +  l o g i n  +  " ' ; ;  

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

stmt.executeUpdate(updateQuery); 

} catch (SQLException ex) { 

} 

} 

public void runO { 
boolean htmlupdate = true; 

while (htmlupdate) { 

try ( 
this.updatePage3(); 

this.countInv++; 

this.dataThread.sleep(5000) ; 
} catch (InterruptedException e) { 

} 

} 

} 

public void updatelnvCharge(String logins, double invCharge){ 

String updateQuery = new String("UPDATE [Balance] SET 
([Balance].[currentTIC]) = ([Balance].[currentTIC]) + " + invCharge + " 

WHERE ([Balance] . [bidder])= + logins + 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

stmt.executeUpdate(updateQuery); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 
System.out.println("update inv charge failed"); 

} 

} 

public void getltemsLeft() { 
String query = new String("SELECT * FROM [Itemsleft];"); 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatementO; 
ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query); 

while (rs.next()){ 
this.updatelnvCharge(rs.getString(1),rs.getDouble(2)); 

} 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("get items left failed"); 

} 

} 
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public int valuelndex(String win){ 
int index = 0; 

String query = new String("SELECT 

([PreviousActivity].[SumOfitemsBought]) PROM [PreviousActivity] WHERE 
( [ P r e v i o u s A c t i v i t y ] . [ b i d d e r ] ) =  ' "  +  w i n  +  " ' ; ;  

try { 

Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement() ; 

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query) ; 
rs.next(); 

index = rs.getint(1); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("Value index not found"); 

} 

return index; 

} 

public double findValue(String win){ 

double value = 0.0; 

int i; 
String query = new String("SELECT * FROM [Values] WHERE 
( [ V a l u e s ] . [ b i d d e r ] ) =  ' "  +  w i n  +  " ' ; ;  

i = this.valuelndex(win); 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query); 

rs.next{); 

value = rs.getDouble(i+2); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 
System.out.println("Value not found"); 

} 
return value; 

} 

public int costlndex(String own){ 

int index = 0; 

String query = new String("SELECT ([PreviousActivity].[SumOfitemsSold]) 

FROM [PreviousActivity] WHERE ([PreviousActivity].[bidder])= '" + own + 
II I .  IM . 

/ 11 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query) ; 

rs.next(); 

index = rs.getint(1); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("Cost index not found"); 

} 
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return index; 

} 

public double findCost(String own) { 

double cost=0.0; 

int i; 
String query = new String("SELECT * FROM [Values] WHERE 

( [ V a l u e s ] . [ b i d d e r ] )  =  ' "  +  o w n  +  " ' ; ;  

i = this.costlndex(own); 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query); 

rs.next(); 
cost = rs.getDouble(i+12) ; 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("Cost not found"); 

} 

return cost; 

} 

public void recordAuction(String mid, Date st. Date en, long nbu, int 

nbi. String win, double pr, String own, double rp){ 

double bProfit; 

double sProfit; 
String insertQuery = null; 

//find buyer profit 
bProfit = this.findValue(win)-pr; 

//find seller profit 
sProfit = pr - this.findCost(own); 

//insert 
String a = new String{"INSERT INTO [Auctions] VALUES ('" + mid + 

+ this.formatter.format(st) + "',"); 

String b = new String("'" + this.formatter.format (en) + " • ,+ nbu + 

"," + nbi + ",'" + win + "'," + pr + ","); 

String c = new String("'" -i- own rp + "," + sProfit + "," + 

bProfit + ") ;"); 
insertQuery = a + b + c; 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatementO; 

stmt.executeUpdate(insertQuery); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 
System.out.println("Insert into auctions failed"); 

I 
this.updateBalance(win,bProfit); 

this.updateltems(win,"b"); 
this.updateBalance(own,sProfit); 

this.updateltems(own,"s"); 

//update balances for buyer and seller 

} 

1 

i 
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public void updateBalance(String login, double change){ 

String updateQuery = new String("UPDATE [Balance] SET 
[Balance].[curProfit]= [Balance].[curProfit] + " + change + " WHERE 

([Balance].[bidder])= + login + "';"); 

System.out.printIn(updateQuery); 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

stmt.cxecuteUpdate(updateQuery); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("Balance update failed"); 

} 
} 

public void updateltems(String login, String type){ 

int itemChange = 1; 

String updateQuery; 

if (type.equals("b")){ 
updateQuery = new String("UPDATE [Balance] SET [Balance] . [itemsBought] • 

[Balance].[itemsBought] + " + itemChange + " WHERE 

([Balance].[bidder])= '" + login + "';"); 

} else { 
updateQuery = new String("UPDATE [Balance] SET [Balance].[itemsSold]= 
[Balance].[itemsSold] + " + itemChange + " WHERE ([Balance].[bidder])^ 

'" + login + "' ;") ; 

} 

try ( 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement0; 

stmt.executeUpdate(updateQuery); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 

System.out.println("item update failed"); 

} 

} 
public void checkOverflow(String login){ 
int itemsBo=0, itemsSo=0, itemsTob=0, itemsTos=0; 

String selectQuery = new String ("SELECT * FROM [PreviousActivity] 

WHERE ([PreviousActivity].[bidder]) = '" + login + "';"); 

try { 
Statement stmt = this.con.createStatement(); 

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(selectQuery); 

rs.next(); 
itemsBo = rs.getint(2); 

itemsSo = rs.getint(3); 

itemsTob = rs.getint(4); 

itemsTos = rs.getint(5); 

} catch (SQLException ex){ 
System.out.println("Select charges in overflow failed"); 

} 
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if (itemsBo == itemsTob | itemsTob == 0)//no more buying//tova tiryabva 

da se promeni 

this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll{"BOUT 1" + login + "1"); 
if (itemsSo == itemsTos | itemsTos == 0)//no more selling 

this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll("SOUTl" + login + " 1 " ) ;  
} 

public void updatePage3(){//may be in a thread???also format page4 

int i; 

String line; 

try { 

PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(new FileOutputStream(new 

File ("page3.html"))) ; 

out.println{"<html>"); 

out.printIn("<p><a href=\"http://mcld-

61/Roumen/Applets/AppletSp.html\">SPAuctions - " + 
this.GM.numOfActiveSP0 + "</a>"); 
out.printIn("<p><a href=\"http://meld-

6l/Roumen/Applets/Appletl.html\">FPAuctions - " + 

this.GM.numOfActiveFP0 + "</a>"); 

out.println{"<p><a href=\"http://mcld-

61/Roumen/Applets/AppletEc.html\">ECAuctions - " + 

this.GM.numOfActiveEC() + "</a>") ; 

out.println("<p><a href=\"http://mcld-

61/Roumen/Applets/AppletEb.html\">BEAuctions - " + 
this.GM.numOfActiveEB0 + "</a>"); 

out.println{"<p><a href=\"http://mcld-
61/Roumen/Applets/AppletPo.html\">BulletinBoard - " + 

this.GM.numOfActivePOO + "</a>") ; 

out.println("</html>"); 

out.close 0; 

} catch (FileNotFoundException ef){} 

catch (lOException ex){} 

} 

} 

} 

Class Ebay 

import java.util.Date; 

public class Ebay extends Marketlnst implements Runnable { 

private Thread auctionThread = null; 

int length; 
int NumOfBids = 0; 

int NumOfBuyers = 0; 

Bid curBid; 
Float increment; 

Float curPrice; 
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Bid [] bids = new Bid [32000]; 

int secondsLeft = 0; 
boolean reserveReached = false; 

public Ebay(String Marketid, Float reserve,Item item, int length, 

GlobalManager gM){ 

this.MarketID=MarketId; 
this.item = item; 

this.curPrice = new Float(0.0); 

this.GM = gM; 

this.increment = new Float(0.05); 

this.length = length;//in minutes 

this.MarketType = "English Auction"; 

this.reservePrice = reserve; 

this.startDate = new Date(); 

this.endDate = new DateO; 

this.endDate.setTime(this.StartDate.getTime0 + length * 60 * 1000); 

this.secondsLeft = length * 60; 
this.state = 0; 

auctionThread = new Thread(this, "English Auction"); 

auctionThread.start(); 

this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll("MAID 1" + this.MarketID + "|" + item.owner 

+  "  1 " )  ;  
} 

public void run(){ 

this.state = 1; 

while (!this.endDate.before(new DateO)){ 

//keep checking for the end date 

//when its over 

try { 
this.auctionThread.sleep(1000);//auction might be cancelled by the 

seller 
this.secondsLeft--; 

if (this.secondsLeft == 15){ 

if (this.reserveReached){this.GM.as.parser.sendMsgAll("LCHA|" + 

this.MarketID + "jyesj" + this.curPrice + "[");} 

else (this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll("LCHA|" + this.MarketID + 

"lnah|" + this.curPrice + "[");} 

} 
} catch (InterruptedException e){ 

} 

} 

try { 
this.winner = this.curBid.bLogin; 

} catch (NullPointerException e){} 

this.price = this.curPrice; 

this.state = 4; 

if (this.curPrice.doubleValue0 >= this.reservePrice.doubleValue() && 

this-NumOfBids != 0){ 
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this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll("ENDEI" + this.MarketID + 

this.winner + "1");//????????????? 

this.GM.as.parser.sendMsgAll("WINRI" + this.MarketID + 
this.winner + "|; 
this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll{"PRIC|" + this.MarketID + 

+  "  I " )  ;  
} else { 
this.GM.as.parser.sendMsgAll("ENDE| 

this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll("WINR] 

this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll("PRIC j 
this.winner = "none"; 

} 

//????????????? 

this.GM.dM.recordAuction(this.MarketID,this.startDate,new 
Date 0,this.NuraOfBuyers,this.NumOfBids,this.winner,this.price.doubleVal 

ue{),this.item.owner,this.reservePrice.doubleValue()); 

+ this.MarketID + 

+ this.MarketID + 

+ this.MarketID + 

" + this.price 

I  NONE 1 "); 
1 NONE I"); 
I NONE "); 

this.endmarket(); 

} 

public void processbid(Bid bid)( 

this.GM.dM.recordBid(new Date(),bid.BidId,bid.bLogin + " " + 

this.MarketID,bid.bidPrice.doubleValue()); 

if (bid.bidPrice.doubleValue0 >= this.curPrice.doubleValue() + 

this.increment.doubleValue()) { 
this.bids [this.NumOfBids] = bid; 

this.curPrice = bid.bidPrice; 
this.winner = bid.bLogin; 

this.curBid = bid; 
if (this.curPrice.doubleValue0>= 1.00) this.increment = new 

Float (0.25); 

if (this.curPrice.doubleValue0 >= 

this.reservePrice.doubleValue()) { 

this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll("RESRl" + this.MarketID + "|"); 

this.reserveReached = true;} 

//send the new price 
this.GM.aS.parser.sendMsgAll("ACTBI" + this.MarketID + "|" + 

this.GM.aS.parser.formatBid(this.curPrice) + + bid.bLogin + "["); 

this.NumOfBids++; 

} else { 
//the bid is invalid 

} 

) 

public String detalloc(){ 

Bidder bidder = null; 

return bidder.login; 

} 

public Float detprice{){ 
Float price = null; 

return price; 

} 
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public void endmarketO { 

this.auctionThread = null; 

this.GM.eb.closeauction(this); 

} 

public void cancelCleanO{ 

this.auctionThread = null; 

this.state = 4; 

this.GM.as.parser.sendMsgAll("CANOI" + this.MarketID + 
this.GM.dM.recordAuction(this.MarketID,this.startDate, new 

Date(),this.NumOfBuyers,this.NumOfBids, 

"none",0.00,this.item.owner,this.reservePrice.doubleValue()); 

this.endmarket0; 

} 

public void quicksort(){ 

} 

} 

} 

Class EbayMan 

import java.util.*; 

public class EbayMan extends AuctionMan { 

int NumOfAuctions; 

public EbayMan0 { 

this.NumOfAuctions = 0; 

this.auctions = new Vector(); 

} 

public void startAuction(String Marketid, Item item. Float price, int 

length, GlobalManager gM){ 

Ebay auction = new Ebay(MarketId,price,item, length, gM); 

this.auctions.addElement(auction); 

this.NumOfAuctions += 1; 

} 

public void sendBid (String Marketid, Bidder bidder. Float bidPrice, 

String msg){ 

Bid bid; 

//accept bids 
bid = new Bid(this.Bidid,bidder,bidPrice,msg); 

returnAuction(Marketid).processbid(bid); 

this.BidId ++; 

} 

public Ebay returnAuction(String Marketid){ 

Ebay auction = null; 
Ebay temp = null; 

for (Enumeration e = this.auctions.elements();e.hasMoreElements();){ 
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temp = (Ebay) (e.nextElementO ) ; 

if(temp.MarketlD.equals(Marketid)){auction = temp; break;} 

} 

return auction; 

} 

public void closeauction(Ebay auction){ 

//the auction is over 

this.auctions.removeElement(auction) ; 

auction = null; 

} 

} 

Class GlobalManager 

import j ava.io.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import j ava.awt.*; 

import j ava.awt.event.*; 

import javax.swing.*; 

public class GlobalManager { 

AuctionServer aS; 

DataManager dM; 
String [] marketlds = new String [1000];//replace with dynamic data 

//structure 

Hashtable bidders;//buyers-sellers 
Item [] items = new Item [1000]; 

int itemCount; 

int marketCount; 
int userCount; 

double ebCharge, ecCharge, fpCharge, poCharge, spCharge; 

SPAuctionMan sp = null; 

FPAuctionMan fp = null; 
ECAuctionMan ec = null; 

POAuctionMan po = null; 

EbayMan eb = null; 

public GlobalManager(AuctionServer aS){ 
boolean packFrame = false; 

this.itemCount=0; 

this.marketCount = 0; 
this.userCount = 0; 

this.aS=aS; 

this.bidders = nev/ Hashtable (1000, 0 .50F) ; 
this.dM = new DataManager(this); 

this.fp = new FPAuctionMan0 ; 
this.sp = new SPAuctionManO ; 

this.po = new POAuctionMan(); 

this.ec = new ECAuctionMan(); 
this.eb = new EbayMan(); 

System.out.printlnC'GlobalMan is created"); 
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} 

public Item createltem(String login){ 

this.items[this.itemCount] = new Item (this.itemCount,login); 

this.itemCount++; 
System.out.println(login); 

return this.items[this.itemCount - 1] ; 

} 

public void creates?(int numOfBuyers, String login, Float reserve){ 

this.marketlds[this.marketCount]= new 

String(this.getld(this.marketCount, "SP")); 

this.sp.StartAuction(this.marketlds[this.marketCount],numOfBuyers, 

this.createltem(login),reserve,this) ; 

//addToList(this.marketlds[this.marketCount] + " " + login); 

this.marketCount++; 

System.out.println("Auction created"); 

} 

public void createFP{int numOfBuyers, String login, Float reserve){ 

this.marketlds [this.marketCount]= new 

String(this.getId(this.marketCount, "FP")); 

this.fp.StartAuction(this.marketlds[this.marketCount],numOfBuyers,this. 

createltem(login),reserve,this); 

//addToList(this.marketlds[this.marketCount] + " " + login); 

this.marketCount++; 

} 

public void createEC(int numOfBuyers,Float reserve, Float incr, String 

login){ 

this.marketlds[this.marketCount]= new 

String(this.getid(this.marketCount, "EC")); 

this.ec.StartAuction(this.marketlds[this.marketCount],numOfBuyers,reser 

ve,incr,this.createltem(login),this) ; 
//addToList(this.marketlds[this.marketCount] + " " + login); 

this.marketCount++; 

} 

public void createPO(String login, Float price){ 

this.marketlds[this.marketCount]= new 

String(this.getId(this.marketCount, "PS")); 

System.out.println(login); 
this.po.StartAuction(this.marketlds[this.marketCount],this.createltemd 

ogin),price,this); 
//addToList(this.marketlds[this.marketCount] + " " + login); 

this.marketCount++; 

} 

public void createPl(String login. Float price){//buyer's offer 

this.marketlds[this.marketCount]= new 

String(this.getld(this.marketCount, "PB")); 
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this.po.startAuction(this.marketIds[this.marketCount],new 

Item(this.itemCount, " "),price,this.createBidder(login), this); 

this.marketCount++; 

this.itemCount++; 

} 

public void createEB(String login, Float price, int length){ 
this.marketlds[this.marketCount] = new 

String(this.getId(this.marketCount, "EB")); 
this.eb.startAuction(this.marketlds[this.marketCount] ,this.createltem(1 

ogin),price, length,this); 

this.marketCount++; 

} 

public boolean idOfActive(String t){ 

if (this.fp.returnAuction(t).state == 0 [| 

this.fp.returnAuction(t) .state ==1) 

return true; 

else 

return false; 

} 

public int numOfActiveSP(){ 

int count=0; 

try { 
for (Enumeration e = 

this.sp.auctions.elements();e.hasMoreElements 0;){ 
SealedSP auction = (SealedSP)(e.nextElement()); 

if (auction.state == 0 | auction.state == 1) count++; 

} 

return count; 
} catch (NullPointerException e){ 

return 0; 

} 

} 

public int numOfActiveFP(){ 

int count=0; 

try { 
for (Enumeration e = 

this.fp.auctions.elements();e.hasMoreElements();){ 

SealedFP auction = (SealedFP)(e.nextElement()); 
if (auction.state == 0 [ auction.state == 1) count++; 

} 

return count; 
} catch (NullPointerException e){ 

return 0; 

} 

I 
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public int numOfActivePO(){ 

int i, count=0; 

try { 
for (i=0; i<this.po.NumOfAuctions;i++){ 

if (this.po.auctions[i].state == 0 | this.po.auctions [i].state 

== 1) count++; 

} 

return count; 
} catch (MullPointerException e){ 

return 0; 

} 

} 

public int numOfActiveEC() { 
int count=0; 

try { 
for (Enumeration e = this.ec.auctions.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();){ 
EnglishClock auction = (EnglishClock)(e.nextElement()); 

if (auction.state == 0 | auction.state == 1) count++; 

} 

return count; 
} catch (MullPointerException e){ 

return 0; 

} 
} 

public int numOfActiveEB(){ 
int count=0; 

try { 
for (Enumeration e = 

this.eb.auctions.elements();e.hasMoreElements();)( 

Ebay auction = (Ebay)(e.nextElement0); 
if (auction.state == 0 1 auction.state == 1) count++; 

} 

return count; 
} catch (NullPointerException e){ 

return 0; 

} 

} 

public void destroyBidder(Bidder bidder){ 
this.bidders.remove(bidder.login); 

bidder = null; 

} 

public Bidder newBidder(String login){ 

Bidder bidder = new Bidder(login); 

this.bidders.put(login,bidder) ; 

return bidder; 

} 
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public Bidder createBidder(String login){ 
Bidder bidder = (Bidder)this.bidders.get(login) ; 

return bidder; 

} 

public int getMinn(String marketid) { 
String aM = marketid.substring(0,2); 

int minn = 0 ; 

if (aM.equals("EB")){ 

minn = this.eb.returnAuction(marketid).secondsLeft;//???? 

} else if (aM.equals("EC")){ 

minn = this.ec.returnAuction(marketid).NumOfBuyers; 

} else if (aM.equals("FP")){ 

minn = this.fp.returnAuction(marketid).NumOfBuyers; 

} else if (aM.equals ("?C")){ 

minn = this.po.returnAuction (marketid).NumOfBuyers; 

} else if (aM.equals ("SP")){ 

minn = this.sp.returnAuction(marketid).NumOfBuyers; 

} 

return minn; 

public String getOwner(String marketid){ 
String aM = marketid.substring(0,2) ; 

String ovmer = null; 

if (aM.equals("EB")){ 
owner = this.eb.returnAuction(marketld) .item.ovmer; 

} else if (aM.equals("EC"))( 

owner = this.ec.returnAuction(marketid).item.owner; 

} else if (aM.equals("FP")){ 

owner = this.fp.returnAuction(marketid).item.owner; 

} else if (aM.equals ("PO")){ 
owner = this.po.returnAuction(marketid).item.owner; 

} else if (aM.equals("SP")){ 

owner = this.sp.returnAuction(marketid).item.owner; 

} 
return owner; 

public int activeOffers (String login){ 

int i; 
int j=0; 

try { 
for (Enumeration e = this.fp.auctions.elements();e.hasMoreElements();)( 

SealedFP auction = (SealedFP)(e.nextElement()); 

if (auction.item.owner.equals(login)) j++; 

} 
} catch (NullPointerException e){} 
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try { 

for (Enumeration e = this.sp.auctions.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();){ 

SealedSP auction = (SealedSP) (e.nextElement()) ; 

if (auction.item.owner.equals(login)) j++; 

} 

} catch (NullPointerException e){} 

try { 
for (Enumeration e = this.ec.auctions.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();){ 

EnglishClock auction = (EnglishClock)(e.nextElement()); 

if (auction.item.owner.equals(login)) j++; 

} 

} catch (NullPointerException e){} 

try { 
for (Enumeration e = this.eb.auctions.elements();e.hasMoreElements();){ 

Ebay auction = (Ebay)(e.nextElement0); 

if (auction.item.owner.equals(login)) j++; 

} 

} catch (NullPointerException e){} 

try { 
for (i=0;i<this.po.NumOfAuctions-l;i++){ 

if (this.po.auctions[i].item.owner.equals(login)) j++; 

} 
} catch (NullPointerException e){} 

return j; 

} 

public void channel (String marketid, Float bidPrice, String login) { 

if (marketid.substring(0,2).equals("SP")) { 

this.sp.sendBid(marketid,this.createBidder(login), bidPrice, " "); 

} else if (marketid.substring(0,2).equals("FP")) { 

this.fp.sendBid(marketid,this.createBidder(login), bidPrice, " "); 

} else if (marketid.substring(0,2).equals("EC")) { 

this.ec.sendBid(marketid,this.createBidder(login), bidPrice, " "); 

} else if (marketid.substring(0,2).equals("PS") | 

marketld.siibstring(0,2) .equals ("PB")) { 

this .po.sendBid(marketId, this .createBidder (login) , " "),-

} else if (marketid.substring(0,2).equals("EB")){ 



this.eb.sendBid(marketid,this.createBidder(login),bidPrice, 

} 

} 

public String getld(int a, String b){ 

int i; 
String q = new String(); 

q = q.valueOf(a); 

switch (q.length()){ 

case 1: 
q = b + "0000" + q; 

break; 

case 2: 
q = b + "000" + q; 

break; 
case 3: 
q = b + "00" + q; 

break; 

case 4: 
q = b + "0" + q; 

break; 
case 5: 
q = b + q; 

break; 

} 

return q; 

} 

} 

Class Item 

public class Item { 

int itemid; 

String owner; 

String description; 

public Item(int itemid, String login){ 

this.itemid = itemid; 
this.owner = login; 

} 

} 

Class Marketlnst 

import java.util.*; 

public abstract class Marketlnst { 
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string MarketID;//change to String of type "SP", "EC", "FP" + a 5 digit 

number 

GlobalManager GM; 

Date startDate; 

Date endDate;//time StartTime;//time EndTime; 

int MinNumOfItems; 

int MinNumOfBuyers; 

long MaxNumOfBuyers; 

int NumOfBuyers; 

int MinNumOfBids; 

long MaxNumOfBids; 

long NumOfBids; 

String MarketType; 

Bid [] bids; 

String winner; 

Float price; 

Float reservePrice; 

Item item; 
int state;//0 - pending, 1 - in progress/new bidders can join, 2 - in 

progress/no new bidders can join, 

//3 - over, 4 - data saved 

public abstract String detallocO; 

public abstract Float detpriceO; 
public abstract void processbid{Bid bid); 

public abstract void quicksort (); 

public abstract void endmarket(); 

public abstract void cancelCleanO; 

} 

Class MultiAuctionThread 

import j ava.net.*; 

import j ava.io.*; 

public class MultiAuctionThread extends Thread { 

Socket socket = null; 

private PrintStream out = null; 

private BufferedReader in = null; 

AuctionServer aS = null; 

public MultiAuctionThread(Socket socket, AuctionServer s){ 

super("MultiAuctionThread"); 
System.out.println("Server is started"); 

this.socket = socket; 
System.out.println(this.socket.getPort()); 

this.aS = s; 

} 

public void SendMsgClient(String txt){ 

out.println (txt);//to send messages 



} 

public void runO { 

String msgln; 

try { 
out = new PrintStream(socket.getOutputStream()); 

BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader (new 

InputStreamReader{socket.getlnputStreamO)); 
boolean listening = false; 

while(!listening){ 
msgln = in.readLine(); 

this.aS.parser.processlnput(msgln,this) 

} 
} catch (lOException e){}; 

try { 
socket.close(); 

} catch (lOException e) { 

e.printStackTrace0; 

} 

} 

} 

Class AgentBalance 

import javax.swing.*; 

import java.awt.*; 

import j ava.awt.event.*; 

import java.util.*; 

public class AgentBalance extends JApplet implements Runnable { 

BuyerAgent robots = null; 

SellerAgent robots = null; 

String subName = null; 

char sType; 
boolean agentOn = false; 

JPanel j Panell = new JPanel(); 

JPanel jPanel2 = new JPanel 0; 

AgentBalanceClient tcp = null; 

private Thread clockThread = null; 

boolean running = false; 
int itemsBS=0; 

int paramlndex=0; 
int minutes=0; 

int seconds = 0; 

String host = null; 

Vector bmarketlds; 

Vector smarketlds; 
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JTable jTablel; 
String [] columnNames = "" 

MoneyUSD x = new MoneyUSD(0,0); 

MoneyUSD exch = new MoneyUSD(0,33); 

double exrate = 0.33; 
Object [] [] data = 

"1",x,x,x 

"2",x,x,x 

"3",x,x,x 

"4",x,x,x 

"5",x,x,x 

"6",x,x,x 

"7",x,x,x 

"8",x,x,x 

"9",x,x,x 

"10" ,x,x,: 
I I  I I  It  I t  I t  I I  t /  /  

"Mon Cost 

"Inv cost 
I t  I t  I I  I I  I t  I I  t t I 
I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  n 

/ I I 

I t  I t  I I  I I  I t  I t  

" " }  ;  

"Auction Id"}, 

X ,  

X ,  

X ,  

X ,  " " } ,  

X ,  

X ,  " " } ,  

X ,  

X ,  " " } ,  

X ,  

:,x, ""}, 
Trans Total",x, 

XI I  I I  I t  I I  V II H \  
t t t I ! 

V II H I '  I I  V II I t  \  t ^ I I t I S ' 
Total",x, ""}, 
Exch Rate",exch, 

'Exp Total",x, 

JScrollPane scroll = new JScrollPane(); 

JButton Connect = new JButtonO; 

JButton Start = new JButtonO; 

JTextField jTextFieldl = new JTextFieldO; 

JLabel jLabell = new JLabelO; 

public void initO { 
this.setSize(new Dimension(440,340));//!!ichange dimension 

jPanell.setBackground(new Color(177, 192, 192)); 

jPanel2.setBaclcground(new Color(177,192,192)); 

jTablel = new JTable(data,columnNames); 

jTablel.setEnabled(true); 

Connect.setText("Connect") ; 

jTextFieldl.setText("login name"); 

jLabell.setText("Timer"); 
Connect.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

Connect_actionPerfonned(e); 

} 

}); 

Start.setText("Start") ; 
Start.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e){ 

Start_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

scroll.getViewportO .add(jTablel); 

/ /  
this.getContentPane0 .add(jPanell,BorderLayout.SOUTH); 

jPanell.add(Connect,null) ; 



jPanell.add(jTextFieldl,null); 

jPanell.add(jLabell,null); 
jPanell.add(Start, null); 

this.getContentPane0 .add(jPanel2,BorderLayout.CENTER); 
j Panel2.setLayout(new GridLayout()); 

jPanel2.add(scroll,null); 

] 

void Start_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e){ 
if (sType == 's'){ 

this.robots.startAuctions(); 

} else { 
this . robots. startAuctions () 

} 

Start.setEnabled(false)/ 

this.agentOn = true; 

} 

public void start(){ 
this.host = getCodeBase().getHost(); 

this.tcp = new AgentBalanceClient(this.host,8088,this); 

} 
void Connect_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e){ 

this.subName = jTextFieldl.getText(); 

this . tcp .SendMsgOut ( "SEND [ " + jTextPieldl.getText() + " 

clockThread = new Thread(this,"Balance"); 

Connect.setEnabled(false); 

jTextFieldl.setEnabled(false); 

} 

public void getMsg(String txt){ 

int i; 

String temp = null; 

if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("PARE")){ 

sType = 'b'; 

if (txt.lengthO >10) { 

temp = txt.substring(S,9);} 

else { temp = txt.substring(5,txt.length0-1);} 

//System.out.println(temp) ; 
if (paramlndex == 0){ 

bmarketlds = new Vector(); 

jTablet.setValueAt("Unit",0,0); 

jXablel.setValueAt("Value",0,1); 

jTablel.setValueAt("Limit Price",0,2); 

jTablel.setValueAt("Price",0,3); 

jTablel.setValueAt("Profit",0,4) ; 

jTablel.setValueAt("Over cost",14,0); 

jTablel.setValueAt(new MoneyUSD("0.00"),14,1) 

} 

if (paramlndex == 10){ 

jTablel.setValueAt(new MoneyUSD(temp),12,1); 

this.robots = new SuyerAgent(this); 
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} else { 
jTablel.setValueAt{new MoneyUSD(temp),paramlndex+l,1); 

paramlndex++; 

} 
jTablel.setEnabled(true); 

} else if {txt.substring(0,4).equals("PARS")){ 
sType = 's'; 

if (txt.lengthO >10) { 
temp = txt.substring(5,9);} 

else { temp = txt.substring(5,txt.length()-1);} 

if (paramlndex == 0){ 

smarketlds = new Vector(); 

jTablel.setValueAt("Unit",0,0); 

jTablel.setValueAt("Price",0,1); 

jTablel.setValueAt("Limit Price",0,2); 

jTablel.setValueAt("Cost",0,3); 

jTablel.setValueAt("Profit",0,4); 

} 
if (paramlndex == 10){ 

jTablel.setValueAt(new MoneyUSD(temp),12,1); 

paramlndex++; 
} else if (paramlndex == 11) { 

jTablel.setValueAt(new MoneyUSD(temp),13,1); 

this.robots = new SellerAgent(this); 

} else { 
jTablel.setValueAt(new MoneyUSD(temp),paramlndex+l,3); 

paramlndex++; 

} 
jTablel.setEnabled(true); 

} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("MAID")){ 
if (iclockThread.isAliveO ) cloclcThread.start () ; 

if (!txt.substring(5,9).equals("NONE")) { 

if (this.agentOn){ 
if (sType == 'b'){ 

Auctions newAuction = new Auctions(txt.substring(5,12)); 

this.robots.auctionList.addElement(newAuction); 

} 

} 

if (txt.substring(13,txt.length()-

1).equals(jTextFieldl.getText())){ 

//store marketids if he is the owner 
smarketlds.addElement(txt.substring(5,12)); 

} 
} 

} else if (txt.substring(0,4)-equals("ACTS")){//sends new price for 

ebay 
if (sType == 'b') { 
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Auctions auction = null; 

try { 
auction = this.robots.getAuction(txt.substring(5,12)); 

if (!txt.substring(5,7).equals("ES")) 

auction.numOfBidders +=1; 

else { 
MoneyUSD cBid = new MoneyUSD(txt.substring(13,19)); 

auction.curSid = cBid; 

} 

} catch (NullPointerException nl){ 

System.out.printlnC'ACTB") ; 

} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("NACT")){ 
if (sType == 'b'){ 

try ( 
(this.robots.getAuction(txt.substring(5,12))).numOfBidders 

=1; 

} catch (NullPointerException n5){} 

} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("NBID")){ 
if (sType == 'b'){ 

try { 
Auctions auction = 

this.robotB.getAuction(txt.substring(5,12)); 

if (auction.iAmIn) 

this.robotB.decideToC(auction,txt.substring(13,txt.length()-

1));//decide if to continue 
} catch (NullPointerException n4){} 

} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("STRT")){ 
if (sType == 'b') { 

try { 

Auctions auction = 

this.robotB.getAuction(txt.substring(5,12)); 

if (auction.iAmIn)this.robotB.decideToC(auction, 

"2.00")///decide if to continue 

else 

this.robotB.auctionList.removeElement(auction); 

} catch (NullPointerException n6){} 

} 
} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("LCHA"))( 

if (sType == 'b'){ 

try { 
this.robotB.bidEbay(txt.substring(5,12), 

txt.substring(13,16), txt.substring(17,txt.length()-1)); 

} catch (NullPointerException n9){} 
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} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("ENDE")){//???? 

if (sType == 'b') { 

try { 
AuctionB auction = 

this.robots.getAuction(txt.substring(5,12)); 
auction.over = true; 

} catch (NullPointerException n7){} 

if (txt.substring(13,txt.length() -

1).equals(jTextFieldl.getText())){ 

try { 
bmarketlds.addElement(txt.substring(5,12)); 

} catch (NullPointerException 

n9) (System.out.printlnC'WINR") ;} 

} 

} 

} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("MINN")){//length for e-bay 
if (sType == 'b'){ 

if (txt.substring(5,7).equals("EB"))( 

try { 
AuctionB auction = 

this.robots.getAuction(txt.substring(5,12)); 

auction.numOfBidders = 

Integer.parseint(txt.substring(13,txt.length()-1)); 

} catch (NullPointerException na){} 

} 

} 

} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("RESR")){//resr reached 
if (sType == 'b'){ 

AuctionB auction = null; 

try { 
auction = this.robots.getAuction(txt.substring(5,12)); 

auction.resReached = true; 

} catch (NullPointerException n2)( 

System.out.println("RESR"); 

} 

} 

} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("WINR")){ 

if (txt.substring(13,txt.length()-

1).equals(jTextFieldl.getText()) && 1txt.substring(5,7).equals("EB")){ 

//store market ids if he is the winner 

try { 
bmarketlds.addElement(txt.substring(5,12)); 

} catch (NullPointerException 

n3){System.out.println("WINR");} 

} 
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} else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("PRIC"))( 

//update table contents 

Auctions auction = null; 

if (! txt.substring(13,txt.length()-1).equals("NONE")){ 

MoneyUSD price = new 

MoneyUSD(txt.substring(13,txt.length 0-1)); 

if (sType == 'b'){ 

try' { 
auction = 

this.robotB.getAuction(txt.substring(5,12)); 
if (auction.iAmln)this.robotB.activeBids--; 

System.out.println(this.robotB.activeSids + " 

arr"); 
if (!txt.substring(5,7).equals("EB"))( 

this.robotB.auctionList.removeElement(auction); 

} else { 

if 

(auction.over)this.robotB.auctionList.removeElement(auction); 

} 

} catch (NullPointerException 

x){System.out.println("eho");} 

try { 

if (bmarketlds.contains(txt.substring(5,12)) ){ 

itemsBS++; 
if (itemsBS < 11){ 

jTablel.setValueAt(price,itemsBS,3); 

jTablel.setValueAt(txt.substring(5,12), 

itemsBS,5); 

jTablel.setValueAt(((MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(itemsBS,1))).minus(pr 

ice),itemsBS,4); 
price = new MoneyUSD(); 

for (i = 1; i <=itemsBS ; i++){ 

price = 

price.dIus((MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(i,4))); 

} 
jTablel.setValueAt(price,11,4);} 

else { 
MoneyUSD overCost = 

(MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(14,1)); 
overCost = overCost.plus(price); 

jTablel.setValueAt(overCost,14,1); 
price = (MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(11,4)); 

} 
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price = 

price.minus((MoneyUSD) (jTablel.getValueAt(12, 4))); 
price = 

price.minus((MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(14,1))); 

jTablel.setValueAt(price,14,4); 

price = price.multipliedBy(0.33); 

jTablel.setValueAt(price,16,4); 

} 

if (itemsBS == 10)this.running = false; 

} catch (NullPointerException e){} 

try { 
if (smarketlds.contains(txt.substring(5,12))){ 

itemsBS++; 

jTablel.setValueAt(price,itemsBS,1); 

jTablel.setValueAt(txt.substring(5,12), itemsBS,5); 

jTablel.setValueAt(price.minus((MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(itemsBS,3) 

)),itemsBS,4); 
price = new MoneyUSD(); 

for (i = 1; i <=itemsBS ; i++){ 

price = 

price.plus((MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(i,4))); 

} 
jTablel.setValueAt(price,11,4); 
price = 

price.minus{(MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(12,4))); 

price = 

price.minus{(MoneyUSD) (jTablel.getValueAt(13 , 4)) ) ; 

jTablel.setValueAt(price,14,4); 

price = price.multipliedBy(0.33); 

j Tablel.setValueAt(price,16,4); 

} 
if (itemsBS == 10)this.running = false; 

} catch (NullPointerException ex){} 

} else { 
if (sType == 'b') { 

try { 
auction = 

this.robots.getAuction(txt.substring(5,12)) ; 
if (auction.iAmIn)this.robots.activeBids--; 

this.robots.auctionList.removeElement(this.robots.getAuction(txt.substr 

ing(5,12))) ; 
} catch (NullPointerException nlO){} 

} 

} 

} 
//what to do with overflow 



} 

public void run(){ 

String min = null; 

String sec = null; 

MoneyUSD price=null; 

this.minutes = 0; 

this.running = true; 

while(this.running){ 

try { 
clockThread.sleep(1000); 

} catch (InterruptedException e){} 

seconds++; 

if (agentOn){ 
if (sType == 'b'){ 

if (seconds%7 == 0 && seconds 1= 0){ 

this.robots.chooseNext0; 

} 

if (seconds%59 == 0 && this.minutes > 10 && this.itemsBS 

10){this.robots.activeSids--; 

System.out.println(this.robots.activeSids + " tim");} 

} 

} 
if (seconds == 60)( 

seconds = 0; 

this.minutes++; 

price =(MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(12,1)); 

price = price.multipliedBy((double)this.minutes); 

j Tablel.setValueAt(price,12,4); 
price = (MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(13,1)); 

price = price.multipliedSy((double)this.minutes); 
price = price.multipliedBy((double)(10-itemsBS)); 

jTablel.setValueAt(price,13,4); 

price = (MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(11,4)); 
price = price.minus((MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(12,4))) 

price = price.minus((MoneyUSD)(jTablel.getValueAt(13,4))) 

j Tablel.setValueAt(price,14,4); 

price = price.multipliedSy(0.33); 

j Tablel.setValueAt(price,16,4); 
if (itemsBS == 10) (this.running = false; break;} 

) 
min = Integer.toString(this.minutes); 

sec = Integer.toString(seconds); 

if (min.length0 == 1) min = "0" + min; 

if (sec.length0 == 1) sec = "0" + sec; 

jLabell.setText(min + + sec); 

jLabel1.repaint 0; 
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} 

} 

Class AgentBalanceClient 

import j ava.awt.* ; 

import j ava.net,* ; 

import j ava.io.* ; 

import java.util.* ; 

public class AgentBalanceClient implements Runnable 

{ 
AgentBalance app; 
private Socket socket = null ; 

private BufferedReader inStream = null; 

static PrintStream outStream = null; 

int portnumber; 

String address; 
private Thread input_thread = null; 

private boolean service_available = false; 

public String s = null; 

public AgentBalanceClient(String address, int portnumber, AgentBalance 

a ) { 
this.portnumber = portnumber; 

this.address = address; 

this.app = a; 

try { 
socket = new Socket(address, portnumber ); 

} catch(UnknownHostException e2) { 

System.err.printlnC'Error finding server"); 

System.err.println(e2); 

return; 

} catch(lOException e3) { 

System.err.println("Error accessing server"); 

System.err.println(e3) ; 

return; 

} 

try { 
inStream = new BufferedReader(new 

InputStreamReader(socket.getlnputStreamO )) ; 
outStream = new PrintStream(socket.getOutputStreamO); 

} catch(Exception e4) { 
System.err.println("Error getting I/O from socket"); 

System.err.println(e4); 

return; 

} 
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input_thread = new Thread(this); 

input_thread.start 0; 
service_available = true; 

//this.SendMsgOut("LIST]"); 

} 

public void SendMsgOut(String txt){ 

this.outstream.println(txt); 

} 

public void run(){ 

boolean finished = false; 

while(I finished) { 

try { 
String inputString = inStream.readLine (); 

// convert to a readable format 

if (( inputString 1= null) && (inputString.length0 i= 0)){ 

System.out.printlnC'IN: " + inputString); 

this.app.getMsg(inputString); 

} 

) catch(Exception exc) { 

System.out.printlnC'TcpErrorl! - " + exc.toString()); 

finished = true; 

} 

Thread.yieldO ; 
} // while finished 

try { 
socket.close(); 

inStream.close 0; 
outStream.close(); 

} catch(Exception exc) { 
System.out.println{"TcpError2! - " + exc.toString()); 

} 

socket = null ; 

inStream = null; 

outStream = null; 

} 

} 

Class AppletEb 

import java.awt.*; 
import java.awt.event.*; 

import java.applet.*; 
import javax.swing.*; 

import java.util.Vector; 

import java.util.Hashtable; 



public class AppletEb extends JApplet { 

TcpClientAppletEb tcp = null; 

String subName = null; 

String length = null; 

boolean funlsOver = false; 

Hashtable applets = new HashtableO; 

boolean isStandalone = false; 

JPanel jPanell = new JPanelO; 

JList jListl = new JListO; 
Vector listV = new Vector(); 

JLabel jLabell = new JLabelO; 

JButton jButtonl = new JButtonO; 

JButton Start = new JButtonO; 

JTextField jTextFieldl = new JTextField(); 

JLabel jenterL = new JLabelO; 

JButton Submit = new JButtonO ; 

JLabel jLabel3 = new JLabelO; 

JTextField Dollars = new JTextField0; 

JTextField Cents = new JTextField0; 

JLabel jLabel4 = new JLabelO; 

JLabel jLabelS = new JLabelO; 

JLabel j Labels = new JLabelO; 

JButton Send = new JButtonO; 

JRadioButton jRadioButtonl = new JRadioButton0; 

JRadioButton jRadioButton2 = new JRadioButton0; 

JRadioButton jRadioButton3 = new JRadioButton0; 

JRadioButton jRadioButton4 = new JRadioButton0; 

ButtonGroup buttonGroupl = new ButtonGroup (); 

Runnable updatePanel = null; 

public void start (){ 
String host = getCodeBase().getHost (); 

this.tcp = new TcpClientAppletEb(host,8088,this); 

} 

public void init() { 
GridBagLayout gridbag = new GridBagLayout(); 

j Panell.setLayout(gridbag); 
jPanell.setBackground(new Color(192, 192, 226)); 

jListl.setBackground(new Color(218, 192, 192)); 

this.listV.addElement("Waiting ... ") ; 

jListl = new JList(listV); 

JScroIlPane listScroller = new JScrollPane (jListl); 

j Labell.setToolTipText(""); 

jLabell.setTextCActive Auctions") ; 

j Buttonl.setText("Join"); 
jButtonl.setEnabled(false) ; 
j Buttonl.addActionListener(new j ava.awt.event.ActionListener() 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

jButtonl_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

} ) ;  
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start.setText("Start"); 

Start.setEnabled(false); 

Start.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) ( 
Start_actionPerfonned(e) ; 

} 
}); 

jenterL.setText("Enter your password"); 

Submit.setToolTipText(""); 

Submit.setText("Log-in") ; 

Submit.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
Submit_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

} ) ;  

jLabel3.setText("Reservation Price"); 

jLabel3.setEnabled(false); 

jLabel4.setText("Dollars"); 

jLabel4.setEnabled(false); 
jLabels.setText("Cents"); 

jLabelS.setEnabled(false); 

jLabelo.setText("Length (in minutes):"); 

jLabel5.setEnabled(false) ; 

Send.setText("Send") ; 

Send.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

Send_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

} ) ;  

Send.setEnabled(false); 

Dollars.setEnabled(false) ; 

Cents.setEnabled(false) ; 

jRadioButtonl.setText("5 min"); 

jRadioButtonl.setBackground(new Color(192, 192, 226)); 

j RadioButton2.setText("8 min"); 

jRadioButton2.setBackground(new Color(192, 192, 226)); 

jRadioButton3.setText("11 min"); 

jRadioButtonS.setBackground(new Color(192, 192, 226)); 

jRadioButton4.setText("14 min"); 

jRadioButton4.setBackground(new Color(192, 192, 226)); 

buttonGroupl.add(j RadioButtonl) ; 

buttonGroupl.add(j RadioButton2) ; 
buttonGroupl.add(j RadioButton3) ; 

buttonGroupl.add(j RadioButton4); 

j RadioButtonl.setEnabled(false) ; 
jRadioButton2.setEnabled(false) ; 

jRadioButton3.setEnabled(false); 

jRadioButton4.setEnabled(false); 

updatePanel = new Runnable () { 

public void run () {jListl.updateUIO ;} 

} ;  

GridBagConstraints c = new GridBagConstraints(); 



c.gridx = 0; 
c.gridy = 1; 

c.gridwidth = 2; 

c.gridheight = 6 ;  
c.weightx = 1.0; 

c.weighty = 1.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.BOTH; 
c.ipadx = 23 0; 

c.ipady = 177; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 30, 7, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(listScroller,c); 

jPanell.add(listScroller); 

c.gridx = 0; 

c.gridy = 0; 

c.gridwidth = 2; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 16; 
c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (14, 103, 0, 76); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabell,c); 

jPanell.add(jLabell); 

c.gridx = 0; 

c.gridy = 7; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 0; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 77, 8, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jButtonl,c); 

jPanell.add(jButtonl); 

c.gridx = 1; 

c.gridy = 7; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 
c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 0; 
c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 22, a ,  45); 
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gridbag.setConstraints{Start,c); 

jPanell.add(Start); 

c.gridx = 2; 

c.gridy = 5; 

c.gridwidth = 2; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagCon.'straints .NONE; 
c.ipadx = 19; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (14, 18, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel4,c); 

jPanell.add(jLabel4); 

c.gridx = 2; 

c.gridy = 6; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 21; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (13, 16, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabels,c); 

jPanell.add(jLabelS); 

c.gridx = 4; 
c.gridy = 4; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 5; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (29, 0, 0, 22); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel3,c); 

jPanell.add(jLabels); 

c.gridx = 4; 

c.gridy = 5; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 1.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.HORIZONTAL; 

c.ipadx = 43; 



c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (12, 0, 0, 77); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Dollars,c) ; 

j Panell.add(Dollars); 

c.gridx = 4; 

c.gridy = 6; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 1.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.HORIZONTAL; 

c.ipadx = 43; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (11, 0, 0, 76); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Cents,c); 

jPanell.add(Cents); 

c.gridx = 3; 

c.gridy = 7; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 13; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (22, 0, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel6,c) ; 

jPanell.add(jLabelS); 

c.gridx = 3; 

c.gridy = 8; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 0; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (6, 0, 0, 61); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jRadioButtonl,c) 

jPanell.add(jRadioButtonl) ; 

c.gridx = 3; 

c.gridy = 9; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 



c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 0; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 0 ,  0, 57); 
gridbag.setConstraints(jRadioButton2,c); 

jPanel1.add{jRadioButton2); 

c.gridx = 3; 

c.gridy = 10; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 
c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 0; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 0, 0, 56); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jRadioButtonS,c) ; 
jPanell.add(jRadioButton3); 

c.gridx = 3; 

c.gridy = 11; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 0; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 0, 0, 60); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jRadioButton4,c); 

jPanell.add(jRadioButton4) ; 

c.gridx = 3; 

c.gridy = 2; 

c.gridwidth = 2; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.EAST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.HORIZONTAL; 
c.ipadx = 116; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (7, 6, 20, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jTextFieldl,c); 

jPanell.add(jTextFieldl); 

c.gridx = 3; 

c.gridy = 0; 

c.gridwidth = 3; 

c.gridheight = 2; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 
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c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER,• 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 59; 

c.ipady = 14; 

c.insets = new Insets (7, 7, 0, 35); 

gridbag.setConstraints{jenterL,c); 

jPanell.add(jenterL); 

/ /  
c.gridx = 3; 

c.gridy = 3; 

c.gridwidth = 2; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 
c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.EAST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 51; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (13, 6, 20, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Submit,c); 

jPane11.add(Submit); 

/ /  
c.gridx = 3; 

c.gridy = 12; 

c.gridwidth = 2; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.EAST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c. ipadx = 14; 
c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (17, 9, 45, 54); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Send,c); 

jPanell.add(Send); 

this.getContentPaneO .add(jPanell); 

} 

public AppletEb2 getApplet(String marketid){ 

return (AppletEb2)this.applets.get(marketid); 

} 

public void getMsg(String txt){ 

int i; 

if (txt.substring(0,2).equals("OK")){ 
this.subName = txt.substring(5,txt.length()-1); 

this.tcp.SendMsgOut("LIST IEB1" + this.subName + "]"); 
// jButtonl.setEnabled(true); 

Start.setEnabled(true); 
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} 

else if (txt.substring(0,3).equals("NOK")){ 

jenterL.setText("Invalid password. Try again!"); 

jenterL.setVisible(true); 

jTextFieldl.setText(""); 

jTextFieldl.setEnabled(true) ; 
Submit.setEnabled(true); 

} 

else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("BOUT")){ 
if (txt.substring(5,txt.length()-1) .equals(this.subName)){ 

this.funlsOver = true;} 

} 

else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("SOUT")){ 

if (txt.substring(5,txt.length0-1).equals(this.subName)){ 

this.Start.setEnabled(false);} 

} 

else if (txt.substring(5,9).equals("NONE")){ 

if (this.listv.contains("Waiting ... ")){ 
this.listv.removeAllElements(); 

this.listv.addElement("None"); 

this.j Listl.repaint(); 

} } 

else if (txt.substring(5,7).equals("EB")) { 

try { 
if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("MAID")){ 

if (this.listv.contains("Waiting ... ")){ 

this.listv.removeAllElements(); 

} 
if (this.listv.contains("None")){ 

this.listv.removeAllElements(); 

} 
this.listv.addElement(txt.substring(5,12) + " " + 

txt.substring(13,txt.length()-1)) ; 

this.jListl.setListData(this.listv); 

this.jListl.repaint() ; 

j Buttonl.setEnabled(true); 

} 
else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("BIDS")){ 

//this.newA.addBidder(txt.substring(11,txt.length 0-1)); 

} 
else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("WINR")){ 

try { 

this.getApplet(txt.substring(5,12)).displayWin(txt.substring(13,txt.len 

gthO -1)) ; 
} catch (NullPointerException npe)(} 

else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("ENDE")){ 

try { 
for (i=0; i<=this.listv.size();i++){ 
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if 

{((String)this.listV.elementAt(i)).substring(0,7).equals(txt,substring( 

5,12))){ 

this.listV.setElementAt(this.listV.elementAt(i) + " 

over", i); 

} 

} 

} catch (ArraylndexOutOfBoundsException aioobe){} 

this.jList1.setListData(this.listV) ; 

this.jListl.repaint 0; 

} 

else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("PRIC")){ 

this.getApplet(txt.substring(5,12)).displayPri(txt.substring(13,txt.len 

gth 0-1)) ; 
//this.newA.displayPri(txt.substring(11,txt.length()-1)); 

//remove auction from list 

} 

//else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("OWNE"))( 

//this.getApplet(txt.substring(5,12)).displayOwner(txt.substring(13,cxt 

.length 0-1)); 
/ /  }  

else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("MINN")){ 

this.getApplet(txt.substring(5,12)).startClock(txt.substring(13,txt.len 

gthO -1) ) ; 

} 
else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("ACTB")){ 

if (txt.substring(13,17).equals("NONE")) 

this.getApplet(txt.substring(5,12)) .addBidder("None", 

"0.0") ; 

else 

this.getApplet(txt.substring(5,12)).addBidder(txt.substring(20,txt.leng 

th()-1),txt.substring(13,19)); 

} 
else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("INCR")){ 

} 
else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("CANO")){ 

if (!txt.substring(13,txt.length()-

1).equals(this.subName)){ 
listV.removeElement(txt.substring(5,12) + " " + 

txt.substring(13,txt.length 0-1)); 
listV.addElement(txt.substring{S,12) + " " + 

txt.substring(13,txt.length0-1) + " over - c") ; 

jListl.setListData(listV); 

jListl.repaint 0; } 

} 

else if (txt.substring(0,4).equals("RESR")){ 
this.getApplet(txt.substring(5,12)).displayRes0 ; 

} 
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} catch (NullPointerException e){} 

} 
SwingUtilities.invokeLater(updatePanel); 

} 

void Start_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

jLabels.setEnabled(true); 
jLabel4.setEnabled{true); 

jLabels.setEnabled(true); 

jLabels.setEnabled(true); 

jRadioButtonl.setEnabled(true); 

jRadioButton2.setEnabled(true); 

jRadioButton3.setEnabled(true); 

jRadioButton4.setEnabled(true); 

Dollars.setEnabled(true); 
Cents.setEnabled(true); 

Send.setEnabled(true); 

} 

void jButtonl_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

//when enabled ? 

String s = new StringO; 

try { 
s = (String)(this.jListl.getSelectedValue0); 

} catch (NullPointerException ex){ 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Nothing was selectedl"); 

} 

try { 
if (s.substring(s.length0-

4, s.length()).equals("over")[s.substring(s.length()-

8, s . lengthO ) .equals ("over - c")){ 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"This auction is over!"); 

/ /  
((AppletEb2)this.applets.get (s.substring(0,7))) .frame.setVisible(true); 

// 
((AppletEb2)this.applets.get(s.substring(0,7))).Bid.setEnabled(false); 

// 
((AppletEb2)this.applets.get(s.substring(0,7))).Cancel.setEnabled(false 

) ; 

} else { 
jButtonl.setEnabled(false) ; 

((AppletSb2)this.applets.get(s.substring(0,7))).frame.setVisible(true) ; 

// AppletEb2 newA = new 
AppletEb2(this,((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue()).substring(0,7)) 

$ 

11 
this-applets.put(((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue()).substring(0,7 

) , newA); 

11 
this.tcp.SendMsgOut("OWNE["+((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue()).su 

bstring(0,7)+"I" + this.subName + "|"); 
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/ /  
newA.displayOwner(((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue ()).substring(9, 

((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue()).length())); 

} 
} catch (NullPointerException ext){ 

AppletEb2 newA = new 

AppletEb2(this,((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue()).substring(0,7)) 

this.applets.put(((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue ()) .substring(0,7 

),newA); 

this.tcp.SendMsgOut("OWNE("+((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue()).su 

bstring(0,7)+"I" + this.subName + "1"); 

newA.displayOwner(((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue()).substring(9, 

((String)this.jListl.getSelectedValue()).length() )); 

} 

} 

void Submit_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

Submit.setEnabled(false); 

jenterL.setVisible(false); 

jTextPieldl.setEnabled(false); 
this.tcp.SendMsgOut("LOGI|EB|"+jTextFieldl.getText() + "| "); 

} 

void Send_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

boolean test = true; 

if (Cents.getText0 .length() == 0){ 

Cents.setText(Cents.getText0+ "0"); 

} 

if (Cents.getText().length() == 1) { 

Cents.setText(Cents.getText()+ "0") ; 

} 

if (Cents.getText().length() > 2){ 
Cents.setText(Cents.getText().substring(0,2) ) ; 

} 

if (jRadioButtonl.isSelectedO) length = " 0 5 " ;  
else if (jRadioButton2.isSelectedO) length = "08"; 

else if (jRadioButtonS.isSelectedO) length = "11"; 

else if (jRadioButton4.isSelected()) length = "14"; 

try ( 
if (length.length0 ==3) ; 

} catch (NullPointerException c){ 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Please, choose the auction 

length."); 
test = false; 

} 
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try { 

if 
(Integer.parseint(Dollars.getText() )<0|Integer.parseint(Cents.getText() 

) < 0  I I n t e g e r . p a r s e i n t ( C e n t s . g e t T e x t ( ) ) > 9 9 ) {  
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Oops! You entered an invalid 

number. Please, try again."); 

test = false; 

} 
if (Integer.parseint(Dollars.getText0)>=9){ 

if (Integer.parseint(Cents.getText0)>0){ 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Oops! You entered an invalid 

number. Such price is not allowed."); 
test = false; 

} 

} 

} catch (NumberFormatException ex){ 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Oops! You entered an invalid 

number. Please, try again."); 

test = false; 

} 

if (test){ 
int n = JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog(this,"Your reserve price is $" + 

Dollars.getText() + "." + Cents.getText() + ". Your auction length is " 

+ length + ". Please press Yes if all information is correct."); 

if (n == JOptionPane.YES_OPTION){ 

String price = new String(); 

String subjects = new String(); 

//error handling 
switch(Dollars.getText().length()){ 

case 1: 

price = "00" + Dollars.getText(); 

break; 

case 2: 
price = "0" + Dollars.getText() ; 

break; 
default: 

price = Dollars.getText0; 

break; 

} 

this.tcp.SendMsgOut("ASKOIEBI" + price + + Cents.getText()+ "|0" + 

length + "|" + this.subName+ "|"); 

Dollars.setText(""); 
Cents.setText(""); 

jLabels.setEnabled(false) ; 

jLabel4.setEnabled(false) ; 

jLabels.setEnabled(false) ; 
jLabels.setEnabled(false) ; 

jRadioButtonl.setEnabled(false) ; 

jRadioButton2.setEnabled(false); 
jRadioButton3.setEnabled(false); 

jRadioButton4.setEnabled(false); 



Send.setEnabled(false); 

} 

} 

} 

public void stop(){ 

int i; 
int count = this.applets.size 0; 

this.tcp.SendMsgOut ("LOGO IEBI" + this.subName + "|"); 

for (i=l;i<=count;i++){ 

AppletEb2 a = (AppletEb2)(this.applets.elements().nextElement()) 

a.frame.setVisible(false) ; 

this.applets.remove(a.marketid) ; 

} 
} 

} 

Class AppletEb2 

import java.awt.*; 

import java.awt.event; 

import java.applet.*; 

import javax.swing.*; 

import java.util.Vector,• 

public class AppletEb2 extends JApplet implements Runnable{ 

private Thread clockThread = null; 

String marketid = null; 

double curprice=0; 

double incr=0; 

int minutes =0; 

int seconds = 0; 

boolean isStandalone = false ; 

JPanel jPanell = new JPanelO; 

Vector listv = new VectorO; 

JList jListl = new JListO; 

JLabel jLabell = new JLabelO; 

JLabel jLabel2 = new JLabelO; 

AppletEb oldA; 

JLabel j Labels = new JLabelO; 

JLabel jLafael4 = new JLabelO; 

JLabel j Labels = new JLabelO; 
JLabel jLabelS = new JLabelO; 
JTextField Dollars = new JTextFieldO; 

JButton Submit = new JButtonO; 

JButton Bid = new JButtonO ; 

JLabel j Label? = new JLabelO; 

JTextField Cents = new JTextFieldO; 
JLabel jLabel9 = new JLabelO; 

JLabel jLabellO = new JLabelO; 
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JButton Close = new JButtonO ; 

JFrame frame = null; 

JLabel Time = new JLabelO; 

JLabel jLabels = new JLabelO; 

JLabel MinBid = new JLabelO; 

JLabel jLabelll = new JLabelO; 

JLabel jLabell2 = new JLabelO; 

JLabel jLabell3 = new JLabelO; 

Runnable updatePanel = null; 

public AppletEb2(AppletEb a, String marketid) { 

this.oldA = a; 

this.marketid = marketid; 

frame = new JFrame 0; 

clockThread = new Thread(this,"Ebay"); 

this.isStandalone = true; 

frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(0) ; 

frame.setTitle(marketid); 

frame.setSize(550,500) ; 

frame.getContentPane().add(this, BorderLayout.CENTER); 

this.init(); 

this.start() ; 

Dimension d = Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit().getScreenSize (); 
frame.setLocation((d.width - frame.getsize().width) / 2, (d.height 

- frame.getsize0.height) / 2); 

frame.setvisible(true); 

this.updatePanel = new Runnable (){ 

public void run ()(jListl.updateUI(); 

System.out.printlnC'heh") ;} 

} ;  

} 

public void start 0{ 

} 

public void init(){ 

try { 

jblnit 0; 

} 

catch(Exception e) { 

e.printStackTrace0; 

} 

} 
private void jblnit () throws Exception { 

GridBagLayout gridbag = new GridBagLayout(); 

frame.getContentPaneO .setLayout(gridbag); 
jLabell.setText("Active Bidders"); 

jLabel2.setBackground(new Color(237, 193, 192)); 

j Label2.setToolTipText(""); 

jLabel2.setText("Owner"); 

jLabels.setText("Current Winner"); 

j Label4.setToolTipText(""); 

jLabel4.setText("Current Price"); 
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j Labels.setToolTipText {""); 

j Labels.setText("N/A"); 

j Labels.setText("N/A"); 

this.listv.addElement("Waiting ... "); 
jListl=new JList(listv); 

JScrollPane listScroller = new JScrollPane(jListl); 

Submit.setText("Submit"); 
Submit.setEnabled(false); 

Submit.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
Submit_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

}); 

Bid.setText("Bid"); 

Bid.setEnabled(false); 
Bid.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

Bid_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

} ) ;  

Dollars.setEnabled(false); 

Cents.setEnabled(false); 

jLabel9.setText("$"); 

jLabel9.setVisible(false); 

jLabellO.setText("c"); 

jLabellO.setVisible(false); 

Close.setText("Close"); 

Close.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListenerO ( 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

Close_actionPerformed(e); 

} 

} ) - •  

Time.setText("Time left"); 
jLabels.setText("Minimum Bid"); 

MinBid.setText(" 0"); 

jLabelll.setBac]cground{new Color(131, 223, 144)); 

jLabelll.setOpaque(true); 

jLabelll.setHorizontalAlignment(SwingConstants.CENTER); 

jLabelll.setText("R"); 

jLabelll.setVisible(false); 
jLabell2.setBackground(new Color(236, 105, 125)); 

jLabell2.setOpaque(true); 

j Labell2.setDisplayedMnemonic('0'); 
jLabell2.setText("OVER"); 

jLabell2.setVisible(false); 

jLabell3.setText("0"); 
GridBagConstraints c = new GridBagConstraints(); 

c.gridx = 0; 

c.gridy = 1; 

c.gridwidth = 5; 
c.gridheight = GridBagConstraints.REMAINDER; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 



c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 
c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 202; 

C.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 12, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel7,c); 

frame.getContentPane().add(jLabel?); 

c.gridx = 0; 
c.gridy = 0; 

c.gridwidth = 2; 

c.gridheight = 2; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 51; 

c.ipady = 9; 

c.insets = new Insets (15, 21, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Time,c) ; 

frame.getContentPane0 .add(Time); 

c.gridx = 8; 

c.gridy = 2; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 6; 

c.weightx = 1.0; 

c.weighty = 1.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 
c.fill = GridBagConstraints.BOTH; 

c.ipadx = 158; 

c.ipady = 246; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 13, 0, 21); 

gridbag.setConstraints(listScroller, c) ; 

frame.getContentPane().add(listScroller) 

c.gridx = 8; 

c.gridy = 1; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 
c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 
c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 14; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 51, 0, 64); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabell,c); 

frame.getContentPane0 .add(jLabell); 

c.gridx = 0; 

c.gridy = 8; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 
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c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 14; 
c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (11, 19, 35, 27); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Bid,c); 

frame.getContentPane().add(Bid); 

/ /  
c.gridx = 7; 
c.gridy = 8; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 3; 
c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (12, 0, 35, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Submit,c); 

frame.getContentPane0.add(Submit); 

/ /  
c.gridx = 5; 

c.gridy = 8; 

c.gridwidth = 2; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 14; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (18, 0, 35, 15); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabellO,c); 

frame.getContentPaneO .add(jLabellO) ; 

/ /  
c.gridx = 4; 

c.gridy = 8; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 1.0; 
c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints .VJEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.HORIZONTAL; 

c.ipadx = 24; 
c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (15, 6, 35, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Cents,c); 

frame.getContentPaneO .add(Cents); 

/ /  
c.gridx = 3; 



c.gridy = 8; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c. weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 9; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new insets (18, 0, 35, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel9,c); 

frame.getContentPane().add(jLabel9); 

c.gridx = 1; 

c.gridy = 8; 

c.gridwidth = 2; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 1.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.HORIZONTAL; 

c.ipadx = 3 3; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (14, 0, 35, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Dollars,c); 

frame.getContentPane().add(Dollars); 

c.gridx = 2; 

c.gridy = 0; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 2; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 0; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (15, 0, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel12,c); 

frame.getContentPane0 .add(jLabell2); 

c.gridx = 2; 
c.gridy = 3; 

c.gridwidth = 4; 
c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 99; 
c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (37, 0, 0, 0); 
gridbag.setConstraints(jLabell3,c); 
frame.getContentPane0 .add(jLabell3); 



c.gridx = 0; 

c.gridy = 3; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 12; 

c.ipady = 3; 

c.insets = new Insets (38, 22, 0, 43); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel2,c); 

frame.getContentPane{).add(jLabel2); 

c.gridx = 0; 

c.gridy = 4; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 9; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (38, 21, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel3,c); 

frame.getContentPane0 .add(jLabel3); 

c.gridx = 2; 

c.gridy = 4; 

c.gridwidth = 4; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 95; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (36, 0, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel5,c); 

frame.getContentPane0 .add(jLabel5); 

c.gridx = 0; 

c.gridy = 6; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 
c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c . i p a d x  =  6 ;  
c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (7, 20, 0, 15); 
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gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel4,c) ; 

frame.getContentPane0 .add(jLabel4) ; 

c.gridx = 2; 

c.gridy = 6; 

c.gridwidth = 4; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c. weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 
c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 96; 
c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (9, 0, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints (jLabels,c); 

frame.getContentPane().add(jLabel6); 

c.gridx = 6; 

c.gridy = 6; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 13; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (10, 0, 0, 0); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabelll,c) ; 

frame.getContentPane().add(jLabelll); 

c.gridx = 0; 

c.gridy = 7; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c. ipadx =• 0; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (40, 20, 27, 21); 

gridbag.setConstraints(jLabel8,c) ; 

frame.getContentPane{).add(jLabels); 

c.gridx = 2; 

c.gridy = 7; 

c.gridwidth = 4; 

c.gridheight = 1; 
c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.WEST; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 

c.ipadx = 93; 
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c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (41, 0, 26, 0); 
gridbag.setConstraints(MinBid,c); 

frame.getContentPane0 .add(MinBidl ; 

/ /  
c.gridx = 7; 

c.gridy = 5; 

c.gridwidth = 1; 

c.gridheight = 1; 

c.weightx = 0.0; 

c.weighty = 0.0; 

c.anchor = GridBagConstraints.CENTER; 

c.fill = GridBagConstraints.NONE; 
c.ipadx = 0; 

c.ipady = 0; 

c.insets = new Insets (0, 0, 0, 10); 

gridbag.setConstraints(Close,c); 

frame.getContentPane0 .add(Close); 

/ /  
} 

public void addBidder(String name. String price){ 

int i = 1; 
double newprice = (new Double(price)).doubleValue(); 

if (this.listv.contains("Waiting ... ")){ 

this.listv.removeAllElements();} 

if (this.listv.contains("NONE") ) { 

this.listv.removeAllElements();} 

while (price.substring(0,1).equals("0") && price.lengthO >3){ 

price = price.substringd,7-i) ; 

i++; 

} 

this.listv.addElement(name + " $" + price); 

this.jListl.setListData(this.listv); 

this.jListl.repaint 0; 
if ([name.equals("None") ){ 

if(!this.jLabels.equals(" ")){ 
this.jLabelS.setText(price); 

this.jLabels.setText(name); 

if (newprice > 1.0) this.incr=0.25; 

if (Double.toString(newprice + this.incr).length() > 4){ 

this.MinBid.setText(Double.toString(newprice + 

this.incr).substring(0,4)); 
} else { 
this.MinBid.setText(Doxible.toString(newnrice + this.incr)); 

} 
this-jLabels.repaint(); 

this.j Labels.repaint(); 

this.MinBid.repaint(); 

} 

} 

} 
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public void displayWin(String name){ 

jLabels.setText(name) ; 

j Labels.repaint() ; 

} 

public void run(){ 
String min = null; 

String sec = null; 

String time = null; 

boolean running = true; 

while (running){ 

int j ; 

try { 
clockThread.sleep (1000); 

seconds--; 
if (seconds ==-1){ 

seconds = 59; 

minutes--; 

} 

if (minutes <= -1){ 

this.jLabell2.setvisible(true); 

Bid.disable (); 
running = false; 

(((String)this.oldA.listV.elementAt(j)).substring(0,7).equals(this.mark 

etid)){ 

/ /  
this.oldA.listV.setElementAt(this.oldA.listV.elementAt(j) + " over", 

j) -• 

this.clockThread = null; 

} 

m.in = Integer.toString(minutes) ; 

sec = Integer.toString(seconds); 

if (min.length() == 1) min = "0" + min; 

if (sec.lengthO == 1) sec = "0" + see; 

time = min + + sec; 

Time.setText("Time left " + time); 

Time.repaint(); 

} catch (InterruptedException e){ 

} 

} 

} 

public void startClock(String secLeft){ 

seconds = Integer.parseint(secLeft)-10; 

minutes = seconds/60; 

seconds = seconds%60; 

clockThread.start(); 

} 
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public void displayRes(){ 

this.jLabelll.setVisible(true); 

this.jLabelll.repaint(); 

} 

public void displayPri(String price){ 

if (price.equals("NONE")){ 

j Labels.setText(price); 
j Labels.repaint(); 

} else { 
curprice = (new Double(price)).doubleValue0; 

jLabelS.setText(Double.toString(curprice)); 

j Labels.repaint(); 

if (curprice > 1.00) this.incr = 0.25; 

else this.incr = 0.05; 

if (Double.toString(curprice + this.incr).length() > 4){ 

MinBid.setText(Double.toString(curprice + this.incr).substring(0,4));} 

MinBid.repaint(); 

} 

} 

public void displayOwner(String owner){ 

j Labell3.setText(owner); 

if (lowner.equals(this.oldA.subName)){ 

Bid.setEnabled(true); 

} 

if (this.oldA.funlsOver){ 

Bid.setEnabled(false) ; 

} 

} 

void Bid_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

Submit.setEnabled(true); 

Dollars.setEnabled(true); 

Cents.setEnabled(true); 

jLabelS.setVisible(true); 

jLabellO.setVisible(true); 

} 
void Submit_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

boolean test = true; 

if (Cents.getText0 .length0 == 0) { 

Cents.setText(Cents.getText()+ "0"); 

} 
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if (Cents.getText0 .length0 == 1){ 

Cents.setText(Cents.getText()+ "0") ; 

} 

if (Cents .getText 0 . lengthO > 2) { 
Cents.setText(Cents.getText().substring(0,2)); 

} 

Dollars.getText() + + Cents.getText() + " Please press Bid if all 

information is correct."); 

try { 

if 
(Integer.parseint(Dollars.getText 0 ) <0|Integer.parseint(Cents.getText() 

) <0 I Integer.parseint(Cents.getText 0)>99){ 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(frame, "Oops! You entered an invalid 

number. Please, try again."); 

test = false; 

} 

if (Integer.parseint(Dollars.getText{))>=9)( 

if (Integer.parseint(Cents.getText())>=0){ 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(frame,"Oops! You entered an invalid 

number. Such bid is not allowed."); 
test = false; 

} 

} 

} catch (NumberFormatException ex){ 

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(frame,"Oops! You entered an invalid 

number. Please, try again."); 
test = false; 

} 

if (test){ 
int n = JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog(frame,"Your bid is " + 

Dollars.getText() + "." + Cents.getText() + ". Please press Yes if all 

information is correct."); 
if ( n == JOptionPane.YES_OPTION)( 

String price = new String(); 

switch(Dollars.getText().length()){ 

case 1: 
price = "00" + Dollars.getText(); 

break; 

case 2: 
price = "0" + Dollars.getText(); 

break; 

default: 
price = Dollars.getText0; 

break; 

} 
System.out .println ("BIDOI " -t- this .marketid + "|" + price + + 

Cents.getText0 + + this-oldA.subName + "|"); 
this.oldA.tcp.SendMsgOut("BIDOI" + this.marketid + "|" + price + + 

Cents.getText0 + "|" + this.oldA.subName + "]"); 

} 
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} 

//send the bid 

} 

void Close_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

frame.setVisible(false); 

this.oldA.tcp.SendMsgOut("MINL|" + this.marketid + "|" + 

t h i s . o l d A . s u b N a m e  +  " 1 " ) ;  
this.oldA.jButtonl.setEnabled(true) ; 

} 

} 

Class AuctionB 

public class AuctionB { 

int numOfBidders;//for e-bay this is time left in seconds 

String mid; 

boolean resReached; 

MoneyUSD curBid; 

boolean iAmIn; 
MoneyUSD bidPrice; 

boolean over = false,-//for e-bay only 

public AuctionB(String mid){ 
this.mid = mid; 

this.numOfBidders = 0; 

} 

} 

Class BuyerAgent 

import java.util.*; 

public class BuyerAgent { 

int activeBids = 0; 

Vector limitPrices = null; 

MoneyUSD monCost = null; 
MoneyUSD highValue = null; 

MoneyUSD lowValue = null; 

Hashtable ebTimeToBid = null; 

long waiting; 
AgentBalance a = null; 

Vector auctionList; 

public BuyerAgent (AgentBalance a){ 

this.a = a; 

this.auctionList = new Vector(); 

} 
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public void startAurtions(){ 

this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("LIST|FP1" + 
this. a. tcp. SendMsgOut ("LIST j SP j" + 

this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("LIST j EC j" + 

this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("LIST j EB j" + 

} 

thi s.a.subName+ "|") 

this.a.subName+ "|") 
this.a.subName+ "[") 

this.a.subName+ " I " )  

public void decideToC(AuctionB auction, String curPrice){ 

if (this.a.itemsBS + this.activeBids < 10 ) { 

MoneyUSD cPrice = new MoneyUSD(curPrice); 

MoneyUSD IPrice = null; 

try { 
IPrice = (MoneyUSD)(this.a.jTablel.getValueAt(10,2)); 

} catch (ClassCastException e){ 
IPrice = new MoneyUSD((String)this.a.jTablel.getValueAt(10,2)); 

} 

if (IPrice.isGreatThanOrEq(cPrice))this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("BIDO|" + 

auction.mid + "|000.00|" +this.a.subName + "|"); 

} 

} 

public void chooseNext(){ 

//boolean auctionFound = false; 
//while activeBids < =10 

//go through all active auctions 
AuctionB test, go = null; 

int num = 0; 

String bidPrice = null; 

try { 
for (Enumeration e = this.auctionList.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();){ 

test = (AuctionB)(e.nextElementO); 

// System.out.println(test.mid); 
if (test.numOfBidders >= num && test.numOfBidders < 5 && 

Itest.mid.substring(0,2).equals("EB") && test.iAmIn == false){ 

num = test.numOfBidders; 

go = test; 

} 

} 

System.out.println(this.a.itemsBS + this.activeBids); 

if (this.a.itemsBS + this.activeBids < 10){ 

try { 
bidPrice = (String)this.a.jTablel.getValueAt(10,2); 

} catch (ClassCastException cc){ 
bidPrice = ((MoneyUSD) this .a. jT^lel.getValueAt (10,2) ) .toStringO ; 

} 

switch (bidPrice.length()){ 

case 3: 
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bidPrice = "000" + bidPrice; 

break; 
case 4: 

bidPrice = " 0 0 "  + bidPrice; 
break; 

case 5: 

bidPrice = "0" + bidPrice; 

} 

if (go.mid.substring(0,2).equals("EC")){ 

bidPrice = "000.00"; 

} 
this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("BIDOI" + go.mid + + bidPrice + "|" + 

this.a.subName + "|"); 

System.out.println("BIDO|" + go.mid + "|" + bidPrice + "|" + 

this.a.subName + "|"); 

this.activeBids++; 
go.iAmIn = true; 

//check number of bidders if fp,sp,ec 

//check time left if eb 
//choose best and bid until 10 

} 
} catch (NullPointerException e){} 

} 

public Auctions getAuction(String mid){ 

Auctions auction = null; 

Auctions temp = null; 

for (Enumeration e = this.auctionList.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();){ 

temp = (Auctions)e.nextElement(); 

if (temp.mid.equals(mid)){auction = temp; break;} 

} 
return auction; 

} 

public void bidEbay(String mid, String resReached, String curPrice){ 

String bidPrice = null; 

if ((this.a.minutes > 10 && this.a.itemsBS < 10)[|(this.a.itemsBS + 

this.activeSids < 10)) { 

try { 
bidPrice = (String)this.a.jTablel.getValueAt(10,2); 

} catch (ClassCastException cc){ 
bidPrice = ((MoneyUSD) this .a. jTablel.getValueAt (10, 2)) .toStringO; 

} 

switch (bidPrice.length()) { 

case 3 : 
bidPrice = "000" + bidPrice; 

break; 
case 4: 

bidPrice = "00" + bidPrice; 
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break; 

case 5: 

bidPrice = "0" + bidPrice; 

} 

try { 
this.getAuction(mid).iAmln = true; 

this-a.tcp.SendMsgOut("BIDOI" + mid + "|" + bidPrice + "|" + 

this.a.subName + "|"); 

System.out.printlnC'BIDOl" + mid + "j" + bidPrice + "|" + 

this.a.subName + "1"); 
this.activeBids++; 

} catch (NullPointerException e){} 

} 

} 

public void askEbay(){ 

String bidPrice = null; 

try { 
for (Enumeration e = this.auctionList.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();){ 
Auctions auction =(Auctions)e.nextElement(); 

if (auction.mid.substring(0,2).equals("EB")) { 

System.out.println(auction, mid + " NOB:" + auction.numOfBidders); 
if (auction.numOfBidders <= 18){ 

if (this.a.itemsBS + this.activeSids < 10){ 

try { 
bidPrice = (String)this.a.jTablel.getValueAt(10,2); 

} catch (ClassCastException cc){ 
bidPrice = ((MoneyUSD)this.a.jTablel.getValueAt(10,2)).toStringO; 

} 

switch (bidPrice.length()){ 

case 3: 
bidPrice = "000" + bidPrice; 

break; 

case 4: 
bidPrice = "00" + bidPrice; 

break; 

case 5: 
bidPrice = "0" + bidPrice; 

} 

this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut ("BIDO I" + auction.mid + "|" + bidPrice + " 1 "  
+ this.a.subName + "|"); 

auction.iAmln = true; 

this.activeSids ++; 

} 

} else { 
this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("OWNEI" + auction.mid + "|" + this.a.siibName 

+ " 1") ; 

} 

} 
} 



} catch (NullPointerException e){System.out.printlnC'kakvo");} 

} 
} 

Class MoneyUSD 

public class MoneyUSD { 

int dollars; 

int cents; 
char sign; 

public MoneyUSD(){ 
this.dollars=0; 

this.cents=0; 
this.sign='+'; 

} 

public MoneyUSD(int dollars, int cents){ 

this.dollars=dollars; 
this.cents=cents; 

this.sign = '+'; 

} 

public MoneyUSDdnt dollars, int cents, char sign) { 
this.dollars=dollars; 

this.cents=cents; 

this.sign = sign; 

} 

public MoneyUSD (String t){ 

int dot = t.indexOf('.'); 

if (t.substring(0,1).equals("-")){ 

this.sign = '-'; 

t = t.substring(1,t.length 0); 
dot = t.indexOf('.'); 

} else { 
this.sign = '+'; 

} 

if (dot > 0){ 

this.dollars = Integer.parseint(t.substring(0,dot)); 

t = t.substring(dot+1,t.lengthO); 

if (t.length{)>2){ 
this.cents = Integer.parseint(t.substring(0,2)); 

} else { 
this.cents = Integer.parseint(t.substring(0,t.length 0)) 

} 

} else { this.dollars = Integer.parseint(t); 

} 
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} 

public String toString(){ 

if (this.cents >=10){ 

if (this.sign == return ("-" + this.dollars + + 

this.cents); 
else return (this.dollars + + this.cents); 

} 

else { 
if (this.sign == '-') return ("-" + this.dollars + " . 0 "  +  

this.cents); 

else return (this.dollars + ".0" + this.cents); 

} 

} 

public MoneyUSD plus (MoneyUSD x){ 

MoneyUSD y = new MoneyUSD(); 

if (this.sign == '+' && x.sign == '+'){ 

y.dollars = ((this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 + this.cents + 

X.cents)/lOO; 
y.cents = ((this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 + this.cents + x.cents)%100; 

} else if (this.sign == && x.sign == '-')( 

y.dollars = ((this.dollars - x.dollars)*100 + this.cents -

x.cents)/lOO; 
y.cents = ((this.dollars - x.dollars)*100 + this.cents - x.cents)%100; 

} else if (this.sign == && x.sign == '+')( 

y.dollars = ((- this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 - this.cents + 

X . cents)/lOO; 
y.cents = ((- this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 - this.cents + 

X.cents)%100; 

} else if (this.sign == && x.sign == '-'){ 

y.dollars = ((this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 + this.cents + 

x.cents)/lOO; 
y.cents = ((this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 + this.cents + x.cents)%100; 

y.s ign = '-'; 

} 

if (y.cents < 0){ 
y.cents = - y.cents; 

y.sign = '-'; 

} 

if (y.dollars < 0){ 

y.dollars = - y.dollars; 
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y.s ign = '-'; 

} 

return y; 

} 

public MoneyUSD minus(MoneyUSD x){ 
MoneyUSD y = new MoneyUSD(); 

if (this.sign == '+' && x.sign == '+'){ 

y.dollars = ((this.dollars - x.dollars)*100 + this.cents -

X. cents)/lOO; 

y.cents = ((this.dollars - x.dollars) *100 + this.cents - x.cents)%100; 

} else if (this.sign =='+' && x.sign == '-'){ 

y.dollars = ((this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 + this.cents + 

X . cents)/lOO; 

y.cents = ((this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 + this.cents + x.cents)%100; 

} else if (this.sign == && x.sign == '+'){ 

y.dollars = ((this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 + this.cents + 

X . cents)/lOO; 

y.cents = ((this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 + this.cents + x.cents)%100; 
y.sign = '-'; 

} else if (this.sign == && x.sign == '-'){ 

y.dollars = ((- this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 - this.cents + 

X . cents)/lOO; 

y.cents = ((- this.dollars + x.dollars)*100 - this.cents + 

X . cents)%100; 

} 

if (y.cents < 0){ 
y.cents = - y.cents; 

y.sign = '-'; 

} 

if (y.dollars < 0){ 

y.dollars = - y.dollars,• 

y. sign = '-'; 

} 

return y; 

} 

public MoneyUSD multipliedBy (double x){ 
MoneyUSD y = new MoneyUSD(); 

double productl; 

productl = (this.dollars*100 + this.cents)*x; 

y.dollars = (int)(productl/100); 
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y.cents = ((int)(productl))%100; 

y.sign = this.sign; 

return y; 

} 

public boolean isGreatThanOrEq(MoneyUSD x) { 

boolean comp=false; 

if (this.sign == '+' && x.sign == '-')comp = true; 

else if (this.sign == && x.sign == '+')comp = false; 

else if (this.sign == '+' && x.sign == '+'){ 

if (this.dollars > x.dollars) comp = true; 

else if (this.dollars == x.dollars){ 
if (this.cents >= x.cents) comp = true; 

else comp = false; 

} 
else comp = false; 

} 
else if (this.sign == && x.sign == '-'){ 

if (this.dollars > x.dollars ) comp = false; 

else if (this.dollars == x.dollars){ 

if (this.cents > x.cents) comp = false; 

else comp = true; 

} 
else comp = true; 

} 

return comp; 

} 

Class SellerAgent 

import java.util.*; 

public class SellerAgent{ 

AgentBalance a = null; 
Hashtable auctionTimes = null; 

Vector limitPrices = null; 

public SellerAgent(AgentBalance a){ 

this.a=a; 

} 

public void startAuctions() { 

int i; 
Random r = new Random(); 

int random; 
String price = null; 

String length = null; 
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for (i=0;i<=9;i++){ 

random = r.nextint()%4; 

try { 
price = (String) (this.a.jTablel.getValueAt(i+1,2)); 

) catch (ClassCastException cce){ 

try { 

price = ((MoneyUSD)this.a.jTablel.getValueAt(i+1,2)).toString 0; 

} catch (Exception e){ 
price = "0.00"; 

} 

} 

switch (price.length 0){ 

case 3: 
price = "000" + price; 

break; 

case 4: 

price = "00" + price; 

break; 

case 5: 
price = "0" + price; 

} 

if (random == 0){ 

this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("ASKOIFPI" + price + "l005|" + this.a.subName 

+ " I") ;} 
else if (random == l || random == -1){ 

this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("ASKO1SP1" + price + "|005 |" + this.a.subName 

+ " I") '•} 
else if (random == 2 || random == -2){ 

this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("ASKOI EC I" + price + "|005j" + this.a.subName 

+  " 1 " ) ; }  
else if (random == 3 || random == -3){ 

random = r.nextInt()%4; 

switch (random){ 

case 0: 
length = "005"; 

break; 
case -1: 

case 1: 

length = "000"; 

break; 
case -2: 

case 2: 
length = "Oil"; 

break; 

case 3: 
case -3: 
length = "014" ,-

} 
this.a.tcp.SendMsgOut("ASKOjEBI" + price + "|" + length + "|" + 

t h i s . a . s u b N a m e  +  " 1 " ) ; } } } }  
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